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The town of Hayle has a remarkable history and the harbour has 

been at the centre of it. The town grew around what was originally 

a natural estuary and became a major centre of industry and trade 

in	the	nineteenth	century.	Today	it	has	international	significance	as	

one of 10 designated areas within the Cornwall and West Devon 

Mining Landscape World Heritage Site (WHS). This is belied by 

the harbour’s current run-down and neglected appearance, 

having suffered major neglect over the last quarter of a century. 

The harbour itself contains 20 Grade II listed structures and, 

despite the dereliction that has occurred over the past Century, 

remains a remarkably intact example of an evolved industrial port. 

The decline of industry in Hayle has left a town in need of social 

and economic regeneration. Continuing, unchecked decline in the 

physical fabric of the harbour will start to put the values that confer 

WHS status at risk. 

Previous regeneration attempts at Hayle have foundered for a 

variety of reasons. The costs of infrastructure and the planning 

complexities associated with its sensitive natural and cultural 

environment have contributed to years of inertia. Four years ago 

ING RED UK (Hayle Harbour) Limited completed its acquisition of 

the site with the intention of delivering a comprehensive scheme. 

Their involvement represents the best chance of delivering a 

comprehensive scheme at Hayle since its economic decline. The 

commitment and ambition of ING is recognised and welcomed by 

all parties involved in planning Hayle’s future. Figure 1 shows the 

land ownership of ING RED UK (Hayle Harbour) Limited.

Development	of	 the	 site,	 shown	on	 figure	2,	 is	proposed	 in	 the	

context of initiatives such as the South West of England Regional 

Development Agency (SWRDA) Market and Coastal Towns 

Initiative (MCTI) which seeks to not merely regenerate the town but 

to build a new sustainable locally based economy. 

This	 document	 consists	 of	 five	 parts.	 Part 1 summarises the 

assessments that have informed the masterplanning processes 

and	identifies	the	implications	of	those	assessments.	It	concludes	

with an overarching vision for the Hayle Harbour development. 

Part 2 comprises the Hayle Harbour Development Framework. 

This summarises the assessments that have formed part of the 

masterplanning process and sets out the essential structure within 

which development occurs. The illustrative masterplan in Part 3 

shows the development that is achievable within the parameters 

set by the Development Framework. It is anticipated that over 

the period of implementation changes in social and economic 

conditions will affect the viability of the mix of uses indicated by 

the illustrative masterplan and changes will be required within 

the parameters set by the Development Framework. If adhered 

to throughout the implementation process, the development 

framework will deliver the vision for Hayle Harbour as set out at the 

end of Part 1.  Part 4 sets out the Design Codes for Hayle Harbour. 

The Codes are rules or ‘must -do’ principles that will ensure that the 

key structural elements of the development framework (junctions, 

streets, blocks and edges) can be secured to ensure the  quality 

of the townscape. Part 5 sets out landscape design guidance for 

the spaces and landscapes that will form part of the development 

framework and that will help to ensure the creation of a series of 

great places.

This document has been previously submitted for Pre-Application 

Consultations on the basis of which a number of revisions have 

been made in response to comments received.  

1.0 introduction
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1.1 Site Description

The site location is shown by Figure 2 (see page 2). It is within the 

town of Hayle on the north coast of Cornwall approximately 5.5 

miles south-east of St Ives. The site consists of the main harbour 

area of the town of Hayle, including three quays, and adjacent 

areas of dunes and agricultural land to the north of the harbour. 

It is located on the Penzance to Paddington main train line and is 

close to the A30 (T). 

Hayle	developed	as	a	working	town	and	had	a	significant	impact	

upon industrialisation worldwide in the 19th Century. The town 

and the natural environment have been shaped by the activities of 

industry and, in particular, the competition between the industrial 

giants that dominated the town in the 19th Century: Harvey’s 

Foundry and Trevithick on the one hand; and the Cornish Copper 

Company on the other. Carnsew Pool, Copperhouse Pool, the 

harbour, triangular spit and cockle bank were all constructed to 

enable	the	harbour	to	be	kept	clear	and	create	sufficient	depth	of	

water to allow the large ships of the day to service the foundries. 

Railway lines linked the main line to all the quays and shaped the 

linear form of the settlement. From the end of the 19th Century 

through to the late 1970’s Hayle Harbour was occupied by a 

variety of uses which are documented in detail in the Conservation 

Management Plan (Kathryn Sather and Associates, 2005). These 

included a large factory of the National Explosives Company, a 

ship breakers yard, and an ICI factory. At the beginning of the 20th 

Century North Quay became the site of a power station serving  

most of West Cornwall with electricity.  The advent of nuclear 

power saw its demise in 1979.   

By the beginning of the 1980s the key remnants were the harbour 

outline, the historic sluicing system, the equally historic and 

significant	 harbour	 walls	 and	 some	 associated	 hardware.	 Very	

few buildings remained on the harbour. Elsewhere in the town 

the industrial era was memorialised by the shells of buildings 

at Harveys Foundry and by the two retail centres of Foundry 

and Copperhouse.  Features of the site are shown by Figure 3 

(opposite).

The quays are now largely derelict. East Quay is occupied by a 

small	boatbuilder	and	a	shellfish	wholesaler.	Areas	on	both	North	

and	South	Quays	are	used	by	the	local	fishing	industry	and	there	

is some storage of boats for repair work. Chieftain’s Yard on North 

Quay is still used for aggregate operations, whilst part of the ICI 

‘Octel’ is used as a café.  The original Customs House is now the 

office	 of	Hayle	Harbour	Management	 Ltd,	 the	 harbour	 operator	

and a part of ING. The base of the old power station remains, 

adjoining the main sub-station for this part of Cornwall. A line of 

sandstone and mudstone cliffs backs North Quay above which 

are to be found made ground, a relic of long-dead copper mining.  

Beyond North Quay are “the Towans”, “Hayle Towans” and “Riviere 

Towans”, areas of extensive dunes including an area of chalet 

dwellings, characteristic of sections of the North Cornwall coast. 

The area above Copperhouse Pool is, and has always been, in 

agricultural use. 
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Development at Hayle Harbour seeks to contribute to the 

development of Hayle as a community sustained by its local 

resources with the potential to take a lead in Cornwall’s participation 

in the international knowledge economy. The Development 

Framework sets out the urban design principles underpinning 

the illustrative masterplan and aims to integrate social, economic 

and environmental issues whilst simultaneously delivering a viable 

scheme that strengthens the community of Hayle and protects the 

environment. 

Together the Development Framework and Design Codes seeks 

to deliver a scheme that:

Creates	 a	 clearly	 defined	 identity	 for	 each	 of	 the	 quays	 in	• 

a way that does not detract from the established centre of 

Copperhouse and other neighbourhoods of Hayle;

Provides contiguous and high quality public linkages between • 

the proposed development, Foundry, Copperhouse, the train 

station, other parts of the town and the beach;

Comprises a built form that responds to the unique qualities • 

of the site; 

Provides	streets,	spaces	and	living	environments	of	sufficient	• 

quality to encourage the development of Hayle as a place to 

live and invest; 

Renews the key historic features and infrastructure of the site • 

and re-establishes it as a viable working harbour within which 

the values that confer WHS status are protected; and,

Provides a mix of uses that will bring high-quality, high-value • 

knowledge based jobs to the town making Hayle more self 

sufficient	 whilst	 at	 the	 same	 time	 providing	 a	 new	 tourist	

destination for Cornwall.

The	 illustrative	 masterplan	 (see	 figure	 4,	 opposite)	 shows	 the	

development that is achievable within the parameters set by the 

Development Framework and Design Codes. It shows the following 

components, which have been subject to a formal Environmental 

Impact Assessment process:

Indicative built components of the scheme include:

c.1,000 new dwellings, including affordable units;• 

A new Fishermen’s Harbour, incorporating a new Harbour • 

Master’s	Office	and	a	fishing	support	building;	

c. 8000 sqm of employment space on North Quay, adjacent to • 

both the Wave Hub buildings and the proposed Fishermen’s 

Harbour,	 providing	 premises	 for	 potential	 fishing-related	

processes and marine-related and energy-related activities;

c. 5000 sqm business space adjoining the Harvey’s Foundry, • 

including a multi-purpose building containing a Business 

Centre for start-ups & small businesses and a FE/HE College 

facility;

Space for primary health care facilities;• 

A total of c 13,000 sqm of food, drink and retail space;• 

A hotel and tourist accommodation;• 

A	fitness	gym;• 

An information centre;• 

A leisure building to support sailing and other water-based • 

activities; and

Opportunities for landmark buildings on the northern tip of • 

East Quay and South Quay.

The development framework allows for a range of infrastructure 

work. Indicative infrastructure components include:

Refurbishment of existing Listed structures, including all • 

harbour walls;

Excavation and reinstatement of part of the historic dockyard • 

which served Harvey’s Foundry; 

Reinstatement of the historic sluicing system;• 

Creation	of	 a	 new	 fishing	 and	 commercial	 harbour	 located	• 

at	the	seaward	end	of	North	Quay	to	serve	both	the	fishing	

fleet	operating	from	Hayle	and	vessels	supporting	the	Wave	

Hub Project;

Provision of a marina and supporting facilities within a • 

deepened and dredged area in the mid section of the 

harbour;

impoundment of Penpol Creek as part of the marina by the • 

provision of a barrier and locking system to allow deeper 

draught vessels to operate from Hayle;

Construction of a new road bridge to access North Quay • 

from Commercial Road;

Construction of a new road access to South Quay from • 

Carnsew Road;

Construction of a new road along North Quay, up to Hilltop, • 

through Riviere Fields to connect with Churchtown Road and 

Phillack;

Creation of high quality public open space alongside the • 

harbour throughout South and North Quays, incorporating a 

waterside walkway connecting both Foundry and Merchant 

Curnow’s Quay to the beach;

Provision of the new cycle connection between Carnsew • 

Road and Copperhouse Pool; 

Incorporation of new pedestrian bridges;• 

Creation of new pedestrian routes between North Quay and • 

Hilltop; and

Provision of parking to serve the new development.• 
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1Part 1: Hayle Harbour Assessments & Vision

The	following	section	summarises	the	assessments	that	have	underpinned	the	masterplanning	process.	It	identifies	the	

implications of each assessment and establishes the overarching vision for the site.
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The Development Framework and Design Codes are based on a 

rigorous assessment of:

Policy and Rationale• 

Physical Context• 

Social Context• 

Economic Context• 

2.1 Policy and Rationale

The key drivers relevant to the site are:

The need to take advantages of the area’s eligibility for EU • 

Convergence Funding and, in particular the need to respond 

to the requirements of the Lisbon Agenda. This seeks to make 

the EU the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based 

economy in the World as measured through investment 

in activities such as research and development, business 

innovation, growth of high value businesses and infrastructure 

for a modern economy;

The vision for the area set out in the Regional Economic • 

Strategy which seeks to build on the skills and aspirations 

of the people of the region together with its natural, cultural 

and physical assets to create sustainable prosperity (Regional 

Economic Strategy, SWRDA, 2003). 

To deliver SWRDA sector priorities for the region including • 

advanced engineering, ICT, marine, food and drink, tourism, 

creative industries, environmental technologies and bio-

medical (Regional Economic Strategy, SWRDA, 2003). 

National planning policy imperatives to deliver well designed • 

sustainable development that integrates social, economic 

and environmental objectives (e.g. PPS1, PP3, PPS7, PPS9, 

PPS13, PPS 15, PPS 25).

The need to contribute to Penwith District Council’s • 

commitment to deliver 7800 new homes under the Core 

Strategy and the role of Hayle as a centre for growth within 

Penwith.

The need to establish a viable scheme for the redevelopment • 

of	 Hayle	 Harbour	 as	 identified	 in	 the	 Penwith	 Community	

Strategy.

The	 specific	 requirements	 of	 ‘saved’	 PDC	 planning	 policy	• 

related to the site which requires mixed use development 

including:

o provision for improved port facilities;

o maintenance of the existing level of industrial and storage 

facilities;

o integration of town centre uses with the existing town centre;

o the provision of at least 400 dwellings;

o a scale and design that respects the maritime environment 

and heritage of the site;

o retention of existing buildings and traditional features.

The existence of a range of international, national and local • 

ecological, landscape and heritage designations including 

SSSIs, SINCs, AONB, 20 listed structures

World	Heritage	Site	significance	as	one	of	10	sites	designated	• 

as part of the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape.

The contribution to the delivery of the vision for Hayle set out • 

in the Hayle Area Plan which has been prepared through the 

Market and Coastal Towns Initiative (MCTI) with support from 

PDC and SWRDA. This sets out a vision for Hayle as follows:

 “By 2025 Hayle will be a distinctive area, celebrating, 

protecting and promoting its natural and heritage assets; 

a friendly area, embracing new residents, businesses 

and visitors in the warmth of its welcome & traditions; 

a skilled area, providing skills and quality employment 

for local people and growth opportunities for local 

businesses; and a sustainable area, making sure that 

all new initiatives are planned and developed for the 

benefit of the community.  We have created an effective 

environment for regeneration through branding, which we 

regard as key to the economic regeneration of Hayle.”

National Policy and local planning policy requires well-designed 

sustainable development in which social, economic and 

environmental factors are integrated. At Hayle this involves:

Ensuring that the town develops as a place that provides • 

opportunities for investment and a spectrum of employment 

opportunities with an increasing emphasis on sustainable 

high quality jobs; 

A sensitive approach which ensures the protection and • 

enhancement of the environment in all its dimensions, including 

heritage, landscape and ecology, and which integrates these 

as a core to the scheme;

A	need	to	be	able	to	define	how	the	development	responds	to	• 

those heritage values that give the site WHS status; 

The physical and social integration of all of the various • 

neighbourhoods of Hayle; 

Contributing to PDC’s aspirations under the Core Strategy • 

to deliver 7800 new homes in the next 20 years, including 

affordable homes; and,

Meeting	the	specific	requirement	of	PDC	planning	policy	related	• 

to the site including improved port facilities; maintenance of 

industrial and storage facilities; integration with the existing 

town centre; at least 400 dwellings; a scale and design that 

respects the maritime environment and heritage of the site; 

and retention of existing buildings and traditional features.

2.0 Assessments
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As part of the masterplanning process the physical context of 

the	site	was	assessed.	The	key	findings	of	each	of	these	physical	

assessments are outlined below.

2.2.1 Landscape character context 

A landscape character assessment of the site was carried out to an 

accepted methodology (Swanwick, C and Land Use Consultants, 

2002) with reference to the Countryside Character Map of England 

(Countryside Agency 1999), the Cornwall Landscape Assessment 

(Countryside Commission 1994), the Historic characterisation for 

regeneration, Hayle (The Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey, 2005) 

and	through	field	work.	Key	conclusions	to	inform	the	design	are:

Hayle Harbour falls within the broader St Ives Bay Character • 

Area and as such is part of a wider area with a distinct pattern 

of elements and a recognisable character.

The St Ives Bay Character Area comprises a number of smaller • 

areas with a distinct and recognisable character creating a 

remarkable and rich diversity of character that includes:

o The Coastal Towans (dunes) that fringe most of St Ives Bay 

characterised by their coastal topography and vegetation 

together with their colonisation by small holiday homes which 

are scattered across the landscape;

o Rural agricultural landscapes in varying degrees of condition;

o The derelict post-industrial landscapes of the harbour and 

quays;

o	 Modified	coastal	landscapes	such	as	the	links	golf	course	at	

Lelant;

o The stunning seascape and beaches;

Many of the sub-character areas are in a relatively poor • 

condition due to dereliction and/or landscape management;

Despite the ‘condition’ of the landscape the area is a • 

fascinating evolved landscape with layers of cultural heritage; 

natural environment, visual richness and scenic beauty. 

Landscape character will be one of the key drivers of the layout 

and form of the development. Key issues to address will include

the following points:

the design for the site should respond to the character of • 

the wider ‘St Ives Bay’ national character area within which 

it is set. This area comprises smaller areas of distinctive 

character (such as the Chalet development in the Towans). 

An appropriate design response to the these variations in the 

wider St Ives Character area is likely to result in a development 

that maintains its overall richness and diversity;

there should therefore be distinct character areas across • 

the	development	 in	 response	 to	 the	 fine-grained	 landscape	

character variations;

detailed design and articulation should make a response • 

to the scale, colour, tones and textures of the landscape 

together with microclimatic and sustainability considerations. 

This response should determine the visual richness and 

diversity of the scheme. Whilst it may be appropriate to create 

abrupt contrast with the existing site character, we believe 

the special cultural values of the site requires a sensitive 

responsive approach; and,

the development should represent the addition of another • 

appropriate layer to an already rich cultural landscape.

2.2.2 Townscape character context

A Townscape and Character Assessment was carried out to 

inform the development of the masterplan. There are nine distinct 

townscape character areas within the study area. The subdivision 

of the townscape character areas is informed by the Hayle Historic 

Characterisation for Regeneration, Hayle (Cornwall and Scilly Urban 

Survey, 2005) . The townscape character areas are differentiated 

by the era of development, topography, subdivision pattern and 

architecture.	The	key	findings	from	the	assessment	of	townscape	

character, drawing on the environmental statement baseline, the 

Hayle historic characterisation, and site work to inform the design, 

are:

The two centres of Foundry and Copperhouse express the • 

development of the town as two competing centres and are 

fundamental to its identity. They also act as neighbourhood 

foci within the extended linear form of the settlement.

The town has a number of other areas of distinct character in • 

addition to the main centres. Like other Cornish towns these 

exhibit variation according to era of development, layout, 

topography, exposure, microclimate, outlook, materials 

available and prevailing architectural tastes. Built form is 

generally simple and uncomplicated and represents an 

‘honest’ response to these factors.

The existing town is linear in form with the main commercial • 

and civic uses strung out along the main road. Many buildings 

face out onto the harbour, Carnsew Pool and Copperhouse 

Pool. The linearity is distinctive of how the town evolved 

along the transportation routes and water’s edge. The historic 

role of the town as a transportation hub provides part of the 

significance	 that	 results	 in	 WHS	 Status	 and	 therefore	 the	

linearity is distinctive for a number of reasons.

Tighter streets and terraces are to be found around the • 

historic	centres	whilst	a	significant	part	of	the	rest	of	Hayle	is	

suburban in character.

The linearity of the town is complemented by a series of spaces • 

and connections to the rear of buildings which make up a 

sequence of more intimate, sheltered and varied ‘backways’ 

such as Foundry Yard and the lane to the rear of Penpol 

Terrace. 

The	 viaduct	 is	 one	 of	 the	 defining	 icons	 of	 Hayle	 and	 is	• 

strongly represented in images through the ages. Although it 

is a highly permeable structure it is often seen as separating 

Foundry Square from the harbour.

There is an industrial tradition of large scale uses and buildings • 

on the quays which, despite having mainly gone from the site 

now, have established a development pattern on the site. 

The site does not have an established urban tradition, having 

evolved over a substantial period from a natural estuary to an 

industrial port accommodating a range of uses. Nonetheless, the 

townscape character context has a number of implications for 

planning and design of the site:

Development on South Quay will create a new critical mass • 

around Foundry. It is likely to become perceived as the 

natural town centre. Whilst the existing commercial role of 

Copperhouse should be protected, the development of a 

recognisable centre to Hayle will be an important step in the 

town evolving as one community; 

If Foundry/South Quay develops as the ‘town centre’ the scale, • 

urban form and mix of uses will need to underpin this role;

Development of the site will extend the established urban • 

form	of	Hayle	onto	the	site	for	the	first	time.	Linkages	with	the	

existing centres of Foundry and Copperhouse will need to be 

clear and contiguous to build the cohesiveness of the town;

The character of Hayle as a town with an essentially linear • 

nature	 reflects	 how	 it	 has	 evolved	 with	 its	 natural	 setting,	

the	 influence	 of	 transportation	 corridors,	 and	 development	

alongside the many water bodies. The resulting strong 

waterside edges and linearity should be respected;

If the linearity of the edges are maintained, there may be • 

corresponding opportunities to create more intimate and 

sheltered lanes and spaces to the rear of the main building 

frontage;

Existing streets, opeways and space within Hayle have a • 

variety and diversity of scales (within a range). The streets, 

opeways and spaces within the proposed development need 

to	reflect	this	range	of	scale;

Variations in topography, outlook, exposure, microclimate etc • 

across the site will be one of the key drivers of the character 

of the scheme. An architectural response to these variations, 

together with sustainable design considerations, will be 

preferable to a style driven approach to architecture;

The masterplan needs to convincingly integrate the viaduct • 

into the townscape.

Development	on	the	quays	should	reflect	the	fact	that	Hayle	• 

is	not	a	traditional	Cornish	fishing	village,	but	is	an	industrial	

town with a history of large scale uses at the harbour.
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2.2.3 Visual context

The visual assessment considered the visibility of the site from 

surrounding local and distant viewpoints according to accepted 

visual assessment methodologies (The Landscape Institute and 

Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment, 2002). 

A	significant	part	of	 the	town	of	Hayle	currently	overlooks	a	• 

derelict site (the harbour).

The Hayle Harbour and Riviere Fields parts of the development • 

site have very different visual contexts. The harbour is visible 

predominantly from the south and west while Riviere Fields 

is more prominent in views from the south and east. Both 

parts of the site are screened from views from the north by 

topography. 

From the majority of viewpoints the site is seen in the context • 

of Hayle’s existing urban fabric and surrounding landscape 

setting. Views are most commonly seen from across the 

estuary. The railway viaduct, the skyline of the sand dunes, 

scale of the estuary, beach and churches at Phillack, Lelant 

and	 Halye	 Terrace	 all	 form	 significant	 landscape	 features	

around the site.

The estuary and the shallow tributary valley sides facing down • 

towards the proposed development site to the west leave the 

proposed development site very exposed in views from this 

direction. 

In most views there is potential for development to be • 

viewed against the backdrop of the higher land meaning that 

development of the site will not break the skyline when viewed 

from the majority of surrounding areas.

The three churches of Hayle, Lelant and Philack act as • 

important	local	landmarks	and	signifiers.

The area does contain some discordant elements including • 

the substation and power lines to the north of North Quay, 

although fortunately the substation is well screened by 

enclosing topography. 

The	site	 is	within	an	area	of	 significant	 visual	 sensitivity	 and	 the	

development will need to respond clearly to the main views both 

to and from the development:

The scale and massing of the development needs to be • 

respectful of the ‘three churches’ and the sensitive skylines 

of the Towans and other enclosing ridges; it should avoid 

breaking the skyline;

Views of the site from Lelant and from other viewpoints across • 

the estuary are sensitive and the scale and massing of the 

development in relation to the Towans behind the site needs 

particular consideration.

The scale and massing of development in relation to the • 

viaduct requires sensitivity to ensure that the structure retains 

its iconic importance within the overall landscape.

The site is located within a potentially stunning setting and • 

views out from the development will be an important asset 

to capitalise on. This is particularly true of the higher land 

above North Quay which has the potential to provide stunning 

elevated views over the estuary;

The area at the northern end of North Quay is visually less • 

significant	 as	 the	 visual	 amenity	 of	 this	 part	 of	 the	 site	 is	

degraded by the existing powerlines and substation.

fig. 9 visual analysis
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2.2.4 Ecological context 

Detailed ecological assessments have underpinned the 

development	of	 the	masterplan.	Key	conclusions	of	 significance	

for the masterplanning process are:

The site has a range of terrestrial habitats including sand • 

dunes; disused open land, buildings, and quarries; hedgerows; 

plantation; agricultural land; and salt marsh. 

North Quay has the greatest variety of terrestrial habitats with • 

three Biodiversity Action Plan species present or adjacent 

to the site. The reptile species of this area are considered of 

County	Importance	and	it	is	of	local	significance	for	breeding	

birds.

The Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI includes • 

Carnsew Pool south west of the harbour, and Copperhouse 

Pool to the east.  The primary reason for the SSSI status is 

the waterfowl and shorebirds that occur in winter and pass 

through on spring and autumn migration. 

The saltmarsh at Copperhouse is of national importance with • 

nine BAP priority species. 

The most important species found by survey was petalwort. • 

The Triangular Spit holds the second largest population of this 

plant in Britain, making this area an internationally important 

site.	Other	parts	of	the	site	also	have	this	flora	in	much	smaller	

pockets. 

Aquatic	 flora	 and	 fauna	 has	 been	 restricted	 by	 historical	• 

contamination of the sediments and the continued poor water 

quality due to mining drainage and spoil heaps in the various 

catchments. 

The main implications of the ecological context to the site for the 

masterplanning process are:

the site is located at the centre of a remarkable ecological • 

resource. This has the potential to contribute strongly to the 

image and identity of the development;

ecological assets and statutory protection requires responsive • 

zoning of the development to avoid areas of greatest value 

and sensitivity together with responsive design of each area. 

The	 ecological	 values	 of	 each	 area	 can	 influence	 detailed	

design and management of each part of the development;

in	 particular	 ecological	 issues	 preclude	 any	 significant	• 

development on the Triangular Spit due to the presence of 

Petalwort; and,

some ecological impacts will be unavoidable and it will be • 

a key part of the masterplanning process to ensure that 

these are minimised, mitigated and compensated for where 

possible.

Hayle Harbour Development Framework    12



2.2.5 Heritage context 

Hayle Harbour, comprising the quays, pools and harbour buildings 

of Carnsew, Foundry, Penpol and North Quay, is located within the 

proposed Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape WHS. The 

site contains 20 Listed Structures and part of it is located within 

a Conservation Area. A conservation management plan (CMP) for 

the site has been prepared (Kathryn Sather and Associates, 2005) 

and includes a detailed assessment of the history of its site and its 

values.	Hayle	Harbour	is	significant	for	many	reasons	including:

Its status as a functioning port evolved from a tidal estuary • 

to an extensive network of industrial-scale quays serving a 

diversifying range of industries and with an international 

interface with mines across the world.

Its	 significance	 in	 relation	 to	 Cornish	 mining	 and	 heavy	• 

engineering with two of the largest foundries in the world in the 

19th Century; connections with Richard Trevithick and Arthur 

Woolf, two of the most famous steam engineers of the 19th 

century; and contributions to the development of shipbuilding 

in the 19th century.

Military	significance	during	the	First	and	Second	World	Wars	• 

including an explosives factory and a location for bromide 

production.

The expression of rivalry between Harvey’s and the Cornwall • 

Copper Company (CCCo) shaping the social history and 

development of the town leading to two sluicing pools and 

locks, two networks of quays, slipways and railways.

The inextricable link between the harbour and its setting so • 

that the two combine to form an important cultural landscape. 

The site must be viewed in the context of its setting. The 

significant	 aspects	 of	 the	 setting	 considered	 of	 heritage	

importance include:

 - views across the harbour and estuary

 - views across the two sluicing pools

 - the enclosing horizon formed by the Towans to the north                      

and north-east.

Significant	structures	on	the	site	are	grouped	as	follows:

The physical remains which demonstrate that Hayle Harbour • 

is a remarkable example of the evolution of a port from a tidal 

estuary.

The physical remains of the harbour’s integrated transport • 

system. 

The physical remains which show how the port is a rare • 

example of ongoing industrial development. 

Factors	which	have	degraded	the	heritage	significance	of	the	site	

include: 

Previous ownership and management regimes• 

Economic decline of Hayle• 

Public expectations of harbour appearance• 

Loss of original features, including 19th century buildings • 

Impact of 20th century additions• 

Areas of rubble from demolished buildings• 

Much of the waterside infrastructure, including the harbour walls, 

sluices and bridges, are recorded as Listed Buildings. There is a 

pressing need to repair a large amount of harbour infrastructure 

including the listed quay wall structures.  Immediately to the south 

of the site the area of Harvey’s Foundry, one of the two historically 

significant	foundries	in	Hayle,	is	currently	undergoing	a	programme	

of restoration and regeneration under the Harvey’s Foundry Trust. 

The area consists of a number of historic buildings within an 

intimate environment and the Trust aims to bring new life to the 

historic fabric of the area. This has included a number of projects 

to refurbish buildings on the site including the provision of live-

work and small business units. The Trust is currently looking at 

proposals for Phase 3, which is likely to include the restoration 

and provision of new uses for the Foundry Barn, Plantation and 

Pattern Store.

fig. 10 hayle 1890

fig. 11 hayle 1949
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The heritage of the site is one of its greatest assets and is 

recognised nationally and internationally. The masterplan needs to 

adopt a conservation ethic and incorporate features of heritage 

significance	where	 this	does	not	compromise	 the	viability	of	 the	

scheme. Key implications for the masterplan are:

The need to develop a role for the site that does not • 

compromise the role and importance of Copperhouse as one 

of the two centres of Hayle;

The need to maintain the relationship between the development • 

and its setting. This may mean protecting and respecting key 

views to and from the site to surrounding areas of Hayle and 

Lelant.

The	 retention	 and	 restoration	 of	 remaining	 significant	• 

structures on the site, in particular the restoration of the listed 

quay walls; 

The	 identification	 of	 other	 heritage	 benefits	 arising	 from	• 

development, such as the potential to re-establish the original 

quay line on South Quay;

The development should be seen as an evolution of a cultural • 

landscape; 

The adoption of an ‘honest’ approach to masterplanning • 

and design. This means development of a masterplan that is 

‘driven’ by a response to the conditions of the site including 

topography, microclimate, orientation etc as a generator of 

built form and architecture rather than an approach that seeks 

to impose an arbitrary architectural style or a ‘false vernacular’ 

that never in fact existed. The history of large scale industrial 

buildings on the site provides a heritage context that allows 

for potentially larger scale and more innovative built form than 

might be the case in a traditional Cornish village; and,

Investigating opportunities for interpretation of the heritage • 

assets as the development proceeds and when it is 

completed.

2.2.7 Regional examples 



fig. 13 transport and movement context

2.2.6 Transport and movement context 

The transport and movement context has been assessed as part 

of the masterplanning process.

At a strategic level, Hayle is well placed close to the A 30(T) • 

with connections to the M5 at Exeter.

At a local level, the B3301 provides a continuous route through • 

Hayle parallel to the trunk road. East of the development land 

and to the north of the B3301 and the Copperhouse Pool inlet 

is the settlement of Phillack. The settlement is linked to the 

B3301	by	Lethlean	Lane,	a	Class	3	classified	route.	

Running parallel to the B3301 but to the north of the • 

Copperhouse Pool inlet is George V Memorial Walk, which is 

a	traffic	calmed	road	of	approximately	4	metres	wide	from	the	

North Quay eastwards to Black Road Bridge. 

Traffic	 flow	 levels	 on	 the	 B3301	 are	 significantly	 within	 the	• 

theoretical carrying capacity of the corridor. Whilst August 

flow	 levels	 are	 known	 to	 be	 up	 to	 30%	 higher	 than	 April	

flows	at	certain	times	of	the	day,	flows	are	not	of	a	level	that	

approaches the theoretical capacity of the link. 

Hayle lies on the route of one of the County’s strategic public • 

transport	routes.	The	most	significant	scheduled	bus	services	

are operated on a corridor between St Ives, Penzance and 

Truro, via Hayle. Scheduled services provide three services 

each	hour	from	Hayle	to	the	most	significant	local	destinations	

seven	days	of	the	week,	with	start	and	finish	times	that	offer	

opportunities for both employment and evening leisure travel 

to and from Hayle.

Hayle railway station is located on the main national rail • 

network. Rail services are operated by four train operating 

companies: First Great Western, Virgin Trains, Wessex Trains 

and Arriva Trains Wales. 

Park and Ride facilities are located locally at St Erth, currently • 

serving St Ives via the railway. In the future there is a possibility 

that this may be enlarged to also serve Hayle.

Although the site is strategically well located, at a local level • 

connections into and through the site are currently poor or 

non-existent. Cyclist and pedestrian routes in and around 

Hayle are of a poor quality and key connections, such as a 

route to the beach, are very poor.

The transport and movement context has a number of implications 

for the development of the masterplan:

The town is a sustainable location for development and this • 

accessibility	is	one	of	the	defining	strengths	of	the	town	and	

should be capitalised in the development of the vision for the 

site and masterplan proposals;

The highway network has the theoretical capacity to • 

accommodate a development of the scale promoted by this 

development framework;

There	 are	 significant	 opportunities	 for	 the	 masterplan	 to	• 

improve the movement of pedestrians and cyclists around 

Hayle; and,

It is essential that highways and transportation design are • 

integrated to create a cohesive urban fabric within which 

pedestrian, cyclist and vehicular functions are integrated in 

the priority set out by Manual for Streets (Department for 

Transport, 2007).

It is essential that the design of all parts of the site provide • 

inclusive access for all and meet the requirements of the 

Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) (2005).
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It would not be appropriate for the masterplan to be based on 

an interpretation of other towns and villages or a replication of 

historic Hayle. This could result in a ‘false vernacular’ and a form of 

development that would be alien to what was a working industrial 

site. The urban form and architectural response should derive from 

fundamental drivers of urban form such as desired linkages and 

connections, views, topography, orientation, microclimate and 

the heritage, character and ecology of the site. Nonetheless other 

regional towns and villages deal with conditions similar to those 

found	on	the	site	and	provide	useful	pointers	as	to	how	specific	

design issues can be dealt with in a way that is responsive to the 

west of Cornwall.

A number of local towns including St Ives, Newlyn, Penzance and 

Falmouth have been assessed for the purposes of understanding 

how site conditions found in Hayle have traditionally been dealt with, 

in either planned or evolved form. In addition we have used these 

appraisals to understand the regional materials palette together 

with the typical scale and grain of built form. Key conclusions 

include:

It is common for many Cornish coastal towns to deal with • 

challenging	 topography.	 The	 benefits	 of	 being	 near	 the	

harbour	combined	with	a	scarcity	of	flat	building	land	results	

in a dense urban form that is not constrained by changes in 

level and topography. This is most clearly seen in parts of St 

Ives.

The steps, paths and buildings that take up the change in • 

level often give rise to a diverse, interesting and attractive 

townscape.

Virtually all towns have an urban form that allows for easy • 

access to the key economic parts of the waterfront, even 

where	topography	and	levels	makes	this	difficult.

Although waterfronts are important to the vitality of places like • 

Penzance, St Ives and Newlyn, more active intimate streets 

and spaces are often set back from the waterfront.

The role of the waterfront as an economic driver does however • 

normally result in these areas developing higher densities and 

larger buildings, often with a strong commercial function.

Behind strong frontages that are ‘ordered’ by the waterfront, • 

such as at St Ives, the urban form is often more fragmented 

and diverse.

It is usually the case that a simple and robust palette of • 

materials is used. The most exposed edge often has the 

simplest and most robust architectural response and 

materials palette whilst greater richness is found within the 

more intimate streets and spaces.

The traditional form of regional towns provide some important 

pointers as to how the conditions of a site like Hayle Harbour can 

be dealt with in a way that is regionally appropriate:

topography is potentially an asset of the site and consideration • 

should be given to incorporating major features such as the 

cliff behind North Quay in such a way that they become 

integral to the urban form of the development;

at Hayle the waterfront will continue to be the main economic • 

driver as a working harbour, commercial focus and recreational 

resource – connections to and from the waterfront will be 

important	even	where	topography	makes	this	difficult.

as the key economic driver of the development, it would seem • 

logical that the waterfront develops with the most dense and 

large scale development to capitalise on the premium the 

location offers – all exemplar towns follow this pattern.

the waterfront is also often exposed to the elements and • 

requires a simple and robust approach to architecture and 

public realm design.

the waterfront is only one part of the experience of the place – • 

in most of the Cornish towns assessed, day to day commercial 

and living functions occur in streets and spaces set back from 

the waterfront.

Cornish coastal towns use commonly available materials in a • 

simple and robust way using local skills leading to a distinctive 

vernacular. The masterplan should promote an approach to 

architecture that is similarly responsive to local conditions, 

materials and building and maintenance skills to create a 

vernacular that is distinctive of the locale and sustainable over 

the long term.

fig.15 photos of regional examples: 

showing tight urban form, and built form stepping down the changes in topography to the waterfront

fig. 14 figure grounds from regional exemplars: 

showing strong urban form, tight streets and spaces, and strong edges along the waterfront
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2.2.8 Flood Risk 

A	flood	risk	assessment	considered	the	baseline	flood	risk	relevant	

to the development site, and in summary, concludes that:

There	is	no	fluvial	flood	risk	to	the	proposed	development	site	• 

from any of the watercourses in the proximity of the site;

Tidal	flood	risk	is	defined	by	the	present	day	1	in	200	year	still	• 

water level of 4.548m ODN. Such a level would inundate parts 

of North Quay in immediate proximity to the harbour, and parts 

of South Quay. All other parts of the proposed development 

site	would	be	flood-free.

Significant	areas	of	the	existing	town	within	Foundry	Square	• 

would be inundated in such an event. 

The	flood	risk	assessment	of	the	site	has	a	number	of	implications	

for the planning and design of the site:

No	residential	development	on	ground	floors	in	existing	high	• 

risk zones.

Widespread ground level raising, so that all new development • 

within	Flood	Zone	3	is	set	above	the	appropriate	flood	level.	

All development thresholds are to be raised to at least 6.35m 

AOD, including doorways, parking thresholds, building voids 

etc. 

Safe road based access and egress routes.• 

The Framework also allows for the impoundment of Penpol • 

Creek	to	provide	additional	third	party	flood	defence	to	Hayle	

Town	Centre	 and	 increased	 fluvial	 storage	 to	 receive	 storm	

discharge.

2.3 Socio-Economic Context

An assessment of the area has been carried out by Roger Tym and 

Partners (RTP) to provide a baseline understanding of how Hayle 

performs in social and economic terms. Key conclusions to the 

assessment are:

Hayle has a population of 7,465 people and in common with • 

the rest of Cornwall there are fewer young adults and higher 

levels of older adults than the national average.  

Of	the	3,334	dwellings	in	Hayle	a	lower	proportion	are	flats	and	• 

second/holiday homes than for comparison areas. Dwellings 

are available to rent from the Council however, the proportion 

of ‘other social rented property’ is high.

House prices in Hayle are lower than for Penwith and • 

surrounding towns but still high in comparison with national 

levels.  Relatively low average earnings makes affordability a 

key issue.

Most of the businesses within Hayle are small with 10 • 

employees or less. There are only 7 businesses with over 50 

employees. The 267 businesses in the town in addition to 

self employed people gives a total of 2,682 people working 

in Hayle.

The majority of employment within the town is either public • 

sector or in low skill low value areas. As a result, historically 

Hayle earnings have been lower than Penwith averages and 

these in turn are lower than the Cornish average.

Skills	 levels	are	 low,	35.1%	have	no	qualifications	and	there	• 

are high levels of people working in semi-skilled/unskilled 

positions or employed within the lowest grade positions.

The unemployment rate is seasonally high and during the • 

winter it is almost double that of the region. 

The assessment of the social and economic context stresses the 

need for a broad regeneration focused approach to development 

at Hayle Harbour. In particular the following issues need to be 

considered through the masterplanning process:

Whilst there is a need to provide new jobs to regenerate the • 

town and the region, poorly-paid, low-skill jobs will not result 

in a step change in the fortunes of the town and exacerbate 

problems of seasonality and affordability. There is a need to 

create a development offer and infrastructure that is attractive 

to those who would invest in higher paid, skilled, knowledge 

based jobs;

Opportunities to provide for training and education through • 

the masterplanning process may help to address issues 

related	to	lack	of	skills	and	qualifications;

The masterplan will also need accommodate social • 

and community infrastructure necessary to service the 

development, for example public open space and health care; 

and,

The development of the site needs to progress hand in hand • 

with efforts to regenerate the town through the MCTI and 

other initiatives.
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Through the masterplanning process a number of direct contacts 

and	 research	studies	have	 identified	demand	or	 the	potential	 to	

create a new market offer for the town and west Cornwall across 

a range of sectors. In addition demand will be driven by the ability 

of the site to capitialise on the opportunities of the area’s eligibility 

for EU Convergence Funding and respond to the requirements of 

the Lisbon Agenda. 

Residential: The Penwith Core Strategy Preferred Options • 

(LDF)	 identifies	 that	 390	 dwellings	 per	 annum	 should	 be	

delivered across the District from 2006 to 2026, equating to 

7,800 dwellings over 20 years, as required by the Regional 

Spatial Strategy. Current PDC policy sets the target that 1,400 

(70 per annum) affordable homes are to be developed for the 

period 1991-2011 which requires 125 affordable dwellings 

per year for the remaining years of the plan period. In the light 

of the Government’s commitment to increase house building 

as set out in the Housing Green Paper, it is likely that demand 

for residential development will grow in the future. 

Retail: A retail demand study has been carried out by RTP • 

(RTP, 2007). RTP conclude that predicted growth in spending 

in Penwith District and the north and western parts of Kerrier 

Distict could amount to £94.3m between 2007 and 2012. 

This increase in spending (in addition to meeting the turnover 

requirement	of	existing	commitments,	increase	in	floorspace	

efficiency	and	the	impact	of	“special	forms	of	trading”)	would	

be	 sufficient	 to	 support	 a	 significant	 amount	 of	 new	 retail	

floorspace	on	the	site	with	limited	impact	on	other	centres.

  

Industrial: A study by Alder King on behalf of ING (Alder King, • 

2006)	 identifies	Hayle	 as	 an	 attractive	 location	 for	 potential	

investors. A good demand for smaller sites together with 

a	 lack	 of	 available	 stock	 has	 been	 identified.	 SWRDA	 are	

promoting Wave Hub, a new renewable energy facility which 

will enable the development of wave power technologies in St 

Ives Bay. The development of Wave Hub offers good potential 

to attract renewable energy technologies to the site.

Office:	The	office	market	 in	Hayle	 is	stable.	Traditionally	 the	• 

town	has	not	been	seen	as	a	centre	for	office	development	

and demand will need to be stimulated together with broader 

initiatives to regenerate and build the overall Hayle ‘brand’ 

as	a	place	 to	 live	and	 invest.	Too	much	office	development	

too early in the development could result in oversupply and 

depress yields.

Leisure: Hayle’s remarkable natural assets have never been • 

fully taken advantage of and the site offers an amazing 

opportunity for meeting an increasing demand for leisure in 

a unique waterfront environment. Richard Gerald Associates 

have carried out a study into marina demand for ING (Richard 

Gerald Associates, 2005) and have concluded that, despite 

difficult	 sailing	 conditions,	 there	 is	 a	 significant	 demand	 for	

a marina on the site. All comparable marinas on the Bristol 

Channel are full with waiting lists in the region of 3 years. The 

nature of sailing conditions means that the marina would be 

unlikely	 to	 attract	 a	 significant	 proportion	 of	 traditional	 sail-

based craft, and would be used by motor boats. There is also 

demand for waterside public realm, with retail development 

including a high proportion of food and drink to maximise the 

waterfront potential, make the most of increased demand 

based on the location, and create a vibrant and active public 

waterfront. Hayle has never been known for its hotel or A3 use 

operators, however with regeneration there is potential for this 

situation to change. In recent years demand is demonstrated 

by the Premier Travel Inn, Travel Lodge and Brewers Fayre 

built on the A30 roundabout. There is likely to be demand for 

a modern hotel/conference facility within the West Penwith 

area and there is known demand for budget hotels. Demand 

for waterside locations with easy access to the beach can 

also be maximised at Hayle.

Health and social care: As the population of Hayle increases, • 

so will the need for additional primary care facilities.  RTP 

advise that the total new population of 2,208 suggests that 

1.5 FTE additional GPs plus support staff will be needed as 

local health provision to meet the needs of population in the 

proposed development.  

The demonstrated potential, and demand for, new development 

at Hayle has the following implications for the masterplanning 

process:

As	one	of	the	largest	undeveloped	brownfield	sites	within	the	• 

south	west	the	site	should	seek	to	accommodate	a	significant	

proportion of the demand for new residential development, 

including affordable housing, within Penwith; 

There is potential to include a substantial amount of new retail • 

development within the scheme to start to build the Hayle 

‘brand’. This would need to be split between convenience 

shopping, food and drink and tourist retail;

There is potential for the provision of high quality industrial • 

development related to Wave Hub, with an emphasis on 

employers that bring high-value knowledge-based jobs;

The	office	market	of	Hayle	can	be	grown	from	a	fairly	low	base	• 

and success will need to be tied into regeneration efforts to 

rebrand the town;

The masterplan should be designed to accommodate a • 

marina and associated leisure uses at some point in the 

future; and,

Provision needs to be made to provide for future health • 

provision to meet the needs of the increased population of 

the town.

2.4 Demand
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2.5  Viability 

The design process cannot be considered in isolation from viability 

considerations. The pressing need to regenerate the site and the 

costs associated with the large amount of infrastructure to be 

provided and restored means that a land use and phasing mix 

needs	 to	 be	 found	 that	 delivers	 values	 sufficient	 to	meet	 costs	

and	 deliver	 a	 developers	 profit.	 Viability	 considerations	 should	

not dictate the form of the masterplan but at the same time the 

development	 simply	 will	 not	 happen	 unless	 there	 is	 sufficient	

quantum of value generating uses to create a viable scheme. Key 

viability issues include the following:

There are extra-ordinary costs associated with restoration, • 

remediation and infrastructure together with the added costs 

associated with responding to planning and conservation 

constraints (though these can also add value);

Residential	values	are	 likely	to	underpin	the	financial	viability	• 

of the scheme and a suitable mix of housing will need to be 

developed	 to	deliver	both	profit	and	much	needed	housing	

stock;

The provision of commercial space is essential to meet the • 

SWRDA / Convergence requirements and contribute to the 

broader regeneration of the town. However commercial 

space in Cornwall generally requires public sector support to 

be viable;

Retail values to be achieved from the site will initially be • 

relatively	 modest.	 There	 will	 need	 to	 be	 sufficient	 critical	

mass of development early in the implementation process to 

establish the site as a retail destination;

Potential elements of the scheme for which there is demand, • 

such as the marina, will not deliver a return on investment until 

several years into the development.

Viability	 issues	 have	 a	 significant	 effect	 on	 the	 masterplanning	

process;

Although the development mix can be shaped to provide • 

broad	regeneration	benefits,	to	ensure	viability	it	will	need	to	

have	a	significant	residential	component	to	create	value.

The scheme needs to be design-led to create a sustainable • 

community. The design quality, mix and branding of the 

development will be of pivotal importance to create a new 

brand for Hayle; 

Associated with this, initial phases need to be of a visibility • 

and critical mass to demonstrate that Hayle is changing to the 

people who would live there, investors and consumers. This 

may equally involve a sophisticated marketing and promotion 

effort.

The extra-ordinary costs associated with the site will mean • 

that whilst values will need to be optimised, costs will also 

need to be minimised. Some desirable features (such as 

underground car parking) may be precluded in order to secure 

overall viability.

2.6 Community Involvement

An ongoing process of community involvement has informed 

the development of the masterplan. The Community is currently 

involved in developing its own vision for Hayle through the SWRDA 

funded Market and Coastal Towns Initiative (MCTI) set out under 

‘policy and rationale’. The development of  the masterplan has 

respected, and developed this vision. 

Issues	 identified	 through	 the	 consultation	 process	 included	 the	

following:

A desire to see Hayle develop as a sustainable community • 

in all its dimensions, with increased community facilities and 

high quality high value jobs. There was no desire to see Hayle 

develop solely as a ‘tourist attraction’.

A willingness from many parts of the community to support • 

and be involved in the delivery of a regenerated Hayle in the 

future.

A strong desire to see the existing town and the proposed • 

development strongly linked together, particularly in the 

location of Foundry Square, and Penwith’s proposed 

Waterside Walkway;

The importance of understanding and providing for the needs • 

of	harbour	users	and	the	fishing	industry;

Concerns about the scale of residential development;• 

Concerns about the impacts of the proposed development • 

on	traffic	congestion	and	safety	within	the	town;

The potential impact of the development on the natural and • 

cultural values of the site;

Concerns	about	the	potential	development	of	greenfield	land	• 

at Riviere Fields. 

Concern about the detailed design of various parts of the site • 

such as the linkage onto North Quay past the listed railway 

bridge.

Cynicism that the development will ever happen and a real • 

desire to see the site developed.

The masterplan needs to demonstrably respond to community 

concerns and aspirations and in particular needs to achieve the 

following:

embrace a vision that complements initiatives to regenerate • 

the whole town as a sustainable place rather than seek to 

append a ‘development’ onto the edge of Hayle;

ensure a cohesive approach to the creation of streets and • 

spaces that convincingly binds together the existing town of 

Hayle with the development site;

achieve a high quality design that addresses concerns about • 

detailed issues and concerns and offsets the concerns about 

the development of sensitive areas such as Riviere Fields;

meets	 the	needs	of	harbour	users	and	 the	 fishing	 industry;	• 

and,

be accompanied by an ongoing process to involve and engage • 

the community in the detailed design and delivery process.
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2.7 Summary

Hayle Harbour is located in a stunning landscape setting with 

internationally	 significant	 natural	 and	 cultural	 values.	 The	 town	

has a unique heritage and role in the World’s industrial history 

and an identity that is built on innovating, making and trading 

despite the decline of recent decades. The town has a distinct 

strong community that is proud of its maritime and industrial 

heritage and which is well organised and committed to delivering 

regeneration through the MCTI and other initiatives. Hayle Harbour 

is well connected, close to the A30, the main train line and park 

and ride facilities. It also has a unique landscape setting including 

the estuary, the ‘window on the Atlantic’ and possibly the best 

beaches in Cornwall. It sits within an area of special ecological 

importance that has the potential to be a strong element of the 

Hayle brand and also enhance the quality of life of those who live 

there.	 The	Wave	 Hub	 project	 together	 with	 the	 fishing	 industry	

means the town has unique and sustainable resources to draw on 

in its regeneration.

There	is	significant	demand	and	capacity	for	a	range	of	residential,	

commercial and leisure uses on the site and the potential to deliver 

a	 stunning	 scheme.	 However	 there	 are	 also	 significant	 extra-

ordinary site development costs related to planning, infrastructure 

and	conservation	issues.	Viability	considerations	will	influence	both	

the scale and form of development.



3.0 Vision

The overall objective of the proposed Hayle Harbour development 

is, in short, to regenerate not just the Harbour but the whole 

town of Hayle and to stimulate economic activity in the town, in 

Penwith and in West Cornwall generally. The redevelopment of 

Hayle Harbour is therefore intended to serve several different but 

mutually	beneficial	objectives,	as	follows:

to stimulate and sustain economic growth in the town and • 

in	 West	 Cornwall	 by	 providing	 high	 quality,	 flexible,	 ICT-

connected business premises in a very desirable setting, and 

by creating a more positive local business climate;

to realise the full potential of the harbour land, replacing • 

dereliction and inaccessibility with opportunities for all to 

benefit	 from	the	 town’s	exceptional	beauty	and	 inspirational	

history;

to release the site’s inherent value, giving people the chance • 

to live, work and socialise on the water’s edge and within the 

water;

to protect, enhance and promote the truly distinctive historical • 

built	and	natural	heritage,	reflecting	the	site’s	World	Heritage	

Site status;

to introduce wider choice for the residents of Hayle and • 

Penwith – choice of housing, jobs, shopping, leisure and 

transport, all within the local area;

to make Hayle Harbour a desirable and sustainable destination • 

for home owners and businesses;

to	 generate	 investor	 confidence	 in	 Hayle	 at	 all	 levels,	 from	• 

local businesses and home owners to inward investors in 

higher value added businesses; and

to	 develop	 proposals	 in	 a	 way	 that	 makes	 efficient	 use	 of	• 

previously	developed	brownfield	land.	

The above comprises a complex set of social, economic and 

environmental priorities for the masterplanning process. PPS 1 

requires the integration of social, economic and environmental 

objectives in planning and design decisions to deliver sustainable 

development. The key social, economic and environmental themes 

that emerge from the assessments are set out below:

social: it is clear from the assessments that the town should • 

develop as an integrated place in which existing residents, new 

residents and visitors can come together as a recognisable 

community. The Hayle Harbour development can provide new 

community facilities and help the town move forward as one 

single, stronger, united community whilst at the same time 

respecting the historic role of Copperhouse;

economic: the scheme should deliver high quality knowledge-• 

based jobs and services for people who live in, or chose to 

locate to, Hayle, drawing on the resources of the advantages 

of the geographic location and local energy, services, 

infrastructure and food, and organising these in a way that 

enables them to be mutually supportive so the town has more 

collective might and becomes self-sustaining. It also needs to 

comprise	a	balance	of	uses	that	includes	sufficient	high-value	

uses to ensure that the development proposal itself is viable. 

environmental: the masterplan needs to respond to, protect, • 

and enhance its unique and fascinating heritage, its landscape 

setting, waterfront, ecology and urban assets of the town. 

Following on from the baseline assessments, an appropriate vision 

for Hayle, that integrates these themes, could be;

 

Hayle 2027:  ‘An enterprising community sustained by its local 

resources leading Cornwall’s participation in the international 

knowledge economy’

In the future, Hayle has the potential to be a dynamic place as 

described below:

‘Hayle 2027’

“Hayle in 2027 is a town which has been growing and thriving 

for 20 years. It is a town that has built on its historic role as 

a centre for innovation and industry and developed as a low 

carbon sustainable settlement with energy provided from the 

onsite renewable energy infrastructure and the Wave Hub. 

It is a settlement with exceptional levels of IT connectivity 

linked into transatlantic and global information networks and 

a strong techno-surf community. 

In 2027 Hayle is an increasingly self sufficient community with 

mutually supportive businesses and services. It is a place 

renowned for quality local produce prepared by local and 

national enterprises. It is a place where people eat and drink 

out regularly to enjoy an exceptional setting and quality of 

life. It has a lively waterfront animated by its use as an active 

fishing harbour, marina and community boating harbour. An 

attractive public realm capitislises on the waterside location 

with a variety of streets and spaces providing access to the 

waterfront, including a waterside promenade linking the town 

to the beach. 

As a place to live it offers both the charms of the historic 

environment and the new neighbourhoods of South Quay, 

North Quay and Riviere Farm. These neighbourhoods 

are defined by their attractive well-connected pedestrian 

friendly streets, spaces and opeways and quality low carbon 

contemporary houses and apartments. The town champions  

sustainable architecture, high quality public realm and bridge 

design and sustainable transport.

Because it is a unique place with stunning natural and cultural 

assets Hayle has major tourism appeal. Its ‘green’ and high 

technology credentials have given the town a leading role 

meeting the demand for low carbon tourism which has 

developed in response to the climate change bill introduced 

in 2007. Tourist accommodation is spread around the town 

so that when staying in Hayle the visitor feels part of the 

community. Accessibility by train has been enhanced and 

demands for parking and vehicular access arising from its 

success have been managed through the provision of train 

based park and ride and green travel plans developed by 

surrounding tourist accommodation sites.

The tourism role of the town together with its importance 

as a centre for high quality jobs has allowed it to develop 

a significant food and drink and retail economy which is 

sustained year round by visitors and the indigenous resident 

and business communities.”
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Hayle 2027:

‘An enterprising community 
sustained by its local resources 
leading Cornwall’s participation 
in the international knowledge

economy’

fig.16 regional vision plan



2Part 2: Hayle Harbour Development Framework

This section sets out the essential urban structure for the development. This structure responds to the assessments in 

the previous section and provides the framework within which implementation will proceed over the coming years. 
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The Development Framework comprises of a number of elements 

each of which interact to guide development on the site. It 

addresses:

Access• 

Land use• 

Townscape character • 

Public open space, and• 

Heritage• 

4.0 Development Framework
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fig. 17 existing town structure

scale 1:5,000

4.1 The Access & Legibility 
Framework

The access and legibility framework underpins the structure of 

the masterplan. It creates a cohesive set of inclusive linkages 

that allow for a seamless integration of  Hayle Harbour with the 

existing urban area. It also allows for easy access within the site 

and between areas of development and key attractors such 

as the waterfront and beach. It has been developed to enable 

DDA (2005) requirements to be achieved in each development 

phase, to deliver inclusive access for all. The new connections 

give people the maximum choice in how to make journeys, with 

a presumption in favour of walking, cycling and public transport. 

The access framework provides logical linkages between the site 

and surrounding areas and within the site. It also has the effect of 

dividing the site into blocks and plots that can then be utilised for 

development and other uses. 

The layout of Hayle harbour is relatively complex and confusing, 

with an intricately shaped water body, variety of quays and water 

edges, varied topography, and ever changing orientation and 

views. The framework promotes the creation of a legible and easy 

to read layout. A clear and legible structure with distinctive local 

landmarks will help to create the identity of Hayle Harbour, and 

the perception of it by others. The structure of key streets and 

spaces will form the main image of the place and make it easy 

for	people	to	orientate	themselves	and	find	their	way	around.	To	

achieve legibility, the access framework combined with the public 

realm strategy will need to achieve the following key principles: 
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fig. 18 future urban structure showing all parts of Hayle linked to 

provide inclusive and sustainable accessibility.

scale 1:5,000
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key public realm

the beach

south west coast path 

potential ferry service

the towans

key greenspace/ public open space

linear park

cliff

road links

parking

railway line

railway station

school

hospital

church

Creation of a simple, clear and legibile structure of streets and • 

spaces;

Maintenance of existing key views and landmarks within the • 

area;

Creation of new landmarks within the development;• 

The potential for the site to provide accessibility and linkage to/

from all parts of Hayle is illustrated by Figures 17 (opposite) and 

18. Figure 17 shows the existing urban area of Hayle with the 

key linking pedestrian spaces highlighted in orange. Figure 18 

is the same plan with the proposed masterplan highlighted with 

key linking spaces highlighted in the same way. It shows how the 

masterplan helps make the urban fabric of Hayle cohesive and well 

linked, and allow for the development of green transport solutions 

in the future.

potential landmark



4.1.1 Access & Legibility Principles

The site is accessible via the A30 and the main Penzance-

Paddington rail line. It has good public transport connections 

and is linked to the St Erth park and ride. By Cornish standards 

it is extremely accessible. The main vehicular links into the Hayle 

Harbour development are from the B3301 through Hayle. A new 

access will serve South Quay including parking areas, with a new 

bridge access onto North Quay which links to strategic car parks 

including the beach car park, and the Hilltop/ Riviere Fields areas, 

as well as a link to/ from Churchtown Road. The essential access 

principles are shown by Figure 19 and are described below:

Integration with Hayle and the surrounding landscape: Central • 

to the development concept is the intention to provide high 

quality inclusive access to the rest of Hayle in such a way that 

the town develops as a cohesive piece of urban fabric. It is 

essential that the access framework allows for the development 

of green transport plans for all phases of development. Key 

linkages that underpin the development framework are:

o link between town & beach : one of the key movement 

principles for Hayle Harbour is the creation of a pedestrian/ 

cycle waterfront route which links the town to the beach. This 

can be accessed anywhere along its length and connects the 

Foundry, South Quay, East Quay, Copperhouse and North 

Quay to Hayle Beach. The route includes the addition of two 

new pedestrian/ cycle bridge links directly connecting South 

Quay to East Quay, and East Quay to North Quay, to create a 

continuous waterfront promenade linking the quays at Hayle 

Harbour.

o links between Foundry & South Quay: The Harvey’s Foundry 

area of Hayle is perceived by many as the town centre of 

Hayle	and	has	huge	heritage	significance.	The	development	

framework allows for a strong inclusive pedestrian and cycle 

linkage between these two areas along the quay side to 

ensure that ‘old’ and ‘new’ Hayle are inextricably linked. It 

also allows for connections between Foundry Yard and for 

the possibility of internal courts and lanes within South Quay. 

There is an opportunity for futher streetscape enhancement in 

this area including a pedestrian crossing in Foundry Square as 

part of the ongoing improvements to the area.

o links to the train station: The train station is located within 

the heart of Hayle Town Centre, just off Foundry Square. 

Direct links to the train station are important to encourage 

use of the railway line as a sustainable transport option. The 

development framework allows for links from the town centre/ 

Foundry Square, and from North Quay/ Copperhouse along 

the pedestrian/ cycle route on the dismantled railway link from 

the north.

o pedestrian links around Copperhouse Pool, Penpol Creek & 

Carnsew Pool: Pedestrian circuits around the Copperhouse 

and Carnsew Pools and Penpol Creek provide circular 

waterfront routes which link into the town centre and harbour 

development. The development framework ties in with these 

existing and proposed linkages. The Carnsew circuit already 

exists. The circuit around Penpol Creek will be created by the 

provision of a pedestrian bridge across the creek linked to 

development of the eastern promenade along South Quay. 

Penwith District Council have strong aspirations to develop 

a Waterside Walkway that completes the circuit around 

Copperhouse Pool and improves connections between 

Copperhouse and Foundry. This would link into the pedestrian 

bridge across Copperhouse Pool and pedestrian connections 

on Merchant Curnow’s Quay.

o water-based public transport: the development framework 

allows for the future operation and development of water-

based linkage to Lelant and to St Ives Bay. Key locations for 

water	taxis	are	likely	to	include	the	fishing	harbour,	the	end	of	

South Quay and East Quay.

Links within the site: the connections with surrounding areas • 

combine	with	connections	within	the	site	to	define	the	urban	

structure of the masterplan. Key linkages with the site include 

the following:

o the North Quay access: a key principle is to provide a main 

access route connecting North Quay,  the ‘hilltop’ area and 

Riviere Fields. This access will need to provide the full range 

of access functions, and includes a new bridge which allows 

for the preservation of existing railway bridge structures.

o pedestrian links between Hilltop/ Riviere Fields & the 

waterfront: A key concept for the development on North Quay 

and Hilltop/ Riviere Fields is the principle of direct connections 

between the elevated Hilltop/ Riviere Fields areas and the 

waterfront, with links addressing the cliff as a feature of the 

site.

o links across South Quay: links connecting the west of the quay 

to the east will need to be allowed for within the development, 

allowing movement between the two sides of the quay. This 

east west movement allows for a new east west pedestrian/ 

cycle bridge link connecting South Quay and Penpol Terrace, 

allowing for circular routes around South Quay, Foundry 

Square and Penpol Terrace.

o links in the core of South Quay: a key principle is to have 

linkages within South Quay that are set back from the 

water’s edge providing a series of smaller scale and spatially 

interesting linkages set back from the waterfront. The ability 

to	provide	these	will	depend	to	an	extent	on	the	floorplate	size	

of proposed uses. Spaces and linkages provided will connect 

with Foundry and enable for sheltered movement in inclement 

weather.

The access principles are illustrated on Figure 19 (opposite). 
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fig. 19 access principles

scale 1:5,000
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4.1.2 Proposals

The access framework described below assigns how each of 

the connections described above  have been given pedestrian, 

cyclist, public transport and vehicular functions with reference 

to the Manual for Streets (Department for Transport, 2007). The 

access framework sets the urban structure of the development 

and consists of the following types of street:

primary streets: the B3301 is the main vehicular route through • 

Hayle, connecting to the A30 to both the north east and to the 

south west of the town. This primary route has an important 

traffic	function	and	is	essential	to	the	operation	of	the	town.	

It also forms important shopping streets at Penpol Terrace/ 

Foundry Square and at Copperhouse.

secondary streets: these are vital to movement into and within • 

the area but are not part of the wider town-wide movement 

hierarchy. Secondary streets generally have narrower 

carriageways, wide footpaths, tree planting and on-street car 

parking along their length. 

tertiary streets: tertiary streets are for access to residential • 

and	 commercial	 areas	 and	 serve	 no	 cross-area	 traffic	

function.	 These	 are	 typical	 side	 streets	 and	 are	 defined	 by	

a fairly traditional arrangement of narrow roadway, on-street 

parking, footpath and kerb. Dependent on location, buildings 

will sometimes front directly onto the street, for shops or 

businesses, and will sometimes have a small setback or 

threshold for privacy, for residential. 

shared streets: these have a vehicular function for access, • 

and will be designed to accommodate vehicles, pedestrians 

and cyclists within a shared surface. They will be the sort of 

street that pedestrians will feel comfortable within, even if 

walking within the carriageway. Within Hayle Harbour there 

are two types of shared streets, the shared waterfront and 

shared laneways.

pedestrian/ cycle routes: these include tight streets, paths and • 

bridges which do not have any vehicular function other than 

for cyclists and pedestrians. This also includes bridleways 

within Riviere Fields.

public footpaths: there is an existing network of footpaths • 

around Hayle, providing pedestrian access onto the Triangle 

Spit and Towans in particular. The development framework 

has been shaped to integrate with these connections.

The access framework is illustrated by Figure 20 (opposite). 
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fig. 20 access framework

scale 1:5,000
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A mix of uses has been established to complement the regeneration 

of Hayle and with reference to the assessment of demand and 

viability considerations. One of the key challenges at Hayle Harbour 

is how to create a mix and quantum of uses that help to rebrand 

the town and develop its role as a place to live, invest and visit. 

Whilst residential and employment uses have been incorporated to 

increase	the	self-sufficiency	of	the	town,	a	significant	quantum	of	

retail development, including food and drink, has been proposed 

to help capture more of the local retail spend and build the role and 

reputation of the town as a destination.

4.2.1 Landuse Use Principles

The landuse framework promotes a mix of uses according to a 

number of principles:

Uses are distributed to build the role of Foundry and South • 

Quay as the centre of Hayle, whilst protecting and maintaining 

the role of Copperhouse;

Uses should be mixed vertically as well as horizontally, for • 

example	residential	above	ground	floor	retail	or	office	use,	or	

through the provision of live-work units;

The mix of uses should support the development and • 

identity of a number of distinct character areas across the 

development responding to variations in townscape  and 

landscape character. 

The	 broad	 distribution	 of	 uses	 corresponds	 to	 figure	 21	• 

which illustrates the type and disposition of uses we have 

identified	 as	 appropriate	 within	 the	 site.	 As	 regeneration	

proceeds the mix and location of uses will evolve in response 

to changing market conditions and developer and community 

aspirations.	The	development	framework	is	flexible	enough	to	

accommodate this eventuality.

4.2.2 Proposals

The key uses that will deliver the scheme are likely to include the 

following:	(see	figure	21):

retail, food & drink (A1-A5): Development at the site provides • 

a consolidated and improved retail/food and drink offer for 

Hayle. South Quay provides the key location for a range of 

additional retail facilities which can be well connected into the 

existing town centre areas of Penpol Terrace, Foundry Square 

and the Foundry. North Quay provides food and drink retail 

which,	it	is	intended,	will	be	linked	to	the	strong	local	shellfish	

industry which currently exports most of its produce abroad. 

residential (C3): Residential uses vary from waterfront • 

apartments to terraced housing on North Quay and Riviere 

Fields, and coastal villas on the Hilltop. The residential uses 

will include a tourist accommodation element as an integral 

part of the development.

hotel (C1): A hotel is envisaged on North Quay, located along • 

the waterfront promenade, taking advantage of stunning 

views across the estuary.

business (B1): A key part of the development concept is • 

the opportunity to provide additional business facilities to 

supplement those existing in the town already. Potential 

business	 space	 has	 been	 identified	 adjoining	 Harvey’s	

Foundry, including a site for an integrated Business Centre 

for start-ups & small businesses and a FE/HE College facility. 

There is also the opportunity for business uses, including the 

potential for live-work to extend along South Quay and within 

parts of North Quay.

industrial	(B2	&	B8):	The	existing	fishing	industry	at	Hayle	will	• 

be	consolidated	at	a	new	harbour	and	fish	quay	 located	at	

the seaward end of North Quay. The development framework 

provides	for	a	new	Fishermen’s	Quay,	Harbour	Master’s	Office	

and	 fishing	 support	 building.	 Employment	 space	 on	 North	

Quay, adjacent to the proposed Fishermen’s Quay provides 

premises	for	potential	fishing-related	processes	and	marine-

related and energy-related activities. The scheme provides 

the	 opportunity	 for	 Hayle	 to	 derive	 maximum	 benefit	 from	

the Wave Hub Project by introducing commercial sites for 

business associated with Wave Hub or the energy sector, 

and the new harbour provides the potential to serve vessels 

supporting the Wave Hub Project. This is a positive feature of 

the Hayle Harbour development and provides the potential for 

a renewable energy centre. The Wave Hub buildings and space 

for associated industries allowed for within the development 

framework provide the potential for the development of an 

indigenous renewable energy industry in Hayle. 

primary health care facilities (D1): The development framework • 

provides for the enhancement of local primary health care 

by providing space for a health centre (e.g. GP’s surgery/ 

dentists) close to Foundry.

leisure facilities (D2): The scheme offers the opportunity • 

to maximise Hayle’s natural assets and provide a range of 

leisure facilities within the unique waterfront environment. 

The provision of a marina within the harbour would provide 

opportunities currently unavailable on the North Cornwall 

coast, particularly for motor boats. A new leisure building 

to support sailing and other water-based activities is also 

proposed at the end of North Quay. The impoundment of 

Penpol Creek will enable the temporary mooring of historic 

vessels at South Quay for tourist and local interest. A tourist 

information centre is proposed within the town centre at the 

entrance to South Quay and the Foundry. The scheme will 

also provide interpretation of the World Heritage Site and 

historic context of Hayle and the Harbour features. A site is 

proposed for the location of a historic beam engine which 

would provide a visitor attraction close to the Foundry area. 

Waterside public realm will provide opportunities for leisure, 

including a continuous waterside promenade connecting 

the town to the beach. There are also opportunities within 

the	development	to	provide	leisure	facilties	such	as	a	fitness	

gym.

The development framework allows for the development of • 

Biomass energy centres on North and South Quays.

Expand to include all improvements to the harbour publilc • 

realm - morrings, penpol impoundment - for mooring 

potential for tallships etc etc. We don’t make enough of the 

water elements and why they are important.

4.2 Landuse Framework
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fig. 21 land use framework

scale 1:5,000
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Landscape and townscape assessments have underpinned the 

masterplan and one of the key aims of the development framework 

is to promote an approach to design which is responsive to 

variations in character across the site. 

4.3.1 Townscape Character Principles

The character of each area should be derived from a response • 

to the intrinsic nature of each part of the site together with the 

results of the various assessments;

variations in architectural character should derive from a • 

response to the requirements of the development framework 

and design codes as interpreted by different design teams 

– the urban form should evolve rather than being stylistically 

determined.

the landscape design of streets and spaces should provide a • 

cohesive	structure	which	unifies	the	variations	in	urban	form.

water forms the unifying feature of the scheme, raising the • 

importance of the water as an integral component of the 

town once more, focusing interest and activity, and forming 

an appealing backdrop to development.  

4.3 Townscape Character Framework
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4.3.2  Proposals

In	order	to	respond	to	 its	setting	the	masterplan	has	 identified	a	

number of character areas within the site for the new development. 

The	various	character	areas	across	the	site	are	shown	on	figure	22	

and are described below. The character areas will be achieved 

by following the requirements of the Hayle Harbour Development 

Framework and Design Codes. These set out the key guiding 

principles for the development together with a set of parameters to 

inform the scale, massing and grain of development. The character 

of	 streets	 and	 spaces	 across	 the	 site	 should	 reflect	 the	 design	

codes as set out in Part 4 of this document.

The site consists of the main harbour area of the town of Hayle, 

including three quays, and areas of dunes and agricultural land 

to the north of the harbour. Development should respond to 

the character and local distinctiveness of Hayle Harbour and its 

context. 

The Hayle Harbour area is divided into a number of broad areas of 

distinct character which vary in terms of location, orientation and/

or topography. There are three quay areas along the waterfront, 

two of which (South Quay and North Quay) are now largely derelict 

former industrial areas: South Quay is located between Town 

Harbour to the west and Penpol Creek to the east; East Quay 

is located between Penpol Creek and Copperhouse; and North 

Quay is located to the north of the estuary. A line of sandstone and 

mudstone cliffs backs North Quay and marks a distinct change 

in level between North Quay and the raised Cliiftop/ Hilltop area 

at the top of the cliff forming the edge of ‘the Towans’, an area of 

extensive dunes characteristic of sections of the North Cornwall 

coast. The Riviere Fields area above Copperhouse Pool is situated 

on sloping land overlooking Hayle, and is agricultural in character. 

Water is the unifying element at Hayle Harbour, the asset at the 

heart of the town which creates a unique resource, setting and  

backdrop to the new development and the town. The development 

scheme proposes a number of water-based infrastructure works 

which help make the waterfront central to the town. 

The character and context of the area is created by the distinct 

pattern of elements it is comprised of and their cultural associations, 

which have built up over a considerable time and tell a story of 

the site’s history and evolution. The character and context should 

influence	the	design	positively	so	that	the	development	does	not	

simply	 replace	 what	 was	 there,	 but	 reflects	 and	 responds	 to	 it	

adopting the technologies and aesthetics of the 21st century. 

 

The character area descriptions on the following pages give an 

indication of the desired nature of each area and the mix of uses 

promoted by the framework.
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clifftop & hilltop (see page 38)

south quay & foundry (see page 37)

riviere	fields	(see	page	38)

north quay (see page 37) 

east quay (see page 37)

fig. 22 broad character areas

scale 1:5,000
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South Quay & Foundry (see Figures 23, 24)

South Quay should be a lively waterfront area, forming part of the 

town centre of Hayle, along with the Foundry, Foundry Square and 

Penpol Terrace. It should be one of the key destinations on the 

new route to the beach which links through East Quay and North 

Quay: the place to shop and enjoy a casual lunch or drink; a place 

to work in one of a number of creative business workspaces set 

within the quay; and, a place to network and create new business 

and personal connections. In short it should be a vibrant piece of 

town centre at the heart of Hayle. 

South Quay should provide a variety of waterfront public spaces 

and intimate internal streets and spaces which are designed with 

the pedestrian in mind. The development should form a strong 

edge to Penpol Creek with a variety of quality retail uses and some 

food and drink along a waterfront promenade stepped on three 

levels. This should provide a strong and attractive public realm 

connection with the ‘Town Centre’. New pedestrian bridges 

should provide direct connections across Penpol Creek to East 

Quay and to Penpol Terrace. The impoundment of Penpol Creek 

should retain a permanent depth of water within the creek to keep 

certain	vessels	afloat	during	 low	 tide.	 It	 should	also	be	possible	

to raise the gate to a higher retained water level to enable the 

temporary mooring of historic vessels at South Quay for tourist and 

local interest. Sheltered and intimate streets and courtyard spaces 

within the blocks should contain a variety of retail and business 

uses including live-work units. Along the western edge of South 

Quay, overlooking the Ship Yard and Carnsew Pool, there should 

be a greater proportion of business and live work uses in the areas 

where	 footfall	will	be	 lower.	Residential	uses	above	ground	floor	

should have balconies, decks, and in some places roof gardens 

above the retail, which take full advantage of the varied waterfront 

environment with views to Carnsew Pool, North Quay and over 

Penpol Creek. A promontory space at the end of South Quay 

should project into the estuary and provides wonderful panoramic 

views. There is potential for a landmark building on the end of 

South Quay, which maximises the prominent position within the 

harbour development with stunning waterfront/ sea views, sunsets 

and links to East Quay.

East Quay 

East Quay has a prominent location within Hayle Harbour with 

stunning 360° waterfront views out into the estuary, and provides 

a site for a potential landmark building. Two new pedestrian/ cycle 

bridges connect East Quay to the waterfront promenades on North 

and South Quays, and therefore form an important part in the link 

between the town and the beach.

North Quay (see Figures 25, 30)

North Quay lies on the route to the beach with waterfront buildings 

lining the waters edge and maximising views. North Quay should 

have more food and drink outlets than it does retail. It should be 

the place to go in the afternoon and evening to enjoy lunch or 

dinner	and	benefit	from	the	great	south	westerly	aspect;	the	place	

to bathe in sunshine in the early evening or watch the sunset over 

Carnsew Pool. North Quay should be the living waterfront, a place 

animated by boats and people enjoying the new destination. 

A	consolidated	fishing	hub	should	be	created	at	the	new	Fisherman’s	

Quay and Harbour on North Quay, which will accommodate 

the	 needs	 of	 the	 local	 fishing	 industry	 including	 local	 fishermen	

displaced by other water-based development in the harbour. The 

harbour	will	provide	a	fixed,	cross-flow	harbour	arm	and	floating	

pontoons and the Fish Quay will accommodate purpose-built 

ancillary	buildings	and	facilities	to	support	the	fishing	industry.	

A key element of North Quay should be the shared promenade, 

with the upper and lower pedestrian promenades making up the 

change in levels between the development and the old quay walls. 

Linkages should connect North Quay to South and East Quays, 

a new pedestrian movement pattern made possible by new 

pedestrian bridges, as well as to Copperhouse and Copperhouse 

Pool. An entrance space should allow gathering where the 

pedestrian bridge from East Quay lands, and where visitor parking 

would be provided. Food and drink outlets should line the waterfront 

promenade with south facing areas for outdoor eating and drinking. 

Further along, the promenade should open out again to form a 

waterfront space. This should be located adjacent to the Fish 

Quay and associated businesses could specialise in local seafood 

and produce, with potential for a seafood shop and restaurant 

to be located within the space. The Fish Quay and Harbour (see 

Fig. 39) should be a lively area along the promenade, providing a 

working	harbour	for	the	local	fishing	industry.	This	should	also	be	

the location for uses associated with the Wave Hub development, 

and potentially a centre for sustainable energy. The energy centre 

for North Quay could be located behind the Fish Quay and should 

provide biomass heating for the development. There should also 

be a number of high quality business and industrial uses in this 

area of North Quay serving the marine and high-tech sector. The 

route through to the beach should continue from North Quay along 

a boardwalk leading to the beach. 

A	new	sailing	club	adjacent	to	the	fishermen’s	quay	could	provide	

a clubhouse, slipway and boat storage. A new marina off North 

Quay,	located	within	a	deepened	basin	to	allow	vessels	to	float	at	

all	states	of	the	tide,	should	significantly	enhance	opportunities	for	

leisure boating on the north Cornwall coast. 

The access along North Quay should be been designed as the 

main	‘village	street’	–	accommodating	traffic	movement	and	HGVs	

but still functioning as an attractive part of the development. The 

cliff should form a feature along the back of North Quay. A variety 

of laneways and ‘opeways’ should respond positively to the cliff, 

providing access between the hilltop and waterfront. Steps could 

lead up the cliff through a series of public and private spaces, and 

create a wonderful series of ever changing views. There should 

fig. 23 waterfront promenade along Penpol Creek

fig. 24 enclosed courtyard space within South Quay

fig. 25 waterfront promenade along North Quay with south 

facing waterfront spaces
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be a variety of building types with apartment blocks, houses with 

duplex	and	flats	above,	and	town	houses	with	south/south	east	

facing gardens, all arranged to maximise views of the waterfront, 

either from within the dwelling or from external spaces which 

includes balconies, decks and gardens. Other uses which animate 

North Quay should include the sailing club and the hotel which 

acts as a focal building to the development and which provides a 

year-round level of tourist activity.

Clifftop & Hilltop (see Figures 26, 27)

The hilltop is a raised area of towans at the top of the cliff on North 

Quay which enjoys spectacular views across the harbour, estuary 

and landscape around Hayle. At the top of the cliff, terraces of 

houses and apartments should continue the line of the ‘opeways’ 

from North Quay, and connect directly down to the waterfront via 

a series of steps and decked areas, arranged to take advantage 

of the spectacular views, and create a varied and intimate 

environment. 

The towans rise above the cliff top area, and simple white buildings 

should sit within the dune landscape enjoying the prospect over the 

estuary and harbour (see Fig. 27); a place to live in an architecturally 

simple coastal villa set within the dunes; one of the only places in 

Cornwall to offer an opportunity to live in a contemporary beach 

house set within a naturalistic landscape. 

This area should act as a viewing point for those who make the 

climb up the opeways. There is the potential for a small cafe on the 

hilltop, as a destination and viewing area on the Hilltop, similar to 

the renowned ‘Jam Pot’ café further along the coast at Gwithian. 

A ramped path should provide easy access winding its way up 

through a small coastal park which links the Hilltop and North 

Quay. There is also potential for an additional access to the Hilltop, 

provided by a lift incorporated into the frontage of a multi-storey 

car park within the quarry on North Quay. This would connect into 

the ramped path through the hilltop park.

A consolidated beach car park sits within the restored and 

recreated dune grassland where the previous informal sprawling 

parking area had degraded the dunes. 

Riviere Fields (see Figures 28, 29)

Riviere Fields should become a new community on the hillside 

overlooking Copperhouse Pool. The development should 

be arranged around a central green and takes advantage of 

stunning views. The development would essentially be a quality 

residential development built to link to pedestrian routes around 

Copperhouse Pool. It should contrast with the Hilltop development 

on the towans, having a more urban and robust character more 

akin to some of the more attractive and established residential 

areas on other slopes around Hayle. The development should 

be	 arranged	 to	 provide	 high	 levels	 of	 energy	 efficiency	 through	

passive design, with a series of solar terraces with south facing 

gardens. To the south east corner of the site, community gardens  

provide residents with an opportunity to grow their own food (see 

Fig. 29). There should be strong pedestrian and cycle linkages 

to Phillack, Copperhouse and North Quay, but linkages into the 

towans should be limited to minimise to any ecological impacts. 

Existing routes should be preserved within the new layout. The 

new community should be set within a landscape of pines which 

act as shelterbelts as well as providing an attractive landscape 

structure and recreational resource with paths through the areas 

of woodland (see Fig.29). The transition between the towans and 

Riviere Fields should be made by a copse of pines within the dune 

grassland	landscape	defining	the	junction	between	the	two	areas.	

Existing Cornish hedges should be preserved within the layout, 

with pedestrian paths alongside linking areas.

  

fig. 26 houses lining the opeway at the top of the cliff

fig. 27 coastal villas set within dune grassland landscape of 

the Hilltop area

fig. 28 green at the heart of Riviere Fields
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Further, more detailed sub divisons of the broad character areas 

of	 the	 site	 can	be	made,	 see	 fig	 29	 and	below.	 These	detailed	

character areas have been informed by detailed locational factors 

such as orientation and topography, as well as different use areas 

within the broad character areas.  It is likely that the nature of these 

detailed character areas will evolve in response to changing social 

and market conditions over time.

The eastern promenade on South Quay along Penpol Creek, 

facing onto Penpol Terrace.

Intimate and sheltered streets and spaces set back from the 

waterfront within the block structure of South Quay, between the 

east and west waterfront promenades depending on eventual 

footprint of proposed uses.

The western promenade on South Quay along Town Harbour, 

overlooking Carnsew Pool.

See page 37

The waterfront edge along the North Quay, overlooking the 

estuary.

The area along the waterfront on North Quay where a space forms 

a centre at the link between the waterfront promeade, North Quay 

access street, and ‘opeway’ link from the hilltop.

The	working	harbour	and	 fish	quay	area	 to	 the	northern	end	of	

North Quay.

The area of industrial uses between North Quay and the towans .

The area of North Quay, set back from the waterfront against the 

cliff, with potential connections up the cliff to the clifftop.

The elevated area at the top of the cliff to the north of North Quay, 

with views over the harbour and surroundings.

The elevated area adjacent to the clifftop, forming the edge of the 

towans, with views over the harbour and surroundings.

Planting of pine trees around Riviere Fields, provides separation 

between the Hilltop towans area and Riviere Fields area.

Sloping hillside area overlooking Copperhouse Pool.

South facing slope for community gardens. 

south quay waterfront east

south quay internal streets & spaces

south quay waterfront west

east quay

north quay waterfront

clifftop

hilltop

north quay mixed use centre

north quay industrial

fish quay on north quay

north quay residential

riviere fields shelterbelt

riviere fields

riviere fields community gardens
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The public open space framework provides for the recreational 

needs of the users of the harbour and the town. Public open 

space is an integral part of the development at Hayle Harbour with 

safe and attractive streets and spaces forming part of the fabric 

of the harbour and providing for a variety of recreational needs. 

The public realm is the space that is accessible physically, visually 

and culturally to the public; it is where chance meetings between 

neighbours happen, children can play or community events occur. 

It is vital not just to the quality of the development, but also how 

pleasant and sociable it is to live in. The public realm also provides 

the opportunity to create a strong image and identity for Hayle. It 

goes almost without saying that the key space at Hayle Harbour 

is the waterfront. However important spaces will be created to 

provide a variety of microclimates, experiences and uses within 

Hayle Harbour, to tie the new development into the existing town 

centre, and to provide enclosed sheltered spaces back from 

the waterfront. The location of the development can also take 

advantage of the close proximity of the miles of sandy beaches 

which provide a wonderful open space resource for Hayle Harbour 

and the town as a whole. The beach provides opportunities for 

sport, active recreation and children’s play in a beautiful, natural 

setting, within approximately 5 to 20 minutes walk of everyone’s 

homes. 

4.4.1 Public Open Space Principles

There are a number of principles which need to be achieved at 

Hayle Harbour to provide public open space to meet the needs of 

the development:

provision of good access to the beach;• 

provision of access to and along the waterfront;• 

creation	of	robust,	flexible	and	adaptable	public	spaces	which	• 

provide for a variety of uses;

provision of safe places to play within the development.• 

provision of distinctive spaces to create landmarks to create a • 

legible and easy to read layout.

4.4.2 Proposals

The public open space framework at Hayle Harbour consists of 

the	following	elements	(see	figure	30	opposite):

1. Linear waterfront

The key element of the public realm at Hayle Harbour is the 

waterfront. A linear waterfront promenade is proposed linking 

the town and the beach and this will form the public realm spine 

running through the harbour and connecting a number of different 

elements of the development. The waterfront promenade will form 

the key pedestrian/ cycle route through the area linking South, 

East and North Quays to the town and the beach. The promenade 

will be a key area for strong, robust and high quality public realm 

and	will	 accommodate	 the	 proposed	 change	 in	 levels	 for	 flood	

defence. The promenade will also double as outdoor space for 

restaurants, bars and shops. 

2. Key public urban space

There is potential for a number of key public spaces proposed 

within the site which will provide a variety of spatial experiences 

within the development, along the waterfront promenade, and 

connecting to the existing town centre spaces.

2a. Foundry Square:

This is outside the site, but forms the main civic square at the heart 

of Hayle Town Centre, with the viaduct that crosses the space 

forming a distinctive landmark. The square links to South Quay, 

the Foundry, Penpol Terrace and the train station. Penwith District 

Council have already implemented improvements to this area.

2b. South Quay/ Foundry Entrance Space:

This space forms an entry space to the town centre from the west, 

linked to Foundry Square, and creates links between the Foundry 

and South Quay.

2c. South Quay Internal Courtyards:

These enclosed courtyard spaces can be created within the 

development on South Quay to provide intimate, sheltered public 

or private spaces (depending on uses) which are set back from 

the waterfront. 

2d. South Quay/ East Quay Promontory Spaces:

These spaces at the ends of South Quay and East Quay project 

into the estuary, providing promontory space for viewing, and are 

connected to each other via a new pedestrian/ cycle bridge.

2e. North Quay Entrance Space:

This waterfront shared space forms an entry space as you enter 

North Quay either along the new road bridge from the B3301 or 

along the new pedestrian/ cycle bridge from East Quay.

2f. North Quay Waterfront Space:

This south west facing space along the waterfront promenade 

provides a waterfront space with attractive views and aspect, 

adjacent to the Fish Quay. 

2g. Fish Quay

This	 is	a	working	harbour	and	fishing	quay	and	may	not	 form	a	

fully ‘public space’, however the waterfront promenade continues 

alongside at the lower level.

3. The beach

The beach provides a wonderful open space resource for the 

town, connecting Hayle to miles of sandy beach. The harbour is 

ideally located on the link between the town and the beach, for 

easy access to the beach.

4. Hilltop park

At the top of the cliff, the hilltop park provides a naturalistic area 

of dune scrub and grassland, with panoramic views across the 

harbour, estuary and out to sea.

5. Riviere Fields ‘green’

Central green forming the heart of the new community of Riviere 

Fields. The green would provide a central space which provides for 

the public open space requirements of the development, catering 

for informal recreation and play.

6. The water

Although not strictly public open space, the water constitutes a 

very considerable, accessible community amenity and leisure 

space to be used by a variety of users. Water based user groups 

currently operating out of Hayle Harbour include recreational 

fishing,	water	skiing,	canoeing	and	sailing	(limited),	and	commercial	

vessels are used for diving and pleasure trips. Opportunities for 

leisure	 boating	 on	 the	 north	 Cornwall	 coast	 will	 be	 significantly	

enhanced by the construction of a new marina off North Quay. 

The quay walls continue to serve as a functional harbour wall, 

adding to the vibrancy of the place. A new sailing club adjacent 

to	the	fishermen’s	quay	should	provide	a	clubhouse,	slipway	and	

boat storage. Penpol Creek will be impounded and under normal 

operation will retain a permanent depth of water within the creek to 

keep	certain	vessels	afloat	during	low	tide.	However,	it	will	also	be	

possible to raise the gate to a higher retained water level to enable 

the temporary mooring of historic vessels at South Quay for tourist 

and local interest. The water is central to the regeneration of Hayle, 

acting as a unifying element of an otherwise disparate set of sites 

comprising the development area. 

4.4 Public Open Space Framework
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fig. 30 public open space framework
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7.0 Play Areas

The Public Open Space Framework will deliver requirements for play 

facilities within the development. The detailed type and design of 

play facilities will be resolved as detailed proposals come forward. 

The Penwith Play Partnership, chaired by Penwith District Council 

published the Penwith Play Strategy (2007) and has developed the 

Penwith Equipped Play Area Standards which are based on the 

National Playing Fields Association Six Acre Standard. The Vision 

for the Penwith Play Strategy is that all children and young people 

aged 0-19 years in Penwith will have access to appropriate, inspiring, 

exciting, inclusive and sustainable play and recreational opportunities. 

It is within the Penwith Equipped Play Area Standards that:

All young children up to the age of six should have access to a • 

local area for play (LAP), either separately or contained within a 

larger play area, within a 100m walking distance. 

All older children up to the age of 14 should have access to a local • 

equipped area for play (LEAP), either separately or contained 

within a larger play area, within 400m walking distance.

All teenagers should have access to a neighbourhood equipped • 

area for play (NEAP), or suitable open access equipment and 

facilities within 800m walking distance.

Based on these standards the Penwith Play Partnership has 

recommended provision of a LAP or equivalent designed areas 

specifically	for	young	children	within	each	area	of	the	development,	

a LEAP and a NEAP which are inspiring , exciting and inclusive, plus 

social meeting spaces for older children and teenagers. LAPs will 

be provided in a variety of locations, dependent on detailed design. 

Open	 spaces	 of	 sufficient	 scale	 to	 accommodate	 a	 LEAP/NEAP	

are provided within the North Quay/Hilltop and Riviere Fields area. 

Generally opportunities should be taken to imaginatively incorporate 

opportunities for play within pedestrian streets, courtyards and open 

spaces within the development.



Heritage Values represent one of the most important attributes of 

the site. The development framework shows how a scheme can 

be developed that maintains and perpetuates those values that 

confer WHS status onto the site.

4.5.1 Heritage Principles

Three main principles are central to the approach. Firstly to protect, 

re-inforce	and	reflect	in	the	scheme	the	historic	character	and	form	

of	Hayle	under	WHS	status	(ref	PPG	15	Statement	and	Justification	

for Change (Little, S, 2007)). These are:

The linear form of the town and harbour;• 

The strong edges, especially at the waters edge;• 

The	 finer,	mixed	 grain	 of	 the	 buildings	 behind	 those	 strong	• 

edges;

The more ordered, structured character of the residential • 

areas on the slopes.

Secondly the scheme is conceived of as the addition of a new 

layer in a rich and evolving landscape. The framework seeks to 

promote an honest response to each of the assessments and 

avoid stylistic interpretation of cultural heritage. One of the key 

concerns outlined in the Conservation Management Plan (Kathryn 

Sather and Associates, 2005) is that a form of development is 

created that avoids problems of interpretation and differentiation. 

For example, an approach based on the re-creation of historic 

architecture might, in the future, result in a scheme that is perceived 

of as historic or an interpretation of an urban past of the site that 

did	not	in	fact	exist.	The	development	framework	clearly	identifies	

the key drivers to development and the design codes set out the 

rules determining the nature of streets and spaces; the scale of 

buildings and density of development on each plot; and approach 

to frontages. Both the framework and the design codes avoid the 

imposition of an arbitrary style and future developers and architects 

are	given	flexibility	promote	their	own	response	to	the	various	parts	

of the site to continue the site’s evolution. 

Thirdly, the development framework promotes a development in 

which a conservation ethic is integrated with other social, economic 

and environmental considerations. This means: 

Buildings, structures and other elements should be repaired • 

rather than restored;

Existing historic structures and other elements in good • 

condition should be retained;

Existing	buildings	of	high	significance	should	be	retained;• 

Elements of historic buildings and structures should be • 

replaced only where essential;

New development should complement but not copy the • 

historic buildings;

Interventions to the historic structures should be kept to the • 

minimum necessary to ensure a viable new use;

Intrusive	buildings	and	buildings	of	lower	levels	of	significance	• 

may be removed;

4.5.2 Proposals 

The	 Heritage	 Framework	 has	 been	 influenced	 by	 the	 following	

aims	(see	figure	31	opposite):

The harbour structures of quay walls, and other associated • 

structures, are necessary to support the maritime uses of 

the	 estuary	 for	 both	 commercial	 fishing	 and	 leisure	 uses.	

The repair and maintenance of these structures allows the 

redevelopment of the land on the quaysides for appropriate 

new uses.

There is a balance between the need for regeneration and the • 

protection	of	the	most	significant	views	of	the	harbour	and	its	

setting.

New landscape and paving materials should be simple, • 

functional,	and	reflect	the	industrial	quayside	character	of	the	

harbour.

Viable	 new	 uses	 for	 the	 significant	 underused	 buildings	• 

and	derelict	 areas	of	 the	quaysides	have	been	 identified	 to	

produce	 income	 sufficient	 to	 support	 the	 ongoing	 costs	 of	

maintenance and repair for the harbour structures.

Specific	 proposals	 that	 could	 be	 archieved	 through	 the	

implementation of the framework include the following:

Retention of bollards, warping posts, chains, rings and hooks, • 

loading slots and steps in situ, where possible;

Repair and retention of the earthworks and quay walls;• 

Repair of the sluicing control structures to allow the restoration • 

of historic sluicing operations;

Excavation and repair the sluice gates partially uncovered at • 

Carnsew Pool and their replacement as a historic artefact 

although not to full working order;

To	excavate	the	in-filled	slipway	to	the	southwest	side	of	South	• 

Quay, and repair/ re-instate the buried quayside wall, with the 

subsequent approach to be decided based on the results;

Excavation	of	the	in-filled	quay	sluice	to	the	south	of	Carnsew	• 

Quay, with the subsequent approach to be decided based on 

the results.

Retention,	and	interpretation	of	the	significant	historic	elements	• 

of the integrated transport system;

Retention of the chimney associated with the calcining works • 

on the North Quay;

Retention of the Storehouse on the East Quay, to convert it • 

to a new use, and ensure appropriate materials are used to 

replace missing historic materials such as slate for the roof;

Retention of the boundary stones in the hillside north of North • 

Quay ;

Retention of the quarry walls on the North Quay and their • 

incorporation into the scheme as a positive element;

Reinforcement of historic character by removing all of the • 

recent	buildings	and	rubble	identified	as	intrusive;

Enhancement of public appreciation through access and • 

interpretation. Hayle Harbour is a very good example of an 

estuary mining port. Public access and interpretation of the 

structures can be provided in a way which enhances the 

viability of the site;

To encourage public access through the provision of public • 

realm, public facilities and retail uses i.e. café or restaurants, 

conference rooms, events space, marina, and public 

slipways; 

To make any decisions on the repair, restoration, and • 

conversion of the fabric of the structures and the setting 

with the advice of an appropriately trained professional and 

with	the	full	understanding	of	the	cultural	significance	of	the	

structure;

Provision of a site for locating a beam engine exhibit close to • 

the Foundry.
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fig. 31 heritage features
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WHS boundary
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The Hayle Harbour Development Framework seeks to achieve an 

integrated approach to a complex set of assessments. It provides 

a coherent structure within which Hayle can evolve over the next 

decade or so whilst supporting the universal values of the WHS 

together	with	the	landscape	and	ecological	significance	of	the	site.	

It  provides opportunities for imaginative developers and architects 

to respond to changing social and economic conditions and 

deliver a compelling scheme of the highest quality within agreed 

parameters.

The illustrative masterplan in the following section demonstrates 

how this integrated approach can be achieved. As with all 

development proposals it represents a balance between the need 

to respond to accepted objectives of good design and commercial 

aspirations. As the development proceeds at Hayle exciting and 

innovative designers will respond to the challenge of the site and, 

working within the framework, create a development with huge 

diversity and character.

A summary of how the design shown by the illustrative masterplan 

achieves accepted objectives of good design is included at 

Appendix 1.

4.6 Conclusion



3Part 3: The Illustrative Masterplan

The	 illustrative	masterplan	reflects	the	 layout,	scale	and	quantum	of	development	that	 is	achievable	

within the parameters set by the Development Framework and Design Codes. 
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fig. 32 illustrative masterplan

scale 1:5,000

5.0 Illustrative Masterplan

5.1 Layout

The	 layout	 of	 the	 site	 as	 defined	 by	 blocks	 and	 plots	 of	

development complements the Access Framework (see section 

4.1) which establishes the routes and connections that comprise 

the lines of movement that subdivide the area. It is a response to 

the challenge of delivering a viable mix and quantum of uses that 

is well integrated into Hayle and the wider area whilst at the same 

time responding appropriately to the implications of each of the 

assessments outlined previously.

the layout of the development has been shaped to avoid • 

or positively incorporate the key heritage, ecological, and 

landscape assets of the site;

variations in landscape and townscape character across the • 

site	are	reflected	in	the	layout	of	each	area	to	create	a	diverse	

and appropriate built form;

the fundamental urban form and ‘grain’ of the town has been • 

respected. This means creating strong edges to development 

that address the waterfront and transportation linkages; 

providing more intimate streets and spaces set back from the 

waterfront, and using a scale of block size and streets that are 

appropriate within the local and regional context;

the layout is a result of the application of robust urban • 

design principles and the access framework which divides 

the site into blocks and plots. As such it is intended that the 

development framework promotes a form of development 

that is an ‘honest’ response to the various attributes of the 

site rather than the imposition of an arbitrary design;

the layout responds to key views and visual sensitivities such • 

as views of Towans from Lelant and the important views to 

the landmark churches of Lelant, Hayle and Philack;

the	 layout	 responds	 to	 the	 requirement	 for	 flood	 defence	• 

through the provision of a waterfront public realm which 

incorporates the change in level which is required on the 

quays.

The overall layout is strongly driven by the movement framework 

which aims to integrate the proposed development into the wider 

context. At a more detailed level, layout has been shaped by 

considering and evaluating a number of potential approaches as 

described below:

Foundry

Riviere
Fields

South 

East 

Triangular Spit

Quay

Quay

North
Hilltop

Carnsew Pool

Copperhouse Pool
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fig. 33 illustrative axonometric



north quay waterfront 
& mixed use centre

south quay internal streets & spaces south quay waterfront eastsouth quay waterfront west penpol creek penpol terrace

north quay 
residential

clifftop hilltopcliff

fish	quay north quay mixed 
use centre

north quay waterfront

fig. 34 illustrative elevation: north quay with clifftop/ hilltop behind

fig. 35 illustrative section: north quay/ clifftop/ hilltop

fig. 36 illustrative section: south quay 
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5.2 Scale

Figure 37 represents one possible outcome of the heights of 

buildings that could be achieved by the delivery framework. It 

achieves the following principles with regard to the scale of the 

development.

The	scale	of	development	reflects	the	fact	that	Hayle	is	not	a	• 

traditional	Cornish	fishing	village,	but	is	an	industrial	town	with	

a history of large scale uses at the harbour. 

The scale of development varies across the site in response to • 

the character of each area, the scale of adjacent development 

and, views. Keys areas in which scale varies to respond to 

these contextual issues are:

- South Quay where the proximity of the development to 

Penpol Terrace, Foundry and the viaduct are important 

considerations; 

- North Quay in which views from Lelant and Hayle are important. 

Here	 the	 scale	 reflects	 the	 need	 to	 maintain	 views	 of	 the	

Towans and the skyline to the east of the development;

- The coastal Towans landscape of Hilltop above North Quay 

where the scale of development needs to respond to the 

established pattern of development elsewhere in the Towans 

and protect views to the skyline;

- Riviere Fields where the scale of development should respect 

the established scale of residential development on other 

slopes around Hayle and, maintain views towards the Towans 

from Hayle.

fig. 37 illustrative masterplan - indicative heights (storeys) 

scale 1:5,000
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The illustrative masterplan indicates a quantum of uses which 

have been tested for demand and commercial viability. Within the 

parameters set by the Development Framework, the quantum of 

each use may vary according to market demand and the principles 

set out below.

the mix and amount of each use has been carefully considered • 

to enable Hayle to regenerate as ‘one community’ with a 

balance between living, employment, retail and leisure related 

development;

the	amount	of	development	in	early	phases	is	sufficiently	large	• 

to help to rebrand Hayle early in the development process 

and build its reputation as a place to live, invest and shop;

the	 viability	 of	 the	 scheme	 is	 finely	 balanced,	 and	 the	 mix	• 

and quantum of each use is shaped by the need to ensure 

deliverability whilst at the same time not losing sight of the 

need	to	provide	wider	regeneration	benefits.

The illustrative masterplan shows a development comprised of:

c.1,000 new dwellings, to include affordable units;• 

c. 8,000 sqm of employment space on North Quay;• 

c. 5,000 sqm business space adjoining the Harvey’s • 

Foundry;

Space for primary health care facilities;• 

c. 13,000 sqm of food, drink and retail space;• 

a hotel and tourist accommodation;• 

a health gym;• 

an information centre;• 

a leisure building to support sailing and other water-based • 

activities; and

landmark buildings on the northern tip of East Quay and • 

South Quay.

The following pages illustrate the assumption of quantum and uses 

made	in	the	illustrative	masterplan	(see	figures	38	to	42).

5.3 Amount



fig. 38 illustrative masterplan - indicative uses (ground floor) 

scale 1:5,000
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fig. 39 illlustrative masterplan - indicative uses (upper floors) 

scale 1:5,000
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fig. 40 illustrative masterplan - parking

scale 1:5,000

strategic multi-storey car park
strategic surface car park
court parking
on-street parking
delivery bay/ eve on-street parking
basement parking
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fig. 41 illustrative sketch axonometric
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4Part 4: Hayle Harbour Design Codes

The following section sets out the fundamental rules that apply to how development 

should respond to the various aspects of the Development Framework.

The Codes provide the ‘rules’ that govern how development should occur within the development framework set out 

in Part 2. Given the primary need to secure a quality townscape and a sense of place at the site, the most important 

role of the design code will be in securing the lasting structural elements of the place, such as the street pattern and 

street dimensions. Getting these structural elements right will allow other elements of the design to evolve, providing a 

structure within which wonderful architecture, streets and spaces can be delivered. The Code therefore sets out ‘must 

do’	principles	for	key	elements	of	the	masterplan	for	the	development	,	whilst	remaining	flexible	enough	to	deal	with	the	

changing circumstances of long-term projects, for example changes in market conditions or lifestyle. 

The following sections set out the nature of the junctions, streets, blocks, edges, public spaces and structural landscape 

at the site which are key to creating the quality and character of the development set out in the ‘Hayle Harbour 

Development	Framework’.	Specifications	for	each	of	these	key	elements	of	the	plan	are	set	out	and	together	define	the	

urban character of the site.

junctions . streets . blocks . edges 



CABE (2005) sets out the following working definition of the 

design code:

A design code is a set of specific rules or requirements to guide 

the physical development of a site or place. The aim of design 

coding is to provide clarity as to what constitutes acceptable 

design quality and thereby a level of certainty for developers and 

the local community alike that can help to accelerate the delivery 

of good quality new development. 

The design code builds on the aspirations of the masterplan/ 

development framework and provides a vision, a rationale and a 

set of requirements (the codes themselves) as to how to achieve 

the aspirations. These can extend from urban design principles 

aimed at delivering better quality places and include requirements 

for streets, blocks, massing and so on, or may be focused more 

on architectural or building performance, for example aiming to 

increase energy efficiency. 

The level of detail defined and required by a code will vary 

depending upon the circumstances of development. In order 

to provide certainty of outcome, it should carry some weight in 

terms of its role in the planning process or through developer 

agreements. Future improvements will always be beneficial and 

therefore aspects of the code might be subject to review over 

time. 

Design codes do not replace the need for the development to be 

properly designed and undergo the appropriate scrutiny of the 

planning and building control process. Codes are not a ‘design’ 

and the need for a skilled and experienced architect remains. A 

design code will not make a bad architect into a good architect 

but provide clarity as to what constitutes acceptable design in 

order meet broader project aims. The developer will still need to 

ensure the design meets aesthetic and commercial requirements. 

Development control planners will still need to ensure that any 

proposals submitted under the egis of a design code meet the 

normal standards expected of all development.

Sustainable development principles are generally not separately 

identified	by	the	design	code.	These	are	integral	to	the	framework	

for the site and are not an ‘add-on’. The framework provides the 

context within which a sustainable place can be created. More 

technical aspects of sustainable development are addressed by 

other standards the development will need to meet such as the 

Building Regulations and the Code for Sustainable Homes. Where 

necessary the design code supplements these with additional 

standards that are considered necessary to deliver the sustainable 

design dimensions of the vision for the site

The approach to coding adopted by this document therefore 

avoids replicating the design, development and building control 

processes all schemes have to go through as a matter of course. 

It complements the framework for the site which sets out the 

intended physical structure of the development and how it links 

to its surroundings. The code focuses on securing the basic 

relationships between buildings and public realm that is necessary 

to deliver the vision for the site and create a strong sense of place 

and community. It generally avoids issues of architectural style on 

the basis that this will be addressed by the detailed design and 

planning processes. It does however set standards as to how 

architecture should ‘perform’ in the context of the wider vision. 

These ‘performance standards’ relate to the general quality of 

design and the activity and diversity of frontage, rather than style. 

They also inform how the spatial requirements of the proposed 

uses (scale, form and mass) should be accommodated on the 

site. However these standards do not impinge on the scope of the 

architect to respond creatively to the site. Indeed this creativity is 

actively encouraged.

The fundamental aspects of the development that need to be 

secured in order to deliver the vision for this, or any, site are:

the relationship of buildings to the streets and spaces, i.e. • 

whether they are placed to the back of kerb, are set back 

from the road etc;

the performance of visually or physically accessible streets and • 

spaces, in particular how they integrate design, pedestrian, 

cyclist and vehicular functions;

the scale, form and mass of building blocks / plots relative to • 

the intended use;

the activity and diversity of the ‘edges’ of each of the blocks. • 

The codes therefore comprise:

General principles: these are the generally accepted principles • 

of good design that apply to all aspects of the site as set out 

in best practice documents;

Junction codes: these set out the principles for junctions • 

within the development;

Street	codes:	these	set	out	a	clear	performance	specification	• 

and	specific	standards	for	each	street	in	the	hierarchy	set	by	

the framework;

Block	 codes:	 these	 set	 a	 performance	 specification	 for	• 

the scale, form and mass of each of the blocks within the 

development;

Edge	 codes:	 these	 set	 a	 performance	 specification	 for	 the	• 

level of animation and diversity required of key frontages. This 

animation and diversity can be achieved through the mix of 

uses and the way entrances interact with the public realm;

The development framework (Part 2) and design codes (Part 

4)	 together	 provide	 a	 structure	 which	 provides	 the	 flexibility	 to	

adapt the development outcome to address changing social and 

economic conditions. They also provide a structure within which 

high quality architecture of varying form and style can be created.

The codes cover the Hayle Harbour Development Framework  • 

area as illustrated in Figure 2 on Page 2;

Coding relates to urban design principles only; it is ‘style-• 

neutral’ in archtectural terms;

Each code set out in the following sections has a plan which • 

shows	specifically	to	what	each	code	relates;

The	 interpretation	 of	 each	 code	 will	 be	 influenced	 by	 site	• 

specific	design	and	viability	considerations	that	apply	to	each	

development block.
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6.1 Junction Principles

The arrangement of a junction will always depend on the local 

context,	 and	 the	amount	of	pedestrian	and	vehicular	 traffic	 that	

roads are expected to carry. The following principles should be 

applied to the detailed design of all junctions within Hayle Harbour, 

and with reference to Manual for Streets (Department for Transport, 

2007):

1. Keep it tight 
Often, the key to a well-designed junction is the way in which 

buildings are placed around it and how they enclose the space 

in which the junction sits. Building placement should therefore 

be	decided	upon	first,	with	the	junction	then	designed	to	suit	the	

available	space.	It	is	the	buildings	and	footway	that	should	define	

the space at a junction, not the rigid requirements of the vehicle 

movement.	 Tight	 corners	 have	 a	 major	 traffic	 calming	 effect,	

and	visibility	should	 reflect	 the	urban	context	of	 the	site.	Further	

guidance on junction sightlines in relation to the street character 

types can be found in the Street Codes (Section 2.2).

2. Make it easy for pedestrians to cross 
Junction design should facilitate direct pedestrian desire lines. The 

use of raised surfaces and tight radii at junctions make it easier 

for pedestrians to cross and will also reduce speeds of turning 

vehicles. Quadrant kerbstones used instead of large radii at 

junctions reduce the dominance of the carriageway. With small 

corner radii, large vehicles may need to use the full carriageway 

width to turn. The use of swept path analysis will ensure that the 

junctions are negotiable by vehicles and can be used to determine 

the minimum dimensions required. The footway may need to be 

strengthened locally in order to allow for larger vehicles occasionally 

overrunning the corner. 

3. Minimise land take 

To keep the urban form of the scheme tight, the land take required 

for junctions should be minimised. Roundabouts are unacceptable 

in this urban location. 

4. Create a suitable block structure 

The spacing of junctions should be determined by the type and 

size of urban blocks appropriate for the development. Block size 

should be based on the need for permeability, and generally tends 

to become smaller as density and pedestrian activity increases.

6.0 junctions . streets . blocks . edges 



6.2 Junction Designs

The following pages set out illustrative layouts for the three key 

access junctions into the Hayle Harbour development (see 

locations	on	 figure	43	opposite).	 The	 junctions	demonstrate	 the	

application of the junction principles to the masterplan.

junction 3

junction 1

junction 2

fig. 42 illustrative junction designs

not to scale
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junctions . streets . blocks . edges

1.  junction 1 north quay/ clifftop/ hilltop (see page 59)

2.  junction 2 south quay (see page 60) 

3.  junction 3 riviere	fields	(see	page	61)



fig. 43 junction 2 - illustrative junction design - north quay  

scale 1:2,000

junction 1 - North Quay  to access North Quay from B3301 Commercial Road 
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junctions . streets . blocks . edges 
junction 2 - South Quay  to access South Quay from B3301 Carnsew Road

fig. 44 junction 3 - illustrative junction design - south quay

scale 1:2,000

Location
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junctions . streets . blocks . edges  
junction 3 - Riviere Fields  to access Riviere Fields from Churchtown Road 

fig. 45 junction 1 - illustrative junction design - riviere fields

scale 1:2,000

Location



7.1 Street Principles

‘Streets should not be designed just to 
accommodate the movement of motor vehicles. 
It is important that designers place a high priority 
on meeting the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and 
public transport users, so that growth in these 
modes of travel is encouraged.’ (Department for 
Transport, 2007) 

Manual for Streets (Department for Transport, 2007) advocates 

a new approach to street design that recommends placing 

pedestrians above vehicles and movement, and considering 

location and place making as well as movement requirements. It 

states that ‘Streets that are good quality places achieve a number 

of positive outcomes, creating a virtuous circle:

attractive and well-connected permeable street networks • 

encourage more people to walk and cycle to local destinations, 

improving	their	health	while	reducing	motor	traffic,	energy	use	

and pollution;

more people on the streets leads to improved personal • 

security and road safety – research shows that the presence of 

pedestrians on streets causes drivers to travel more slowly;

people meeting one another on a casual basis strengthens • 

communities and encourages a sense of pride in local 

environments; and

people who live in good-quality environments are more likely • 

to have a sense of ownership and a stake in maintaining the 

quality of their local streets and public spaces.’ 

Well-designed streets thus have a crucial part to play in the delivery 

of	sustainable	communities,	defined	as	‘places	where	people	want	

to live and work, now and in the future’. 

The following general principles apply to all streets within the site, 

and	underpin	the	street	specifications	on	the	following	pages:

1. Strengthen permeability

Create connections which strengthen the permeability of the 

place: Connected or ‘permeable’ networks encourage walking 

or cycling and make places easier to navigate. It is generally 

recommended that streets with one-way operation are avoided. 

They require additional signage and result in longer vehicle 

journeys.

2. Design for all

Street design should be inclusive: Inclusive design means 

providing for all people regardless of age or ability. If any aspect of 

a street unavoidably prevents its use by particular user groups, it is 

important that a suitable alternative is provided.

Create streets as social places: The street should be designed 

to suit planned activities. For example, if the street is lined with 

shops and cafes it should be designed to enable people to get 

to the shops, cross the road, have a chat and linger in front of 

shop windows. Wider pavements/ terraces for outdoor cafes and 

other similar uses should be orientated to provide shelter and take 

advantage of the sun.

Design for appropriate traffic speeds: Aim to create streets 

that control vehicle speeds naturally rather than having to rely 

on	 unsympathetic	 traffic-calming	measures.	 A	maximum	design	

speed of 20 mph should normally be an objective within the site. 

Straight and uninterrupted links should be limited to around 70m 

to	help	ensure	that	the	arrangement	has	a	natural	traffic-calming	

effect.

Shared surfaces: Well-designed shared surfaces encourage low 

vehicle	speeds	and	avoid	conflicts	of	movement	whilst	encouraging	

other activities to take place. Shared surfaces make it easier for 

people to move around, promote social interaction, and create 

an environment in which pedestrians can walk, or stop and chat 

without	feeling	intimidated	by	motor	traffic.

Create streets that are safe for pedestrians and cyclists: Streets 

within the site should be designed to be low speed which allows 

for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles to mix safely. Design streets 

that encourage drivers to drive with caution. The arrangement of 

buildings,	spaces	and	activities	can	act	as	a	natural	traffic	calmer	

and has the double advantage of being visually less intrusive 

and far more pleasant for pedestrians and cyclists. If the street is 

designed for low speeds, pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles can 

mix safely. Separate cycle lanes should be avoided. 

Design for pedestrian comfort: A safe, attractive and well 

cared for public realm will encourage people to walk. People 

prefer to walk along streets where they can be seen by drivers, 

residents and other pedestrians, and routes should be overlooked. 

Footways should lead where people want to go, be positive, direct 

and barrier free.

Provide frequent pedestrian crossings: Wide pedestrian 

crossings	put	people	first.	Create	frequent,	wide,	well	landscaped	

crossings	on	major	 traffic	 routes	with	 the	floorscape,	 lights,	and	

other	devices	to	define	the	crossing	area.	All	crossings	should	be	

provided with tactile paving. Dropped kerbs with the appropriate 

tactile paving should be provided at all side-road junctions where 

the carriageway and footway are at different levels.

Clearly designate parking bays: To reduce the hazard of parked 

cars and make cycling more safe, clear designation of parking 

bays and effective parking enforcement.

Design in on-street parking: Design streets with on-street parking 

wherever possible to provide activity and surveillance. Ideally, 

defined	 parking	 bays	 should	 be	 provided	 outside	 the	 visibility	

splay. However, in some circumstances, where speeds are low, 

some encroachment may be acceptable.

3. Create simple, robust streets

Carefully locate street furniture: Lighting columns should be 

placed so that they do not impinge on available widths of footways 

in the interests of wheelchair users and people pushing prams, 

or pose a hazard for blind or partially-sighted people. Lighting 

should illuminate both the carriageway and the footway, including 

any	traffic-calming	features,	to	enable	road	users	to	see	potential	

obstacles and each other after dark 

Reduce clutter: Street furniture, signs, bins, bollards, utilities 

boxes, lighting and other items which tend to accumulate on a 

footway can clutter the streetscape. Clutter is visually intrusive and 

has adverse implications for many disabled people. The agencies 

responsible for such items and those who manage the street should 

consider ways of reducing their visual impact and impediment to 

users. Examples of reducing the impact include:

using the minimum of highway design features necessary to • 

make the streets work properly;

mounting	 streetlights	 onto	 buildings,	 or	 traffic	 signals	 onto	• 

lighting columns;

locating service inspection boxes within buildings or boundary • 

walls;

specifying the location and orientation of inspection covers in • 

the footway;

ensuring that household bins and recycling containers can be • 

stored off the footway; and

designing street furniture to be in keeping with its • 

surroundings;

guard railing should not be provided unless a clear need for it • 

has	been	identified.

Use materials appropriate to location: Materials and street 

furniture appropriate to the location, durable and maintainable 

should be used. Hayle Harbour is a marine environment and 

materials should be durable and require minimal maintenance.

Allow for utilities: Where possible, all utility apparatus should 

be laid in ‘corridors’ throughout the site. This will facilitate the 

installation of the services and any future connections as the 

development proceeds. Consideration should be given to the use 

of trenches and ducts to facilitate this.

Design lighting with a holistic, integrated and balanced 

approach: Lighting should aim to address and to reconcile a 

number	of	important	but	often	conflicting	design	criteria	including	

amenity (visual function), ambience (experience), legibility 

(understanding), image (identity), accessibility (inclusive design), 

safety, security, cost, buildability, maintenance, environment, and 

energy (conservation).

7.0 junctions . streets . blocks . edges
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‘Streets should no longer be designed by 
assuming ‘place’ to be automatically subservient 
to ‘movement’. Both should be considered in 
combination, with their relative importance 
depending on the street’s function within a 
network.’ (Department for Transport, 2007)

The	Street	Codes	set	out	more	detailed	specifications	for	a	number	

of street character types across the site. The street character types 

set out in the codes accommodate the Access Framework (set 

out in Section 4.1), but also take into account locational factors 

described in the Character Framework. The site includes a range 

of street character types each with differing characteristics which 

dictate	how	pedestrians	and	 traffic	use	 the	street.	The	 following	

pages set out design principles, an illustrative isometric, section, 

and	specifcation	for	each	typical	street	character	type	(see	figure	

46 opposite).

Primary Street: This street is the B3301 which links through 

Hayle town centre to the A30. There will be no change to the main 

primary street through Hayle, the B3301, and there are no new 

Primary Streets within the site.

Secondary Street (see street code SS): This street is vital to 

movement onto and within the North Quay and Hilltop area. 

Secondary streets should generally have generous carriageway 

and footpaths, tree planting and on-street car parking along their 

length. Refer to Street Code SS (page 65-66).

Tertiary Street (see street code TS): The tertiary streets provide 

access to residential and commercial areas and serve no cross-

area	 traffic	 function.	 These	 are	 typical	 side	 streets	 and	 are	

defined	by	 a	 fairly	 traditional	 arrangement	 of	 roadway,	 on-street	

parking, footpath and kerb. Dependent on location, buildings will 

sometimes front directly onto the street, and will sometimes have 

a small setback or threshold for privacy, for residential. Refer to 

Street Code TS (page 67-68) and TS (RF) (page 69-70).

Shared Streets: These streets have a vehicular function for access, 

and will be designed to accommodate vehicles, pedestrians and 

cyclists within a shared surface. They will be the sort of street that 

pedestrians will feel comfortable within, even if walking within the 

carriageway. Within Hayle Harbour there are two types of shared 

streets, the shared waterfront and shared laneways:

Shared Waterfront (see street code SW): These streets forming 

the main waterfront routes are important pedestrian and cycle 

links along the waterfront, connecting the town and the beach. 

The also serve vehicular access function. Refer to Street Code SW 

(SQeast) (page 71-72), SW (SQwest) (page 73-74) and SW (NQ) 

(page 75-76). 

Shared Laneways (see street code SL): These are tight streets 

between the main blocks. Although they do have a vehicular 

function for access, they will be the sort of street that pedestrians 

will feel comfortable within, even if walking within the roadway. 

Buildings will be built close to the back of footway and will enclose 

the lanes. Refer to Street Code SL (page 77-78), SL (C) (page 

79-780) and SL (RF) (page 81-82). 

Pedestrian Laneways (see street code PL): These are also tight 

streets between blocks although they do not have any vehicular 

function other than for cyclists and pedestrians. Refer to Street 

Code PL (page 83-84) and PL (RF) (page 85-86).

Pedestrian Paths (see street code PP): These paths and bridges 

provide pedestrian and cycle access. Refer to Street Code PP 

(page 87-88).
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  street code SS secondary street (see page 65)

  street code TS tertiary street (see page 67)

  street code TS (RF) tertiary	street	-	riviere	fields	(see	page	69)

  street code SW shared waterfront:  

  street code SW (SQeast) shared waterfront - south quay (east)  

  (see p.71) 

  street code SW (SQwest) shared waterfront - south quay (west)  

  (see p.73) 

  street code SW (NQ) shared waterfront - north quay (see p.75)

  street code SL shared laneway (see page 77)

  street code SL (C) shared laneway - clifftop (see p 79)

  street code SL (RF) shared	laneway	-	riviere	fields	(see	p	81)

  street code PL pedestrian laneway (see page 83)

  street code PL (RF) pedestrian	laneway	-	riviere	fields	(see	p	85)

  street code PP pedestrian path (see page 87)

  development blocks created by streets

fig. 46 street codes

scale 1:5,000
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fig. 47 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Vision
This is the main street on North Quay, set back from the waterfront, providing an enclosed and sheltered 

street, with a number of active uses and on-street parking creating a lively and vibrant route. Glimpsed 

views are available along laneways to the waterfront on one side and back towards the cliff on the other. 

North Quay’s main street provides the main vehicular movement into and around North Quay. 

Location          
 

Core Functions  

‘Main street’ through North Quay;• 

Main vehicular access onto North Quay and Hilltop, serving all uses including the Fisherman’s Quay • 

and Harbour and industrial area, and including deliveries and service vehicle access;

Access to strategic parking areas on North Quay; • 

Potential public transport route onto North Quay;• 

Allow for on-street parking;• 

Secondary pedestrian and cycle movement along North Quay;• 

Pedestrian cross movement between the waterfront and Hilltop. • 

Objectives  

To create an enclosed internal street along North Quay which is set back from the waterfront;• 

To provide a safe, pedestrian-friendly and uncluttered public realm with•  generous pavements, safe 

crossing points and integrated street furniture;

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes.• 
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kerbs

carriageway

parking bays

footway

pedestrian 

crossing
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fig. 48 section - scale 1:100

secondary street     code SS

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typical street width:    13-15.3m 

Typical building height:    1-6 storeys 

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ Public transport/ Service   

     vehicles/HGV

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:    Max. 6.0m

Footway width:     Min. 2.5m (min. 2.0m adjacent to parking bays)

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtiladge to buildings:   Optional 0-2m

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design speed:    Max. 20mph

Speed Limit:     20mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   Car, HGV, bus

Traffic	calming	measures:	 	 	 Tight	carriageway	&	junction	dimensions/	

     Shared surface through public space/ 

     Feature every 60m if required

Direction	of	traffic:		 		 	 Two	way

Min. forward visibility:   33m min

Junction sightlines (x/y):   x = 2.4m/ y = 33m 

Junction radii:    6.0m (subject to swept path analysis of HGV/ bus)

On-street parking:     Parallel or perpendicular on-street parking bays

Bus access:     Yes

Bus lanes:     No

Bus stops:     Combined with carriageway

Typical Materials 
Approach:    Robust, functional, in-line with main street.

Carriageway:     Black top/ clear bound natural aggregate wearing   

     course or surface dressing. 

Parking bays:    As carriageway, with metal stud deliniation.

Kerbs:      Robust stone raised kerbs min 300x150mm.

Footways:     Bound aggregate surfacing or medium scale block paving.

Street Trees:     Occasional street trees where appropriate. 

     Single species  - eg Pinus

Lighting     Column lighting or lighting to be mounted on buildings.

Hayle Harbour Design Codes     66
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fig. 49 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Vision
This street provides a varied streetscape as it moves through enclosed built up areas on North Quay 

up onto the open, elevated area of dune grassland landscape on the Hilltop, where buildings are set 

back from the road within the landscape.

Location

Core Functions  

Vehicular access to the Fishing Quay and Harbour, industrial area and Clifftop/Hilltop/ Riviere Fields  • 

areas, including deliveries and service vehicle access;

Access to strategic car park on North Quay;• 

Allow for some on-street parking if required;• 

Secondary pedestrian and cycle movement.• 

Objectives  

To create a varied streetscape which moves through built up North Quay areas and sparsely built • 

dune hilltop area;

To provide safe, pedestrian-friendly and uncluttered footways, safe crossing points and integrated • 

street furniture;

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes.• 
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fig. 50 section - scale 1:100

tertiary street     code TS

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typical street width: 9.8-12.5m/ Typical building height: 1-4 storeys 

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ Service vehicles/ Harbour   

     and Fish Quay users

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:    4.8 - 5.5m

Footway width:     Min. 2.5m, both sides

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtilage to buildings:  Optional 0-2m strip 

     Hilltop buildings set within landscape

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:    Max. 20mph 

Speed Limit:     20mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   Car, Fire tender, Refuse vehicle, Removal van, Boat/   

     WaveHub equipment use

Traffic	calming	measures:	 	 	 Tight	carriageway/	Road	alignment/	

     Feature every 40m if required

Direction	of	traffic:		 		 	 Two	way

Min. forward visibility:   33m min.

Junction sightlines:   x = 2.4m/ y = 33m 

Junction radii:    6.0m

On-street parking:     Optional occasional parallel on-street parking bays

Bus access:     No

Bus lanes:     No

Bus stops:     No

Typical Materials 
Carriageway:     Black top/ clear bound natural aggregate wearing   

     course or surface dressing. 

Parking bays:    As carriageway, with metal stud delineation.

Kerbs:      Robust stone raised stone or stone aggregate kerbs   

     min 300x100mm.

Footways:     Bound aggregate surfacing.

Street Trees:     Occasional street trees where appropriate. 

     single speciese.g. Pinus

Lighting     Column lighting or lighting to be mounted on buildings.

Hayle Harbour Design Codes     68
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fig. 51 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Vision
This is the main ‘village’ street through Riviere Fields, a green leafy street with front gardens and a 

central	village	green	forming	a	fiocus	within	the	Riviere	Fields	communtiy.	Connecting	the	Churchtown	

Road from Phillack, to the Hilltop and Clifftop areas and down to North Quay. 

Location

Core Functions  

Vehicular access to Riviere Fields including deliveries and service vehicle access;• 

Vehicular access between Churchtown Road from Phillack, to the Hilltop and Clifftop areas and • 

down to North Quay;

Allow for potential on-street parking;• 

Pedestrian and cycle movement through the area;• 

Accomodates solar access gardens on sunny side of street.• 

Objectives  

To create an enclosed, main ‘village’ street at the heart of Riviere Fields with a green leafy character • 

as a community focus, connecting the development to Phillack and to the Clifftop, Hilltop and North 

Quay areas of Hayle Harbour. 

To provide safe, pedestrian-friendly and uncluttered footways, safe crossing points and integrated • 

street furniture;

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes.• 
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fig. 52 section - scale 1:100

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typical street width:    9.8-12.5m 

Typical building height:    2-3 storeys 

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ Service vehicles

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:    4.8 - 5.5m

Footway width:     Min. 2.5m, both sides

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtilage to buildings:  Yes - 3-7m on south east facing side of street 

     Optional - 0-3m on north west facing side of st

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:    Max. 20mph 

Speed Limit:     20mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   Car, Fire tender, Refuse vehicle, Removal van

Traffic	calming	measures:	 	 	 Tight	carriageway/	Road	alignment/	

     Feature every 40m if required

Direction	of	traffic:		 		 	 Two	way

Min. forward visibility:   33m min.

Junction sightlines:   x = 2.4m/ y = 33m 

Junction radii:    6.0m

On-street parking:     Optional occasional parallell on-street P bays

Bus access:     No

Bus lanes:     No

Bus stops:     No

Typical Materials 
Carriageway:     Black top/ clear bound natural aggregate wear 

     ing course or surface dressing. 

Parking bays:    As carriageway, with metal stud delineation.

Kerbs:      Robust raised stone or stone aggregate kerbs  

     min 300x100mm.

Footways:     Bound aggregate surfacing.

Street Trees:     Occasional street trees where appropriate. 

     single species  - e.g. Pinus

Lighting     Column lighting or lighting to be mounted on   

     buildings.

tertiary street - riviere fields    code TS (RF)

Codes TS (RF): tertiary street - riviere fields specification

solar access
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fig. 53 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Vision
This animated and active waterside promenade along Penpol Creek forms the main town 

centre waterfront space animated by the shops and cafes lining the street and the footfall of 

people enjoying the waterfront and walking/ cycling the route between the town and beach.

Location

Core Functions  

Main waterfront promenade pedestrian and cycle movement between town & beach;• 

High pedestrian movement along waterfront commercial uses;• 

Deliveries and service vehicle access; • 

General	vehicular	traffic	restricted	to	access	only;• 

Accommodate	 the	 level	 change	 to	 the	 proposed	 finished	 floor	 level	 (FFL)	 for	 flood	• 

defence.

Objectives  

To	clearly	define	Hayle	town	centre	and	signal	a	sense	of	arrival	at	the	waterfront	to	the	• 

visitor; 

To create a strong, high quality waterfront promenade along Penpol Creek which connects • 

the town & beach, uses the public realm in an imaginative way to break down the change 

in	level	and	define	spaces,	and	provides	a	safe	and	pedestrian-friendly	promenade	with	

an uncluttered public realm including integrated street furniture;

To create the function of a key commercial shopping street, with wide footway to allow for • 

high footfall as well as space for commercial uses to spill out;

To provide vehicular access within a shared surface carriageway for uses on South Quay, • 

including deliveries to commercial uses along the waterfront;

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes;• 
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fig. 54 section - scale 1:100

shared waterfront - south quay east      code SW (SQeast)

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typical street width 19.0m/ Typical building height 4-6 storeys

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ Service vehicles

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:   4.8m

Footway width:    4.8m adjacent to buildings (min. 2.8m where delivery  

    /service bays)/ Min 1.5 adjacent to waterfront/ 

    Pedestrian promenades min. 3m each level

Cycleway:    Informal

Private curtilage to buildings: No - shared use of part of footway in places

Design Criteria   (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:    Max 10mph 

Speed Limit:    10-15mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:  Car, Fire tender, Refuse vehicle, Commercial servic 

    ing vehicle, Removal van

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 Tight	carriageway	&	junctions/	Shared	surface

Direction	of	traffic:		 	 Two	way

Min. forward visibility:  12m min.

Junction sightlines (x/y):   x = 2.4m/ y = 23m 

Junction radii:    6m - 4m

On-street parking:   Bays for deliveries during day/ parking during eve

Bus access:    No

Bus lanes:    No

Bus stops:    No

Typical Materials 
Materials	 to	 reflect	 importance	of	waterfront	 location;	Scale	&	 robustness	 to	complement	

quay/industrial context; Colour & texture to complement coastal context; All historic furniture/ 

features associated with the listed harbour quay wall e.g. bollards, warping posts, steps fall 

within the curtilage of the listed harbour walls and should be maintained and incorporated 

within the lower promenade design.

Carriageway:    Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale  

    block paving.

Parking bays:   Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale  

    block paving.

Kerbs:     Robust stone kerbs min 300mm wide.

Footways/ Promenades:  High quality exposed aggregate concrete.

Street Trees:    No

Lighting    Column lighting - as feature of waterfront promenade 

Hayle Harbour Design Codes     72
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fig. 55 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Vision
This is a quieter and more functional promenade, lined with residential and business uses  

and on-street parking, overlooking Town Harbour and Carnsew Pool and providing a linear 

pedestrian/ cycle waterfront route connecting the town to the ‘promontory space’ at the end 

of South Quay.

Location

Core Functions  

Waterfront promenade providing pedestrian and cycle linear waterfront route;• 

General	vehicular	traffic	restricted	to	access	only,	including	access	to	fisherman’s	parking	• 

along South Quay;

On-street parking for business/ residential uses;• 

Deliveries and service vehicle access;• 

Accommodate	the	level	change	to	the	proposed	finished	floor	level	for	flood	defence.• 

Objectives  

To create a waterfront promenade along Town Harbour which connects the town & • 

beach, accommodates the change in level to the proposed FFL, and provides a safe, 

uncluttered and pedestrian-friendly public realm including integrated street furniture;

To provide on-street parking along the promenade;  • 

To provide vehicular access within a shared surface carriageway for uses on South • 

Quay;

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes.• 
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fig. 56 section - scale 1:100

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typical street width 18m/ Typical building height 4-6 storeys

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ Service vehicles

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:   4.8m

Footway width:    Min 2.0m, one side/ Pedestrian promenades min.2m 

Cycleway:    Informal

Private curtilage to buildings: No

Design Criteria   (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:    max 10mph 

Speed Limit:    10-15mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:  Car, Fire tender, Refuse vehicle, Commercial servicing vehicle,   

    Removal van

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 Tight,	shared	surface	carriageway	 	

Direction	of	traffic:		 	 Two	way

Min. forward visibility:  12m

Junction sightlines (x/y):   x = 2.4m/ y = 23m 

Junction radii:    6m - 4m

On-street parking:   45 degree parking one side only

Bus access:    No

Bus lanes:    No

Bus stops:    No

Typical Materials 
Materials	to	reflect	importance	of	waterfront	location;	Scale	&	robustness	to	complement	quay/industrial	

context; Colour & texture to complement coastal context; All historic furniture/ features associated with 

the listed harbour quay wall e.g. bollards, warping posts, steps fall within the curtilage of the listed 

harbour walls and should be maintained and incorporated within the lower promenade design. 

Carriageway:    Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale block paving

Parking bays:   Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale block paving,   

    with metal stud delineation

Kerbs:     Robust stone kerbs min 300mm wide.

Footways/ Promenades:   High quality exposed aggregate concrete.

Street Trees:    No

Lighting    Column lighting - as feature of waterfront promenade 

Specification for shared waterfront - south quay west:

shared waterfront - south quay west     code SW (SQwest)

Hayle Harbour Design Codes     74
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fig. 57 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Vision
This is a lively pedestrianised waterside promenade lined by cafes, restaurants and shops, maximising 

the south facing orientation and waterfront views, and linking the beach to East Quay as part of the 

promenade link between the town and the beach.

Location

Core Functions  

Main waterfront promenade pedestrian and cycle movement between town & beach;• 

High pedestrian movement along waterfront commercial uses;• 

No	general	vehicular	traffic,	deliveries	or	service	access	-	Emergency	vehicular	access	only;• 

Accommodate	the	level	change	to	the	proposed	finished	floor	level	(FFL)	for	flood	defence.• 

Objectives  

To create a strong, high quality waterfront promenade along North Quay which connects the • 

town & beach, accommodates the change in level to the proposed FFL, and provides a safe 

and pedestrian-friendly promenade with an uncluttered public realm including integrated street 

furniture;

To create the function of a key commercial shopping street and maximise south facing aspect;• 

To provide emergency vehicular access within a shared surface carriageway;• 

To provide safe city-centre cycle routes.• 

new retaining wall with steps 

& ramps for access between 
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upper promenade 

to proposed FFLshared surface carriageway
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fig. 58 section - scale 1:100

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typical street width:   min. 8.8m

Typical building height:   4-6 storeys

User Groups 	 	 	 Pedestrians/	Cyclists/	Emergency	vehicles	eg	fire	tenders

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:   4.8m max.

Footway width:    No segregated footway to upper promenade/ 

    Lower pedestrian promenade min. 4m

Cycleway:    Informal

Private curtilage to buildings: Yes - min. 1.5m

Design Criteria   (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:    Max. 10mph

Speed Limit:    10-15mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:  Emergency vehicles e.g. Fire tender, Harbour cranes

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 N/A	 	

Direction	of	traffic:		 	 Two	way

Min. forward visibility:  12m

Junction sightlines (x/y):   x = 2.4m/ y = 23m 

Junction radii:    6m - 4m

On-street parking:   No

Bus access:    No

Bus lanes:    No

Bus stops:    No

Typical Materials 
Materials	to	reflect	importance	of	waterfront	location;	Scale	&	robustness	to	complement	quay/industrial	

context; Colour & texture to complement coastal context; All historic furniture/ features associated with 

the listed harbour quay wall e.g. bollards, warping posts, steps fall within the curtilage of the listed 

harbour walls and should be maintained and incorporated within the lower promenade design.

Carriageway:    Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale block paving

Parking bays:   N/A

Kerbs:     Robust stone kerbs min 300mm wide.

Footways/ Promenades:   High quality exposed aggregate concrete.

Street Trees:    No

Lighting    Column lighting - as feature of waterfront promenade .

shared waterfront - north quay     code SW (NQ)

Specification for shared waterfront - north quay:

Hayle Harbour Design Codes     76
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Vision
These are tight, enclosed, intimate laneways leading to the waterfront which allow for vehicles but create 

an environment which pedestrians and cyclists feel comfortable within.

Location

Core Functions  

Linking laneways connecting quay development areas to the waterfront;• 

Deliveries	and	service	vehicle	access	with	general	vehicular	traffic	restricted	to	access	only	with	all	• 

vehicles accommodated on shared surface;

Allow for on-street parking.• 

Objectives  

To create attractive, tight, pedestrian-friendly streets connecting to the waterfront;• 

To provide on-street parking;  • 

To provide vehicular access within a shared surface carriageway for uses on South Quay;• 

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes;• 

fig. 59 illustrative isometric - not to scale
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fig. 60 section for ‘standard’ shared laneway- scale 1:100

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typicalstreet width:    7.8-8.8m/ 12.3m on ‘Access laneways’

Typical building height:    2-6 storeys 

User Groups     Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ Service vehicles

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:    4.8m max./ widens to 6.0m on ‘Access laneways’

Footway with:     min 1.5m both sides/ 1 side on ‘Access laneways’/ 

     optional no footpaths on NQ beach car park access 

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtilage to buildings:  Generally no

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:     Max. 10mph

Speed Limit:     10-15mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   Car, Fire tender, Refuse vehicle, Removal van 

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 	 Tight	carriageway	&	junction/	

     Shared surface carriageway  

Direction	of	traffic:		 	 	 Two	way

Min. forward visibility:   12m min.

Junction sightlines (x/y):    x = 2.4m/ y = 12m 

Junction radii:     6m - 4m

On-street parking:    Parallell parking bays generally one side only/    

     perpendicular parking bays along ‘Access laneways’

Bus access:     No

Bus lanes:     No

Bus stops:     No

Typical Materials 
Approach:	 	 	 	 Materials	to	reflect	importance	of	waterfront	location.

Carriageway:     Bound aggregate surfacing or small scale block paving.

Parking bays:    Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale   

     block paving.

Kerbs:      Robust stone kerbs min 300mm wide.

Footways:     Bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale block paving.

Street Trees:     No

Lighting     Column lighting or mounted to buildings.

shared laneway     code SL

Hayle Harbour Design Codes     78
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Vision
These are intimate laneways on the clifftop leading to the waterfront, which allow for vehicles but provide 

a no through route and create an environment which pedestrians and cyclists feel comfortable within.

Location

Core Functions  

Linking laneways visually connecting hilltop to the waterfront;• 

Pedestrian linkages between hilltop and waterfront where possible;• 

Deliveries	and	service	vehicle	access	from	the	clifftop,	with	all	vehicular	traffic	restricted	to	access	• 

only, with all vehicles accommodated within a shared surface;

Allow for on-street parking.• 

Objectives  

To create attractive, pedestrian-friendly streets connecting pedestrians and/ or visually down to the • 

waterfront;

To provide on-street parking within shared surface;  • 

To provide vehicular access within a shared surface carriageway for uses along clifftop laneway • 

(Note no vehicular through access).

fig. 61 illustrative isometric - not to scale
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fig. 62 section - scale 1:100

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typicalstreet width:    7.8-12.8m

Typical building height:    2-3 storeys 

User Groups     Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ Service vehicles

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:    4.8m max.

Footway with:     min 1.5m both sides 

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtilage to buildings:  Optional

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:     Max. 10mph

Speed Limit:     10-15mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   Car, Fire tender, Refuse vehicle, Removal van 

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 	 Tight	carriageway	&	junction/	

     Shared surface carriageway  

Direction	of	traffic:		 	 	 Two	way.	Note	-	no	through	route	for	vehicles

Min. forward visibility:   12m min.

Junction sightlines (x/y):    x = 2.4m/ y = 12m 

Junction radii:     6m - 4m

On-street parking:    Optional parallell or 45 degree parking bays 

     generally one side only

Bus access:     No

Bus lanes:     No

Bus stops:     No

Typical Materials 
Carriageway:     Bound aggregate surfacing or small scale block paving.

Parking bays:    Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale   

     block paving

Kerbs:      Robust stone or stone aggregate kerbs min 300mm   

     wide.

Footways:     Bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale block paving

Street Trees:     Optional

Lighting     Column lighting or mounted to buildings.

shared laneway - clifftop     code SL (C)

Codes SL: shared laneway - clifftop specification
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Vision
These are intimate, green and leafy shared laneways which allow for vehicles but create an environment 

which pedestrians and cyclists feel comfortable within, suitable for informal play and with generous 

south facing solar access gardens facing the street.

Location

Core Functions  

Shared surface laneways creating safe and attractive domestic scale streets throughout Riviere • 

Fields;

General	 vehicular	 traffic	 restricted	 to	 access	 only	 with	 all	 vehicles	 accommodated	 on	 shared	• 

surface;

Allow for on-street parking. • 

Objectives  

To create attractive, domestic-scale, pedestrian-friendly streets providing connections within Riviere • 

Fields;

To provide on-street parking;  • 

To provide vehicular access within a shared surface carriageway.• 

fig. 63 illustrative isometric - not to scale
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fig. 64 section - scale 1:100

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typical street width:    8.8-10.8m

Typical building height:    2-(3) storeys 

User Groups     Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ Service vehicles

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:    4.8m max.

Footway width:     min 2.0m both sides     

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtilage to buildings:  Yes - 2-7m solar access front gardens on south facing   

     side of street/ 1.5-3m front garden to north facing side   

     of street

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:     Max. 10mph

Speed Limit:     10-15mph

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   Car, Fire tender, Refuse vehicle, Removal van 

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 	 Tight	carriageway	&	junction/	

     Shared surface carriageway  

Direction	of	traffic:		 	 	 Two	way

Min. forward visibility:   12m min.

Junction sightlines (x/y):    x = 2.4m/ y = 12m 

Junction radii:     6m - 4m

On-street parking:    Parallell parking bays generally one side only   

Bus access:     No

Bus lanes:     No

Bus stops:     No

Typical Materials 
Carriageway:     Bound aggregate surfacing or small scale block paving.

Parking bays:    Bound aggregate surfacing or small scale block paving.

Kerbs:      Robust stone or stone aggregate kerbs min 300mm   

     wide.

Footways:     Bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale block paving.

Street Trees:     Optional

Lighting     Column lighting

Specification for shared laneways:

shared laneway - riviere fields     code SL (RF)

Codes SL (RF): shared laneway - riviere fields specification
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fig. 65 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Approach
Tight,	intimate	laneways	as	the	shared	laneways	but	without	vehicular	traffic,	providing	pedestrian/	cycle	

links between developoment and the waterfront. 

Location

Core Functions  

Linking laneways connecting quay development areas to the waterfront;• 

No	vehicular	traffic	(deliveries	and	service	vehicle	access	to	back	of	properties	located	on	pedestrian	• 

laneways).

Objectives  

To create attractive, tight, pedestrian-friendly streets connecting to the waterfront;• 

To create private curtilage to buildings which can be personalised by users;• 

To create attractive public realm with opportunities for uses such as seating and children’s play; • 

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes.• 

private strip

kerbs

shared surface

private strip
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fig. 66 section - scale 1:100

pedestrian laneway      code PL

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typicalstreet width:    4m (4-10m including building curtilage)

Typical building height:    2-6 storeys 

User Groups     Pedestrians/ Cyclists

     

Street Dimensions
Carriageway dimensions max:   N/A

Footway dimensions:    Min. 4.0m

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtilage to buildings:  Yes

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:     N/A

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   N/A 

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 	 N/A		 	

Min. forward visibility:   N/A

Junction sightlines:    N/A 

Junction radii:     N/A

On-street parking:    N/A

Bus access:     N/A

Bus lanes:     N/A

Bus stops:     N/A

Typical Materials 
Footways:    Bound aggregate surfacing.

Kerbs:     Robust stone kerbs min. 300mm wide.

Street trees     Optional occasional trees. 

Lighting     Lighting to be mounted on buildings. 

Notes      Pedestrian Laneways which cross changes in level   

     e.g. at the cliff, will include stepped access.
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fig. 67 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Approach
Laneways which form the function of bridleway routes through Riviere Fields, providing horse, cycle and 

pedestrian links between the towans and the waterfront at Copperhouse Pool. 

Location

Core Functions  

Linking laneways connecting development areas and towans to the waterfront at Copperhouse • 

Pool;

Bridleway	-	no	vehicular	traffic.• 

Objectives  

To create attractive, tight, pedestrian-friendly lanes connecting down to the waterfront;• 

To allow for private curtilage to buildings/ front gardens which can be personalised by users;• 

To create shared surface suitable for all users of the bridleway;• 

To integrate existing Cornish hedges where appropriate;  • 

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes.• 

building curtilage: 

front gardens

kerbs

shared surface

cornish hedge 
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fig. 68 section - scale 1:100

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
Typicalstreet width:    4m (>4m including builidng curtilage)

Typical building height:    2-(3) storeys 

User Groups     Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Horses

     

Street Dimensions
Carriageway dimensions max:   N/A

Footway dimensions:    Min. 4.0m

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtilage to buildings:  Yes

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:     N/A

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   N/A 

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 	 N/A		 	

Min. forward visibility:   N/A

Junction sightlines:    N/A 

Junction radii:     N/A

On-street parking:    N/A

Bus access:     N/A

Bus lanes:     N/A

Bus stops:     N/A

Typical Materials 
Footways:    Bound aggregate surfacing.

Kerbs:     Robust stone kerbs min. 300mm wide, where required.

Street trees     Optional occasional trees. 

Lighting     Lighting to be mounted on buildings. 

     

pedestrian laneway - riviere fields      code PL (RF)

Codes PL (RF): pedestrian laneway - riviere fields specification
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Vision
Narrow pedestrian routes including paths, ramps and bridges providing important pedestrian/ cycle 

connections to the waterfront, beach and with the harbour.

Location

Core Functions  

Pedestrian/ cycle bridges linking South to East Quay, East Quay to North Quay, & South Quay to • 

Penpol Terrace;

Pedestrian/ cycle links connecting the hilltop to North Quay;• 

Pedestrian/ cycle links connecting Riviere Fields to Copperhouse Pool;• 

Pedestrian link connecting North Quay to the beach;• 

No	vehicular	traffic.	• 

Objectives  

To create pedestrian/ cycle-friendly links connecting South to East Quay, East Quay to North Quay, • 

South Quay to Penpol Terrace, North Quay to the beach, Hilltop to North Quay, and Riviere Fields 

to Copperhouse Pool;

To provide safe town-centre cycle routes.• 

junctions . streets . blocks . edges
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fig. 69 path section - scale 1:100

Scale/ Level of Enclosure 
N/A

User Groups     Pedestrians/ Cyclists

Street Dimensions
Carriageway width:    N/A

Footway width:     Paths min. 2.0m/ Bridges min. 3.0m

Cycleway:     Informal

Private curtilage to buildings:  N/A

Design Criteria    (refer to Manual for Streets, 2007)

Design Speed:     N/A

Vehicle types to be accommodated:   N/A 

Traffic	calming	measures:		 	 	 N/A		 	

Direction	of	traffic:    N/A

Min. forward visibility:   N/A

Junction sightlines:    N/A 

Junction radii:     N/A

On-street parking:    N/A

Bus access:     N/A

Bus lanes:     N/A

Bus stops:     N/A

Typical Materials 
Footways:     Bound aggregate surfacing/ small scale blocks/ timber.

Kerbs:     Robust stone kerbs min. 150mm wide, where appropri-  

     ate.

Street trees     Occasional optional trees. 

Lighting     Lighting where appropriate.

Notes     Ramps required to provide access on slopes steeper   

     than 1:20.

fig. 70 bridge section - scale 1:100

pedestrian paths      code PP
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8.1 Block Principles

To achieve the vision for Hayle Harbour it is essential that 

development	 blocks	 form	 attractive,	 well	 defined	 streets	 and	

spaces when developed out. An urban character and pedestrian 

experience	 of	 a	 specific	 quality	 is	 described	 by	 Part	 2.	 To	

achieve this quality, urban form principles related to continuity 

and enclosure of street frontage, building heights and sizes, and 

block subdivision characteristics necessary to create a varied and 

diverse urban scene need to be adhered to, along with principles 

for access, parking, servicing and utilities etc. Key issues which 

apply to blocks throughout Hayle Harbour are set out below:

1. Continuity & enclosure

Face the street: Make a clear distinction between public fronts 

and private backs by ensuring the primary access is from the 

street, the principal frontage. 

Respect people’s privacy: Ensure the distance between backs 

of properties is considered in terms of privacy.

Line the perimeter: Lining the edges of blocks with a perimeter of 

buildings is the best way to accommodate a diversity of building 

styles and types and uses at medium-high densities, while ensuring 

that buildings relate positively to the public realm. 

Encourage continuity of street frontage: Continuous building 

lines along a block edge are more successful at providing a good 

enclosure to a street or square and generating ‘active frontage’ with 

frequent doors and windows animating the public realm. Individual 

front doors should have direct access to the street.  Avoid the 

need for common access ramps or walkways that create a barrier 

between building frontage and the street.  

2. Block heights & size

Build at a human scale: Block height should create a human 

scale development whilst providing appropriate levels of enclosure. 

Create a range of block sizes: Development should contain a range of 

block sizes to promote variety. 

Blocks should generally be in the range of 40-90m deep/ wide: 

Block size is one of the most important aspects of built form to get 

right in order to create a pedestrian friendly urban form. A trade off 

has to be struck between ease of access, the ability to sustain a 

variety of building types and uses; and, the ability to change and 

adapt over time. Generally blocks should be in the range 40-90m 

deep/wide to achieve this. 

Design for flexibility:	 Square	 blocks	 offer	 the	 most	 flexible	

basis for accommodating a range of commercial and residential 

buildings and more options for internal treatment. A building depth 

of approximately 10m is recommended to accommodate double 

aspect buildings with good daylighting to the internal space. 

3. Block interiors

Blocks over 40 x 40m size to have internal courtyards: Larger 

blocks to provide internal courtyard spaces within the block.

Design for internal flexibility:	Well-configured	perimeter	blocks	

facilitate a range of uses of the interior that can change over time 

including civic spaces, private/ communal gardens, children’s play, 

car parking and service yards.

Overlook internal courtyards:	 These	 should	 be	 defined	 and	

overlooked by buildings.

4. Adaptability

Design buildings to be flexible and adaptable: In practice this 

means providing the room for expansion together with building 

forms that are capable of conversion and expansion such as 

framed construction. Residential units designed with higher 

ceilings	 at	 ground	 floor	 level	would	 allow	 conversion	 to	 retail	 at	

a later date, for example. This concept can also be applied to 

internal spaces which should be capable of being adapted to meet 

the requirements of different users in the future;

Allow for future changes in the use of ground floor units: 

Particularly in key locations such as along the waterfront, next to 

public spaces and on street corners. This may involve allowing 

greater	floor	to	ceiling	heights	and	flexible	spaces	within	the	ground	

floor	of	such	buildings.

8.0 junctions . streets . blocks . edges
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5. Access & parking

Consider access to blocks: Vehicular access to blocks should 

be off minor streets rather than main streets where possible. 

Provide a combination of parking options: Aim to provide a 

combination of parking options where possible including on-street, 

court, undercroft and basement parking.

Maximize on-street car parking: Well-designed on-street car 

parking is encouraged, with pedestrian crossing points and places 

for street trees where appropriate and cycle parking.

Limit area given over to large surface car parks: Provide 

basement car parks to reduce area of surface car parking where 

possible. 

6. Servicing

Service from the street: the ideal form of delivery is from the street 

directly to the building in the traditional way. Where a delivery/ 

storage yard is required, place it at the rear and frame it with 

buildings to avoid unsightly yards and building edge. Adequate bin 

storage should be placed at the rear of buildings. Ideally domestic 

waste should be collected from the front of properties.

7. Utilities

The design of utilities must be integral to the development: 

Utility and meter boxes must be kept away from street frontages. 

Rear utility servicing should be achieved.

Common service trenches: Developers will be required to use 

a common service trench to minimise the area taken in providing 

services, and to limit impact on the public realm.

Satellite/TV: A common system for TV/satellite receiving equipment 

should	be	provided	where	flexible	to	avoid	clutter.

Mechanical and electrical (M&E) plant: Domestic and commercial 

M&E plant must be avoided on property frontages. External vents 

should not be visually intrusive and must be co-ordinated within 

the architectural treatement of the elevations. 

8. Flood risk/ levels

Set all new development within Flood Zone 3 above the 

appropriate flood level: All blocks to be designed to be raised 

to	 a	 new	 floor	 level	 to	 meet	 Environment	 Agency	 flood	 risk	

requirements.

Uses classified as vulnerable within high risk zones should 

be subject to flood risk assessment: Generally this will mean 

no	residential	development	on	ground	floors	 in	existing	high	risk	

zones.

9. Resource efficiency

Office & commercial uses should achieve BREEAM very good 

ratings (or equivalent): To achieve BREEAM very good ratings for 

the	office	and	commercial	 areas	of	 the	development	will	 require	

CO2	emissions	 reductions	of	 the	order	of	27%	over	and	above	

current building regulations requirements – this can be achieved 

via	the	application	of	a	range	of	efficiency	measures	and/or	the	use	

of renewable technologies.

Residential uses should achieve Code for Sustainable Housing 

Level 4: To achieve Code for Sustainable Housing Level 4 requires 

a	44%	reduction	in	CO2	emissions	over	and	above	current	building	

regulations SAP calculations – it is not possible to achieve this level 

of	reduction	with	efficiency	measures	alone;	to	achieve	this	target	

will require the application of renewable technologies.

Green roofs: Consider the use of green roofs, which have a number 

of	benefits	including	reduced	energy	consumption,	extended	roof	

life, stormwater management, reduced air pollution, and increased 

green areas.

Passive design: Consider the orientation of buildings to create 

the correct balance of shade and solar gain, optimal levels of 

insulation, compact building forms, use of natural ventilation and 

window size etc. to achieve appropriate thermal mass and air

tightness;

Rainwater harvesting & storage systems: Rainwater can 

be collected from rooftops and diverted into barrels or storage 

tanks. Captured and diverted rainwater can be used for irrigation 

purposes,	 car	 washing	 or	 toilet	 flushing	 and	 is	 beneficial	 as	 it	

reduces	water	demand	and	helps	reduce	the	risk	of	flooding.

Greywater recycling: Recycling of water from baths, sinks 

and	 laundry	 can	 be	 re-used	 for	 toilet	 flushing	 provided	 filtration	

and	 disinfection	mechanisms	 are	 in	 place,	 and	 benefits	 include	

reducing water demand.

Natural Lighting & Lighting Control Systems: Buildings and 

facilities	can	be	specifically	designed	to	make	use	of	natural	daylight,	

e.g. by the use of shallow depth spaces and maximising façade 

to	floor	plate	ratios	-	this	can	result	in	significant	energy	savings	by	

reducing	the	daily	usage	of	the	artificial	lighting	systems.	

Materials: Consider the use of materials that are durable, 

sustainably produced and have low embodied energy both in 

terms of their production and transportation to site. This would 

favour the use of locally sourced materials. However it may equally 

mean using extremely ‘low energy’ materials made elsewhere or 

provided to the site as pre-fabricated elements. Encourage the 

use of reused/recycled materials and components.

Recycling facilities: Design buildings and external spaces to 

provide space for effective recycling and composting facilities.
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The layout of blocks is a response to the challenge of delivering a 

viable mix and quantum of uses that is well integrated into Hayle and 

the wider area whilst at the same time responding appropriately to 

the implications of each of the assessments outlined previously.

8.2.1 Principles

The following key principles underpin the layout of blocks promoted 

by the development framework:

the layout of the development has been shaped to avoid • 

or positively incorporate the key heritage, ecological, and 

landscape assets of the site;

variations in landscape and townscape character across the • 

site	are	reflected	in	the	layout	of	each	area	to	create	a	diverse	

and appropriate built form;

the fundamental urban form and ‘grain’ of the town has been • 

respected. This means creating strong edges to development 

that address the waterfront and transportation linkages; 

providing more intimate streets and spaces set back from the 

waterfront, and using a scale of block size and streets that are 

appropriate within the local and regional context;

the layout is a result of the application of robust urban • 

design principles and the access framework which divides 

the site into blocks and plots. As such it is intended that the 

development framework promotes a form of development 

that is an ‘honest’ response to the various attributes of the 

site rather than the imposition of an arbitrary design;

the layout responds to key views and visual sensitivities such • 

as views of Towans from Lelant and the important views to 

the landmark churches of Lelant, Hayle and Philack;

the layout responds to government guidance on creating • 

safer places (ODPM, 2004). Key principles in designing out 

crime include;

encouraging surveillance and overlooking of publicly  º

accessible places;

providing	well	defined	routes,	spaces	and	entrances	that	 º

provide for convenient movement without compromising 

security;

creating places that promote a sense of ownership,  º

respect and responsibility;

creating places where the level of human activity is  º

appropriate to the location.

8.2.2 Proposals

The overall block layout is strongly driven by the movement 

framework which aims to integrate the proposed development into 

the wider context. At a more detailed level, layout has been shaped 

by considering and evaluating a number of potential approaches   

which	has	then	identified	the	preferred	block	layout	for	each	area,	

as described below:

South Quay:

Fig 71a shows the fundamental movement principles.

Fig 71b shows a ‘traditional’ perimeter block layout. Although this 

creates	well	defined	streets	and	spaces	it	pushes	all	the	activity	to	

the edges of the block and places an emphasis on the waterfront. 

There are no smaller scale connections to Foundry Yard.

Fig 71c shows blocks addressing each of the edges of the quay 

with a route in the middle. Whilst frontages to the waterfront will be 

well	defined,	the	central	route	will	be	to	the	rear	of	development	

placing an over emphasis on the waterfront.

Fig 71d shows the quay developed with a series of standalone 

buildings.	It	will	be	difficult	to	animate	all	sides	of	these.

Fig 71e shows the potential of using fragmented blocks with 

frontage to the water and smaller scale lanes and spaces in the 

centre of blocks linked to Foundry Yard. This model has been 

adopted to guide the development of the masterplan as it meets 

the	 objective	 to	 define	 the	 waterfront	 whilst	 at	 the	 same	 time	

creating	 more	 sheltered,	 finer	 grained	 spaces	 within	 the	 block	

subject to the scale of uses.

fig.72a

fig.72b

fig.72c

fig.72d

fig.72e

Fig 72 North Quay layout optionsfig.71 south quay layout options fig.71a fig.71b fig.71c fig.71d fig.71e

8.2 Block Arrangement Principles
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North Quay: 

Fig 72a shows the fundamental movement principles. 

Fig 72b shows blocks of development aligned with the quay side. 

Whilst this gives good water views, waterfront blocks turn their 

backs on the access street and there is dead space between the 

blocks and cliff to the north.

Fig 72c shows blocks aligned perpendicular to the waterfront. 

Whilst these give good permeability into the development they 

do not optimise the potential for waterfront views and commercial 

development along the quay.

Fig 72d shows perimeter blocks backing onto the cliff with the 

access	 road	placed	on	 the	quay	edge.	This	creates	a	 trafficked	

waterfront but increases permeability to Hilltop integrating the cliff 

into the development.

Fig 72e shows a diverse waterfront edge with blocks that both 

address the street and the waterfront, enclosure to the access 

street and opeways leading to the cliff. This model has been 

adopted to guide the development of the masterplan. 

Hilltop:

Fig 73a shows the fundamental movement principle. For this area 

the key requirement is to achieve a sensitive development form 

that relates to the Towans.

Fig 73b shows a traditional perimeter block approach. This would 

be entirely inappropriate to the landscape of the towans

Fig 73c shows a series of detached dwellings placed along the 

main access road. This layout would be too formalised for the 

varied towans landscape.

Fig 73d shows terraces. Again these would be inappropriate for 

the varied towans landscape.

Figure 73e shows a scattered layout of detached buildings. This 

echoes the chalet development elsewhere in the towans and is 

responsive to topography and landscape character.

Rivere Fields:

Figure 74a shows the fundamental movement principles.

Figure 74b shows a ‘traditional’ perimeter block layout. Whilst this 

creates	 well	 defined	 streets	 and	 spaces	 it	 creates	 north	 facing	

gardens along the terrace that do not make the most of aspect 

and views.

Figure 74c shows a series of terraces arranged along the 

topography as with terraces elsewhere in Hayle. These are aligned 

to provide south facing gardens for the majority of dwellings. 

This optimises aspect and opportunities to maximise solar gain 

in new development. This model has been adopted to guide the 

development of the masterplan.

junctions . streets . blocks . edges 

fig.74a

fig.74b

fig.74 riviere fields layout 

options

fig.73a fig.73b fig.73c fig.73d fig.73e

fig.73 hilltop layout options

fig.74c
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fig. 75 block codes 

scale 1:5,000
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The urban framework divides the site into a series of broad blocks 

which can be developed in a variety of ways. The block codes set 

out	parameters	for	each	block	including	the	block	height,	floorplate	

and total plot ratios, suitable use and block subdivision principles 

(see table opposite). These are important elements in the creation 

of good urban form at Hayle Harbour and together with the block 

edge conditions (see Section 9.0) set a structure within which 

high quality architecture can be delivered to create the character 

expressed in Section 4.3. 

The	following	table	sets	out	the	desired	specification	for	each	broad	

development	block	within	Hayle	Harbour	(refer	to	figure	75).	
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  broad development blocks

  potential sub-division of blocks

8.3 Block Codes

1
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  block   height  suggested use  number of notes

  no.  range                 subdivisions 

          

    1  4-6   A1-A5, B1, C3, D1   Block 1 must accommodate and address the B3301 primary route and create the South Quay Entrance Space, see space code SQ E (pages 115-6).

    2  4-6   A1-A5, B1, C3

    3  4-6   A1-A5, B1, C3    min. 1   Block subdivision(s) through block to connect east to west sides of South Quay. Access to be laneways, see block code L (pages 107-8) and street codes SL     

         (pages 79-80) & PL (pages 85-6).

    4  2-4   A1, A3-A4

    5  2  A2, B1, D1    New development within block 5 must respect the existing listed building within block 5. The character of the listed building should be respected in the      

         design of any adjacent buildings. Additional buildings should be in sympathy with its rhythm and should have pitched roofs. New development in block 5 will      

         be subject to a detailed planning application. 

    6  4  A3, A4, C1, C3

    7  4-6   A1-A5, B1, C3, D2   min. 4  Min. 4 access through block to connect secondary street to waterfront. Access to be laneways, see block code L (pages 107-8) and street codes SL (pages      

         79-80) & PL (pages 85-6). Block to accommodate North Quay Waterfront Space, see space code NQ W (pages 123-4).

    8  1  B1-B2     Buildings within block 8 will form the Fishing Quay, see space code NQ SQ (pages 125-6).

    9  1-3  A3, D2

  10  1-2  B2     

  11  1-2   B1     

  12  3-6   A1, A3, C3      1   Potential for access through block to connect cliff to waterfront, lining up with access in block on Clifftop, allowing for routes up/down cliff between Clifftop and     

         North Quay waterfront. Access to be laneways, see block code L (pages 107-8) and street codes SL (pages 79-80), & PL (pages 85-6).

  13  3-6   A1, A3, C3      1   Access through block to connect cliff to waterfront, lining up with access in block on Clifftop, allowing for potential access up/down cliff between Clifftop and      

         North Quay waterfront. Access to be laneways, see block code L (pages 107-8) and street codes SL (pages 79-80), & PL (pages 85-6). New development      

         within block 16 must respect and accommodate the existing Octel buildings. 

  14  1-3  C3       1   Access through block to connect tertiary street to cliff, lining up with access in block below the cliff, allowing for potential access up/down cliff between      

         Clifftop and North Quay waterfront. Access to be laneways, see block code L (pages 107-8) and street codes SL (C) (pages 81-2) & PL (pages 85-6).

  15  1-3  C3       1   Access through block to connect tertiary street to cliff, lining up with access in block below the cliff, allowing for potential access up/down cliff between      

         Clifftop and North Quay waterfront. Access to be laneways (see block code L and street codes SL & PL).

  

  16  1-2  C3     plots  Area sold off as series of individual development plots should follow the following principles: plot size min. 200sq m/ building setback min. 2.5m/ distance      

          between adjacent buildings min. 4m.

  17  0-4  Parking     This block would be suitable for the development of a multi-storey car park if required. The structure would have potential for a green roof to extend the hilltop      

  18  2-5  A1, A3-A4, D2    18. 18. 18. Site for potential landmark building.

  19  2-3   A1-A5, B1, C3, D1   19. Generally residential use, but with potential for integration of other small scale uses along Tertiary Street or adjacent to central Green, subject to demand.

  20  2-3   A1-A5, B1, C3, D1     1   20. As block 19. Access through block to be shared laneway (see edge code L (RF) (pages 109-10) and street code SL (RF)) (pages 83-4).  

  21  2-3   C3       1   21. As block 20. New development within block 21 must respect and accommodate the existing land and building of Riviere Farm.

  22  2-2.5  C3       1   22. Access through block to be shared laneways, see edge code L (RF) (pages 109-10) and street code SL (RF) (pages 83-4).  

  23  2-2.5  C3     min. 2   23. Access through block to be shared laneways, see edge code L (RF) (pages 109-10) and street code SL (RF) (pages 83-4).

1. Block 1 must accommodate and address the B3301 primary route and create the South Quay Entrance Space, see space code SQ E (pages 115-6).

3. Block subdivision(s) through block to connect east to west sides of South Quay. Access to be laneways, see edge code L (pages 105-6) and street codes SL (pages 77-79) & PL (pages 

83-4).

5. New development within block 5 must respect the existing listed building within block 5. The character of the listed building should be respected in the design of any adjacent buildings. 

Additional buildings should be in sympathy with its rhythm and should have pitched roofs. New development in block 5 will be subject to a detailed planning application.

7. Min. 4 access through block to connect secondary street to waterfront. Access to be laneways, see edge code L (pages 105-6) and street codes SL (pages 77-78) & PL (pages 85-6). Block 

to accommodate North Quay Waterfront Space, see space code NQ W (pages 121-2). Buildings within block 8 will form the Fishing Quay, see space code NQ FQ (pages 123-4).

12. Potential for access through block to connect cliff to waterfront, lining up with access in block on Clifftop, allowing for route up/down cliff between Clifftop and North Quay waterfront. If 

provided access to be laneways, see edge code L (pages 105-6) and street codes SL (pages 77-78), & PL (pages 85-6). 

13. Potential for access through block to connect cliff to waterfront, lining up with access in block on Clifftop, allowing for route up/down cliff between Clifftop and North Quay waterfront. If 

provided access to be laneways, see edge code L (pages 105-6) and street codes SL (pages 77-78), & PL (pages 85-6). 

14. Potential for access through block to connect tertiary street to cliff, lining up with access in block below the cliff, allowing for route up/down cliff between Clifftop and North Quay waterfront. 

15. If provided access to be laneways, see edge code L (pages 105-6) and street codes SL (C) (pages 79-80) & PL (pages 85-6). Potential for access through block to connect tertiary street to 

cliff, lining up with access in block below the cliff, allowing for route up/down cliff between Clifftop and North Quay waterfront. Access to be laneways see edge code L (pages 105-6) pages and 

street codes SL (pages 77-78) & PL (pages 85-6).

16. Area sold off as series of individual development plots should follow the following principles: plot size min. 200sq m/ building setback min. 2.5m/ distance between adjacent buildings min. 

4m. 

17. This block would be suitable for the development of a multi-storey car park if required. The structure would have potential for a green roof to extend the hilltop dune habitats on hilltop. 

18. Site for potential landmark building which could include leisure, tourism, hotel or residential use.

19. Generally residential use, but with potential for integration of other small scale uses along Tertiary Street or adjacent to central Green, subject to demand. 

20. As block 19. Access through block to be shared laneway see edge code L (RF) (pages 107-8) and street code SL (RF)) (pages 81-2).  

21. As block 20. New development within block 21 must respect and accommodate the existing land and building of Riviere Farm.

22. Access through block to be shared laneways, see edge code L (RF) (pages 107-8) and street code SL (RF) (pages 81-2).  

23. Access through block to be shared laneways, see edge code L (RF) (pages 107-8) and street code SL (RF) (pages 81-2).



1. Parcels & plots

Keep the grain fine: Keep plots to widths appropriate to the 

function of the buildings with elevations modulated vertically to 

avoid monolithic blocks.

Encourage active ground floors:	Create	flexible	ground	floors	to	

allow for a variety of uses. 

Animate the edges: Making frontages ‘active’ adds interest, life 

and vitality to the public realm. This means: frequent doors and 

windows, with few blank walls; narrow frontage buildngs, giving 

vertical rhythm to the streeet scene; articulation of facades, with 

projections such as bays and porches incorporated, providing a 

welcoming feeling; and, on occasion, lively internal uses visible 

from the outside, or spilling onto the street.

Bring dead edges to life: If ‘big-boxes’or ‘sheds’ are unavoidable 

then ensure they are accommodated within a perimeter block 

structure, with a public frontage. 

Wrap big boxes with smaller units to create active frontage: 

Avoid exposed ‘dead’ frontages created by larger stores and other 

large ‘big-box’ units. Mix uses horizontally and/ or vertically. Wrap 

perimeter on-the-street frontages with smaller units. Externalise 

more active uses (such as cafes and boutiques) and increase their 

transparancy to the street. 

Address corners: Double-fronted buildings have an important 

role at corners. 

2. Access & parking

Consider access to blocks: Vehicular access to blocks should be 

off minor streets rather than main streets where possible. Access 

into blocks should be kept to a minimum for safe and convenient 

pedestrian and vehicular movement.

Avoid disrupting continuity and enclosure of street frontages: 

Car parking will need to avoid disrupting the continuity and 

enclosure of street frontage. Some parking can be provided on 

the street and in basements, semi-basements or decks. Semi 

basement, undercroft or decked car parking should not be visible 

from the street. In exceptional circumstances, and only when 

other potential technical solutions have been exhausted, it may be 

necessary to provide street-level vents and grilles for basement or 

semi-basement car parking. Where this happens, vents and grilles 

must not exceed 0.6m in height from pavement level. 

Avoid parking within the front curtilage: This breaks up the 

frontage and restricts informal surveillance. Integral garages are 

not acceptable on the Secondary Streets or Shared Waterfront as 

defined	in	the	Street	Code	(see	Section	3),	but	could	be	acceptable	

on Shared Laneways or Tertiary Streets, or in private courts to the 

rear of properties.

3. Microclimate

Address orientation and microclimate: Design building frontages 

to	address	their	specific	orientation	and	microclimate,	for	example	

south facing frontages should maximise solar gain and provide for 

shade in the summer, whilst north facing frontages should provide 

high levels of insulation;

Passive design: Consider window size, shading and the use of 

natural ventilation etc. to achieve appropriate thermal mass and 

air tightness;

Natural Lighting & Lighting Control Systems: Buildings and 

facilities	can	be	specifically	designed	to	make	use	of	natural	daylight,	

e.g. by the use of shallow depth spaces and maximising façade 

to	floor	plate	ratios	-	this	can	result	in	significant	energy	savings	by	

reducing	the	daily	usage	of	the	artificial	lighting	systems.	

4. Character & materials

Use materials suitable to the locality: 

Materials	to	reflect	importance	of	waterfront	location;	• 

Scale & robustness to complement quay/industrial context; • 

Colour & texture to complement coastal context; • 

Resource efficiency: Consider the use of materials that are 

durable, sustainably produced and have low embodied energy both 

in terms of their production and transportation to site. This would 

favour the use of locally sourced materials. However it may equally 

mean using extremely ‘low energy’ materials made elsewhere or 

provided to the site as pre-fabricated elements. Encourage the 

use of reused/recycled materials and components.
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9.0 junctions . streets . blocks . edges 

waterfront

space

street

laneway

9.1 Edge Principles



9.2 Edge Condition Codes

There	are	 five	different	 edge	conditions	at	Hayle	Harbour	which	

are	 influenced	 by	 the	 need	 to	 create	 enclosure	 to	 define	 the	

different types of public realm e.g. frontage adjacent to the water 

and enclosing public spaces, streets and laneways. The scale 

of enclosure, activity, plot width etc of blocks will create the 

quality and character of the public realm at Hayle Harbour, and 

it is essential for blocks to create active, safe, rich and attractive 

streets and spaces. Making frontages ‘active’ adds interest, life 

and vitality to the public realm. This means frequent doors and 

windows with few blank walls; narrow frontage buildngs giving 

vertical rhythm to the street scene, articulation of facades, and 

on occasion, lively internal uses visible from the outside, or spilling 

onto the street. The edge conditions will set out the appropriate 

scale of enclosure, level of activity, use, overlooking, animation etc, 

appropriate to the location. 

The block frontages also provide the opportunity to create and 

strengthen a strong image and identity for Hayle Harbour. The 

codes	 provide	 a	 flexible	 framework	 within	 which	 wonderful	

architecture can be delivered to create a unique and distinctive 

place at Hayle Harbour.

The	 following	 pages	 set	 out	 specifications	 for	 the	 four	 edge	

conditions, establishing some basic rules about scale of enclosure, 

plot width, architectural detail, typical materials etc necessary to 

create a varied and diverse urban scene at Hayle Harbour:

  edge code W: waterfront (see page 97)

  edge code SP: space (see page 99)

  edge code ST: street (see page 101) 

  edge code ST (RF):	street	-	riviere	fields	

  yellow - south facing (see page 103)

  edge code L: laneway (see page 105)

  edge code L (RF):	laneway	-	riviere	fields	

  yellow - south facing (see page 107)

  edge code P: plots (see page 109)

  

Making frontages ‘active’ adds interest, life and vitality to the public realm. This means: 

frequent doors and windows, with few blank walls; narrow frontage buildngs, giving verticle 

rhythm to the streeet scene; articulation of facades; and on occasion, lively internal uses 

visible from the outside, or spilling onto the street.

A regular rhythm of doors and windows must animate the edges, provide visual interest 
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fig. 76 edge condition codes

scale 1:5,000
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Vision
This is robust waterside frontage creating a lively and active edge to the waterfront promenades, 

maximising views over the waterside location, and facing up to the exposed marine conditions.

Location
Architectural Drivers  

Edge exposed to marine • 

environment;

Forms waterfront edge to • 

development;

Edge to important waterfront • 

promenades with active uses & high 

footfall;

Varied waterfront views. • 

Objectives 
To create simple, robust architecture designed to withstand marine conditions; • 

To	provide	ground	floor	uses	flush	with	waterfront	promenade	for	ease	of	access,	and	suitable	for	• 

retail/ commercial uses;

To create regular entrances and windows to animate the watefront promenade;• 

To	provide	entrances	directly	onto	thresholds	to	ground	floor	uses,	providing	for	spill	out	of	uses	• 

such as outdoor seating, terraces etc;

To create architecture to maximise waterfront views and opportunities for outdoor living e.g. • 

balconies, terraces, large windows. 

Design Criteria
Plot Width:  7.5-15m; larger widths to have vertical articulation of module visible in   

   facade to avoid monolithic blocks.

Building Line:  Consistent

Ground floor: 	 Development	flush	with	external	ground	level.

Setback:  Terrace for outdoor seating appropriate along waterfront edges.

Parking:   Integral garages/ plot parking are not appropriate along waterfront edges.

Typical Materials: Render, glass, timber

Notes:   Industrial feel particularly appropriate to North Quay waterfront edges.

junctions . streets . blocks . edges 

fig. 77 typical watefront edge condition
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fig. 78 typical materials for waterfront edge condition

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues.

Code W: waterfront edge condition design principles & specification

a. ground	floor	flush	with	external	ground	level	of	waterfront	promenade	and	suitable	for			

    retail/ commercial uses

b. large windows to maximise views and solar gain where appropriate

c. balconies to maximise views and outdoor living space

d. potential for roof terraces to maximise views and outdoor living space 

a. 

b. 

c. 

b. 
d. 

d. 

c. 

7.5-15m

c. 

b. 

b. 

a. 



waterfront edge condition  code W
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Vision
These	are	animated	and	active	frontages	defining	and	enclosing	lively	and	safe	public	spaces.

Location          Architectural Drivers  

Creation of sheltered space;• 

Forms edge to space;• 

Edge to space with a mix of active • 

uses	at	ground	floor	animating	the	edges	to	

create lively public spaces;

Objectives
To create simple, robust architecture to enclose the space; • 

To	provide	ground	floor	uses	and	flush	entrances	allowing	 for	spill	out	of	uses	such	as	outdoor	• 

seating etc;

To provide entrances and windows to animate the space where possible;• 

To create architecture to provide opportunities for outdoor living e.g. balconies, terraces, and • 

provide overlooking and animation to the space. 

Design Criteria
Plot Width:  7.5-15m; modulated vertically to provide an intimate scale larger width to   

   have vertical articulation of module visible in facade.

Building Line:  Varied

Ground floor: 	 Development	flush	with	external	ground	level.

Setback:  Space forms area for outdoor seating/ uses etc.

Parking:   Integral garages are not appropriate within public spaces edges.

Typical Materials:  Render, timber, brick

Notes:   Industrial feel particularly appropriate to North Quay.

   Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues.

fig. 79 typical space edge condition

junctions . streets . blocks . edges
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fig. 80 typical materials for space edge condition

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues.

a. ground	floor	flush	with	external	ground	level	of	space	and	suitable	for			

    retail/ commercial uses

b. large windows to provide overlooking, maximise views & solar gain where appropriate

c. balconies to maximise views and outdoor living space

d. potential for roof terraces to maximise views and outdoor living space 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Code SP: space edge condition design principles & specification

d. 

c. 

7.5-15m

a. a. 

b. 

b. 

c. 



spaces edge condition  code SP
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Vision
This	is	defined	frontage	enclosing	active,	living	and	safe	streets	which	are	lined	with	a	variety	of	uses.

Location          Architectural Drivers  

Definition	and	enclosure	of	streets;• 

Edge to street with a mix of uses • 

to animate the edges and create active 

streets.

Objectives
To provide a regular rhythm of doors and windows to animate the frontages, provide visual interest • 

and overlooking to the street;

To create architecture to maximise any glimpsed waterfront views e.g. occasional balconies/ • 

projections.

Design Criteria
Plot Width:  6-12m; larger width to have vertical articulation of module visible in facade  

   modulated vertically to avoid monolithic blocks.

Building Line:  Generally consistent/ some variation

Ground floor: 	 Development	flush	with	external	ground	level.

Setback:  Varied - see street codes (Section 6.0).

Parking:   Integral garages are generally not appropriate along street edges.

Typical Materials:  Render, brick, stone/ colour

Notes:   Industrial feel particularly appropriate to North Quay

   Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues.

fig. 81 typical street edge condition

junctions . streets . blocks . edges 
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fig. 82 typical materials for waterfront edge condition

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues.

a. ground	floor	flush	with	external	ground	level	and	suitable	for	retail/	commercial	uses.					

    regular rhythum of doors

b. frequent windows to provide overlooking and provide for solar gain where appropriate

c. occasional balconies to maximise glimpsed waterfront views and outdoor living space

d. potential for roof terraces to maximise views and outdoor living space 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Code ST: street edge condition design principles & specification

b. 

c. 

a. a. 

6-12m



street edge condition  code ST
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Vision
This	is	defined	frontage	enclosing	the	active	main	street	at	the	heart	of	Riviere	Fields,	maximising	the	

orientation for solar gain.

Location           Architectural Drivers  

Definition	 and	 enclosure	 of	 main	• 

street;

Edge to street with a rhythum of • 

doors and windows to animate the edges 

and create an active street.

Passive design which requires both • 

high levels of insulation and optimises solar 

gain - generally south east/ north west 

orientation.

Objectives
To provide a regular rhythm of doors and windows to animate the frontages, provide visual interest • 

and overlooking to the street;

To create architecture to maximise any glimpsed waterfront views e.g. occasional balconies/ • 

projections;

South east facing frontage to be set back to provide south facing outdoor space - i.e. front gardens, • 

with architecture to maximise passive solar gain (e.g. large amounts of glazing/ summer shading);

North west facing frontage to be tight to street with south facing aspect to back to maximise • 

passive solar gain and provide south east facing gardens. Architecture on north facing frontage to 

maximise	thermal	efficiency	(e.g.	smaller	windows/	high	levels	of	insulation).

Design Criteria
Plot Width:  In the region of 4-9.5m with build 4-7.5m.

Building Line:  Consistent

Ground floor: 	 Development	flush	with	external	ground	level.

Setback:  Can be varied.

Parking:   Integral garages are generally not appropriate along street edges.

Typical Materials:  Render, brick, stone

Notes:   Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues.

fig. 83 typical Riviere Fields street edge condition

fig. 84 typical materials for Riviere Fields street edge condition

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues

junctions . streets . blocks . edges 

a. regular rhythm of doors to provide active frontage 

b. frequent windows to provide overlooking and provide for solar gain where appropriate

c. occasional balconies to maximise glimpsed waterfront views and outdoor living space

d. enclosed green front gardens

a. 

b. c. 

d. 

Code ST (RF): street - riviere fields edge condition design principles & specification
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d. a. a. 

b. 

d. 

In the region of 4-7.5m 

build 4-7.5m

d. 

b. 



street - riviere fields edge condition code ST (RF)
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junctions . streets . blocks . edges 

Vision
This is frontage enclosing intimate laneways connecting areas to the waterfront, forming small scale 

enclosed environments with glimpsed views to the waterfront and potential for adjacent private 

spaces. 

Location     

    Architectural Drivers  

Intimate and small scale frontages to • 

enclose laneways;

Edge to laneway with active uses and • 

overlooking where possible streets; 

Intimate feel with potential for • 

personalised frontages, thresholds and 

spaces.

Objectives 
To provide a regular rhythm of doors and windows to animate the frontages, provide visual interest • 

and overlooking to the laneways;

To provide entrances where possible to create activity; • 

To create architecture to maximise any glimpsed waterfront views (occasional balconies/ projections);• 

To create opportunities for personalisation of immediate environment;• 

Where ‘Laneway’ edge condition abuts the cliff: 

To address the cliff where possible through use of terraces, decks, levels etc. • 

To span the different levels using decks, balconies etc and look at potential for linking the lower • 

North Quay level to the top of the cliff and the hilltop area;

Design Criteria 
Plot Width:  4-7.5 m; larger width to have vertical articulation of mod ule visible in   

   facade to provide an intimate scale. 

Building Line:  Consistent

Ground floor: 	 Development	flush	with	external	ground	level.

Setback:  Can be varied.

Parking:   Potential for integral garages along laneway edges.

fig. 85 typical laneway edge condition
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fig. 86 typical materials for laneway edge condition

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues

a. frequent doors

b. frequent windows to provide overlooking and provide for solar gain where appropriate

c. occasional balconies to maximise glimpsed waterfront views and outdoor living space

d. potential for roof terraces to maximise views and outdoor living space 

e. potential for enclosed green front gardens

f. potential for integral garages

a. 

b. c. 

f. 

Code L: laneway edge condition design principles & specification

e. a. 

b. 
c. 

d. 

d. d. 

b. 

In the region of 4-7.5m



laneway edge condition  code L
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junctions . streets . blocks . edges 

Vision
This is frontage enclosing intimate laneways providing a domestic scale environment with adjacent 

private spaces/ gardens arranged to maximise solar gain.

Location          Architectural Drivers  

Intimate and small scale frontages to • 

enclose laneways;

Edge to laneway with active uses and • 

overlooking where possible; 

Intimate feel with potential for • 

personalised frontages, thresholds and 

front gardens.

Passive design which requires both • 

high levels of insulation and optimises solar 

gain - generally south east/ north west 

orientation.

 

Objectives 
To provide a regular rhythm of doors and windows to animate the frontages, provide visual interest and 

overlooking to the laneways;

To provide entrances where possible to create activity; • 

To create architecture to maximise any glimpsed waterfront views e.g. occasional balconies/ • 

projections.

To create opportunities for personalisation of immediate environment e.g. front gardens;• 

South east facing frontage to be set back to provide south facing outdoor space - i.e. front gardens, • 

with architecture to maximise passive solar gain (e.g. large amounts of glazing/ summer shading);

North west facing frontage to be tight to street with south facing aspect to back to maximise • 

passive solar gain and provide south east facing gardens. Architecture on north facing frontage to 

maximise	thermal	efficiency	(e.g.	smaller	windows/	high	levels	of	insulation).

Design Criteria 
Plot Width:  In the region of 4-9.5m with build 4-7.5m 

Building Line:  Consistent

Setback:  Consistent or varied setback to provide front gardens.

Parking:   Potential for integral garages and parking on plot along laneway edges. 

Typical Materials:  Render, timber

Notes:   Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues.  

fig. 87 typical Riviere Fields ‘laneway’ edge condition

fig. 88 typical Riviere Fields laneway materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues

a. frequent doors

b. frequent windows to provide overlooking and provide for solar gain where appropriate

c. occasional balconies to maximise glimpsed waterfront views and outdoor living space

d. enclosed green front gardens

e. potential for integral garages and parking on plot

b. 

d. 

Code L (RF): laneway - riviere fields edge condition design principles & specification
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a. 
d. e. 

c. 

e. a. e. a. a. 

b. 

In the region of 4-9.5m 

with build 4-7.5m

d. 



laneway - riviere fields edge condition  code L (RF)
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junctions . streets . blocks . edges 

Vision
This is intimate, small scale detached frontage set within a hilltop landscape arranged to maximise views 

and solar gain.

Location          Architectural Drivers  

Open, exposed hilltop with dune • 

grassland landscape;

Panoramic views across harbour, • 

estuary and surrounding landsccape;

Intimate and small scale frontages set • 

within the landscape;

Passive design for solar gain - • 

generally south west facing. 

Objectives 
To provide a regular rhythm of doors and windows to animate the frontages, provide visual interest • 

and overlooking to the laneways;

To set individual buildings within dune grassland landscape; • 

To create architecture to maximise waterfront views e.g. large south/west facing windows/ external • 

decks;

To create architecture to maximise solar gain where appropriate e.g. large south/west facing • 

windows/ external decks.

Design Criteria 
Plot Width:  In region of 9-18m with build 4-8 m. 

Building Line:  Varied

Ground floor: 	 Potential	for	ground	floor	to	float	above	landscape	with	integral	external		 	

   deck space.

Setback:  Varied

Parking:   Generally on-plot within landscape. 

Typical Materials:  Timber

Notes:   Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues.  

Code P: plots edge condition design principles & specification

fig. 90 typical plot materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues
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fig. 89 typical ‘plot’ edge condition a. windows/ doors to maximise views and solar gain

b. terraces/ decks to maximise views/ outdoor areas within dune landscape

c. occasional balconies to maximise glimpsed waterfront views and outdoor living space

d. open nature of gardens with dune grassland

b. b. c. 
a. 

a. 
a. 

b. b. 

c. 

d. d. 

In region of 9-18m 

with build 4-8 m

a. 



plots edge condition  code P 
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spaces . structural landscape

The Framework sets out a physical structure for change around Hayle Harbour and the design codes describe how 

streets should be designed and enclosed and animated by buildings. The Framework and Codes will ensure that the 

development is integrated with its context and has well-proportioned, active streets and spaces.

In addition to the key streets and blocks there also exists within the development the opportunity to create high quality 

spaces and landscapes. This section of the document provides guidance on how these spaces and landscapes 

should be created. The nature of the spaces, the degree to which they are enclosed and animated will depend to 

a	large	extent	on	the	specific	nature	of	detailed	proposals.	Unlike	the	key	linkages,	not	all	spaces	need	to	be	in	a	

particular	location,	nor	do	they	need	to	be	a	specific	size	(unlike	streets).	For	this	reason	the	spaces	are	not	coded	

and the information provided on the following pages has the status of guidance only.



10.0 Spaces

10.1 Space Principles

The Hayle Harbour Masterplan envisages a number of high quality 

public spaces within the scheme. These are fundamental to spatial 

quality, image, economic viability and attractiveness of Hayle 

Harbour as a living environment. The location of proposed public 

spaces has been carefully considered to provide spatial variation 

within the site and provide areas for people to gather. It goes almost 

without saying that the key space at Hayle Harbour is the water 

and the waterfront. However, important spaces will be created 

to provide a variety of microclimates and experiences within the 

site, to tie the new development into the existing town centre, and 

to provide enclosed sheltered spaces back from the waterfront. 

Public spaces must be well designed, robust and built to last, 

using good quality natural materials. These principles, which apply 

to all public spaces within the scheme, can be summarised as:

1. Design for all

Routes through space: Enable people to pass directly from A to 

B.

Focus activity areas: Design nodes of activity complemented by 

quiet zones for rest and people-watching.

Build in versatility: Spaces should be designed so that they are 

flexible	and	adaptable	and	can	be	used	for	a	variety	of	uses	over	

time. Enable different people to enjoy different activities in the 

same space.

2. Create simple, robust, safe spaces

Quality places are built to last:	Specifications	of	materials	and	

maintenance regimes must demonstrate high standards of visual 

attractiveness, durability and environmental performance.

Clean up the clutter: Design spaces so that the functions of 

its parts are clear and the need for signs, barriers and the like is 

minimised.

Illuminate the scene: Design spaces that are well lit for 

pedestrians.

3. Richness

Uses in and around the space: Introduce activity alongside or 

in the interior of the space to create a ‘stage set’ for a lively and 

interesting environment.

Stimulate the senses: Design for richness in the environment.

Strengthen local identity and distinctiveness
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10.2 Space Guidance

The plan opposite shows the location of the key proposed public spaces 

within the scheme. The following pages set out guidance for these key 

public spaces:

1

2

3

4

5

1.  space guidance SQ E: south quay/ foundry entrance space  

 (see page 115)

2.  space guidance SQ C: south quay internal courtyard spaces 

 (see page 117) 

3.  space guidance SQ P: south quay/east quay promontory  

 space (see page 119)

4.  space guidance NQ W; north quay waterfront spaces 

 (see page 121)

5.  space guidance NQ FQ: fishing	quay	

 (see page 123)

6.  space guidance H P: hilltop park 

 (see page 125) 

7.  space guidance RF G:	riviere	fields	green	

 (see page 127) 

  

fig. 91 space guidance 

scale 1:5,000

spaces . structural landscape
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Vision
The south quay/foundry square has the potential to become a civic entrance space marking the arrival 

to Hayle town centre from the west. The space is crossed by the B3301 primary route through the town 

centre, with the potential for laneways links to provide pedestrian connections north to South Quay, east 

to the waterfront/ Foundry Square and south to the Foundry. 

Zone

Objectives  

To create a space linked to Foundry Square which marks the arrival to Hayle town centre; • 

To create simple, robust attractive mixed use space, edged by a mix of uses, potentially including • 

tourist information, a business centre, health centre, retail and residential accommodation;

To provide good pedestrian/ cycle links north to South Quay waterfront and south to The Foundry;• 

Space to be crossed by the B3301.• 

Scale/ Level of Enclosure  Approx. 60 x 30m/ Enclosed on all sides

User Groups    Pedestrians/ cyclists/ cars/ public transport etc

Design Criteria 
Parking:    No

Trees:    Optional

Lighting:   On buildings or feature lighting

Notes:    Potential for pavillion buildings as features within the space.

     Potential for siting of historic Beam Engine within space. 

Typical Materials 
Concrete, bound aggregate surfacing, or natural stone paving - medium to large scale units.• 

Robust stone kerbs min 300x150mm where appropriate.• 

fig. 92 illustrative isometric - not to scale
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Design principles & Specification for south quay entrance space:

Code SQ E: south quay/foundry entrance space design principles & outline specification
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fig. 93 illustrative examples to show qualities of space rather than specific arrangements or materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues



Vision
The South Quay internal courtyards provide the opportunity, dependant on building footprint dimensions, to 

create sheltered courtyard spaces set back from the waterfront, with a mix of lively uses and glimpsed views 

towards the water along narrow laneways. 

Zone
Objectives  

To create sheltered, intimate public, semi private or private spaces (depending on use) within a block;• 

To create narrow, intimate laneways linking to the quayside and other areas, which provide glimpsed views • 

of the water and surroundings (see street code PL and PP);

Potential for retail uses edging courtyard including food & drink and small scale retail units including live • 

work and creative industries;

To create an area suitable for spill out of a mix of uses, including cafe seating etc. • 

No	vehicular	traffic;• 

Potential roof of basement car park. • 

Scale/ Level of Enclosure  A range of scales in the region of 20 x 20m to 30 x 25m/ Enclosed on  

    all sides

User Groups    Pedestrians

Design Criteria 
Parking:    No

Trees:    Optional

Lighting:   On Buildings 

Typical Materials 
Concrete, bound aggregate surfacing, or natural stone paving - small to medium scale units.• 

fig. 93 illustrative isometric - not to scale
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Code SQ C: south quay internal courtyard space design principles & outline specification
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Cardiff: Brewery Quarter
BordeauxMidsummer Place

Copenhagen

Berlin

fig. 94 illustrative examples to show qualities of space rather than specific arrangements or materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues

Exeter



Vision
The South Quay and East Quay promontary spaces have the potential to provide pedestrian and cycle 

links that take advantage of the stunning views. They could also provide the setting for a series of new 

landmarks. The two promenades will be connected by a new pedestrian/cycle bridge that will allow 

East Quay to be connected with the promenades along the western and eastern sides of East Quay.

Zone

Objectives  

To create a simple and robust promontory space for viewing; • 

To provide pedestrian/ cycle access from South Quay promenades, linking east to west;• 

To provide pedestrian/ cycle links onto new bridge between South and East Quays;• 

To create an arrival space at bridge landing;• 

To allow for a space associated with potential landmark building with potential for outdoor uses • 

such as cafe seating, if appropriate;

To	allow	for	parking	within	shared	surface	if	required,	including	for	fishermen.	• 

Scale/ Level of Enclosure  Approx. 60 x 35m/ Open to waterfront on 3 sides.

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars

Design Criteria 
Parking:    Optional on upper level within shared surface

Trees:    No

Lighting:   Columns/ feature lighting 

Notes:    Link to Shared Waterfront promenades (see Street Codes   

    SW(SQ East) & SW(SQ West)).

Typical Materials 
Concrete, bound aggregate surfacing, or natural stone paving - medium to large scale.• 

Robust stone kerbs min 300x150mm where appropriate.• 

fig. 94 illustrative isometric - not to scale
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Code SQ P: south quay/east quay promontory spaces design principles & outline specification
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fig. 95 illustrative examples to show qualities of space rather than specific arrangements or materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues
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Vision
The North Quay waterfront space provides the opportunity to create lively waterfront spaces on the 

promenade route between the town and the beach, enjoying views of the estuary and waterside activities 

such	as	the	boats	at	the	fish	quay	and	marina.	 It	could	also	provide	an	entrance	space	marking	the	

landing of the pedestrian bridge from East Quay. The south facing aspect lends itself to outdoor eating 

and	drinking,	and	the	association	of	restaurants	and	shops	with	the	local	fishing	industry	creates	a	daily	

cycle of fresh produce. 

Zone

Objectives  

To create an attractive and robust south/ south west facing outdoor space or series of spaces with • 

views across the waterfront;

To create a shared space which accommodates a number of waterside activities including eating • 

and drinking, and enjoys the view and aspect that the location affords; 

To provide access onto the North Quay waterfront promenade; • 

To provide parking within a shared surface if required, subject to detailed design of relevant phase.• 

Scale/ Level of Enclosure  A range of scales in the region of 45 x 20m/ Enclosed on three   

    sides

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists (Marina & Harbour users)

Design Criteria 
Parking:    Optional within a shared surface.

Trees:    No

Lighting:   On buildings or columns as features along the promenade.  

Typical Materials 
Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing/ or natural stone paving - medium to large scale.• 

Robust stone kerbs min 300x150mm where appropriate.• 

fig. 95 illustrative isometric - not to scale
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Code NQ W: north quay waterfront space design principles & outline specification
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Bordeaux London
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fig. 97 illustrative examples to show qualities of space rather than 

specific arrangements or materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability 

issues



spaces . structural landscape

Vision
The	North	Quay	fishing	quay	provides	the	opportunity	to	create	a	robust	and	functional	working	quay	and	

harbour	along	the	promenade	route	between	the	town	and	the	beach,	used	by	the	local	fishing	industry	

and potentially for the WaveHub project or other  renewable energy and/or marine based industries.

Zone

Objectives  

To	create	a	functional,	robust	quayside	space	which	meets	the	needs	of	the	local	fishing	industry;		• 

To create a shared space which accommodates a number of activities;• 

To provide access to adjacent storage/ access;• 

To provide vehicular access to the harbour wall and lower quay level to accommodate loading/ • 

unloading from boats;

To provide parking within a shared surface; • 

To provide pedestrian access along the lower promenade as part of the North Quay waterfront • 

promenade, part of the route to the beach.

Scale/ Level of Enclosure  Approx. 45 x 20m/ Enclosed on three sides

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists/ Cars/ HGVs (Harbour users)

Design Criteria 
Parking:    Optional within a shared surface.

Trees:    No

Lighting:   On buildings or as required for harbour uses.  

Typical Materials 
Concrete/ bound aggregate surfacing.• 

Robust stone or stone aggregate kerbs min 300x150mm where appropriate.• 

fig. 96 illustrative isometric - not to scale

Code NQ FQ: north quay fishing quay design principles & outline specification
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north quay fishing quay  code  NQ FQ

fig. 97 illustrative examples to show qualities of space rather than specific arrangements or materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues
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spaces . structural landscape

Vision
The hilltop park provides the opportunity for an elevated and open naturalistic hilltop park, with a ramped 

path winding up from North Quay and weaving through dune grassland and scrub, providing stunning 

views across the harbour, estuary and town within a natural setting. 

Zone

Objectives  

To create an open naturalistic park with dune grassland and scrub habitats;• 

To provide a ramped path complying with DDA requirements which weaves through the park and • 

connects North Quay to the hilltop area;

To maintain open views across the harbour, estuary and town.• 

Scale/ Level of Enclosure  None

User Groups    Pedestrians/ Cyclists 

Design Criteria 
Parking:  No

Trees:  No

Lighting: No  

Typical Materials 
Bound aggregate pathways or timber.• 

Robust stone kerbs min 150x150mm where appropriate.• 

Design principles & Specification for hilltop park:
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Code H P: hilltop park design principles & outline specification
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fig. 98 illustrative examples to show qualities of space 

rather than specific arrangements or materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ 

viability issues



Vision
The	riviere	fields	green	provides	the	opportunity	to	create	a	central	multi-use	‘greens’	at	 the	heart	of	

the	Riviere	Fields	community,	creating	an	 identifiable	centre,	marking	arrival	within	Riviere	Fields,	and	

creating a social gathering space with opportunities for play and informal recreation, as well as space for 

a mix of community uses and activities. 

Zone

Objectives  

To create a central space(s) along the main ‘village street’; • 

To create simple, robust attractive mixed use ‘green’ space, edged by a mix of uses, potentially • 

including a local shop and/or pub;

To create green open space suitable for a mix of uses including informal recreation and play.• 

Scale/ Level of Enclosure  Approx. min 50 x 25m/ Enclosure on min. 2 sides

User Groups    Pedestrians/ cyclists

Design Criteria 
Parking:    No

Trees:    Optional

Lighting:   On buildings or columns

 

Typical Materials 
Soft landscaping - turf.• 

Robust stone or stone aggregatekerbs min 300x100mm where appropriate.• 

spaces . structural landscape

Code RF G: riviere fields green design principles & outline specification
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fig. 99 illustrative examples to show qualities of space rather than specific arrangements or materials

Note: Proportions of materials dependent on cost/ value/ viability issues
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11.0 spaces . structural landscape  

Structural landscape has a function in terms of public space 

within	Hayle	Harbour.	There	are	five	types	of	structural	landscape	

(see	figure	100):

1. Dune habitat reinstatement 

There is potential for the reinstatement of dune habitat on the 

un-used hard standing where existing beach parking is to be 

restricted and consolidated within a smaller, demarcated area. 

This would improve and strengthen the existing dunes in this area 

which are being degraded.

2. Dune grassland/ woodland transition landscape

Where the hilltop dune grassland meets the Riviere Fields area, 

pine trees forming the edge of the woodland belt will grow within 

a dune grassland understorey, marking the transition between the 

two areas. 

3. Woodland belt

The creation of a traditional mixed coniferous and deciduous 

woodland with species mix appropriate to the locality, 

supplementing the existing belt of trees. Creating a structural 

woodland landscape around Riviere Fields will provide shelter and 

opportunities for recreation. The woodland should be maintained 

and  managed to allow for access and walking such as dog 

walking.

4. Cornish hedges

The existing Cornish hedges surrounding Riviere Fields should be 

retained as part of the new community. Cornish hedges should 

be fully integrated into the layout of Riviere Fields, and maintained 

to provide structure and enclosure to pedestrian laneways and 

paths around and through the area. There is potential for new 

Cornish hedge planting to the south of Riviere Fields, linking 

existing sections of hedge.

5. Community gardens

Part of the structural landcape may be appropriate as community 

gardens. Related to development at Riviere Fields, community 

gardens would provide the opportunity for residents to grow their 

own food on south facing slopes.

  

11.1 Structural Landscape Principles
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fig. 100 structural landscape guidance

scale 1:5,000
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Appendix 
Table 1: Masterplan Review and Identification of Design Principles to address in Masterplan Review

We have drawn the following design objectives together from a number of documents including By Design (2000), Urban Design 

Compendium (English Partnerships, 2000), Better Places to Live (2001), and used them as a basis for appraising the masterplan. 

Generic Design Objective Degree to which Masterplan Meets Objective

1. Natural capital

Development should be designed 

to integrate with, protect and 

enhance the landscape and 

biodiversity values of the site. 

The landscape is one of the most 

important resources of Cornwall and 

needs to be protected and enhanced. 

This does not mean that there should 

be no change but requires high quality 

design solutions that complement or 

contribute to landscape character. 

Biodiversity is one of the building 

blocks of all life and needs to be 

preserved and enhanced wherever 

possible

Avoidance of development on the Triangular Spit•	
A development concept for Hilltop which seeks to integrate the •	
dune grassland

Retention of Cornish hedges•	
Creation of new Cornish hedges•	
Dune recreation in vicinity of beach carpark•	
A landscape character driven approach – each part of the •	
development varies in response to the underlying landscape 

character

The development framework and design codes seek to promote •	
an honest response to site conditions leading to a site-responsive 

design

2. Compactness

Development should use land 

efficiently and where appropriate 

provide a density of use/population 

that supports public transport and 

commercial/ community services.

Compact development forms 

minimise land take and encourages 

densities	 sufficient	 to	 support	 local	

services and amenities. This in turn 

enhances the sense of community and 

reduces the need to travel. This is not 

to suggest that compactness should 

be as high as possible everywhere. It 

will vary according to context and in 

some locations a low density solution 

may be most appropriate.

A	development	form	that	achieves	efficient	use	of	a	predominantly	•	
brownfield	site

Creation of a hub of development around Foundry in close •	
proximity to transport and services

PPS3 compliant residential densities even with commercial •	
development:

North quay 100 dwellings per hectareo 
South Quay 70 dwellings per hectareo 
Hilltop 30 dwellings per hectareo 
Riviere Fields 36 dwellings per hectareo 

Compactness supported by strong pedestrian routes to Foundry •	
and the railway station

Generic Design Objective Degree to which Masterplan Meets Objective

3. Accessibility and ease of 

movement

Create development layouts that 

are accessible to all in society, 

make links into surrounding areas, 

create new links where necessary 

and ensure that it is easy to get 

from A-B within a development. 

Accessibility and ease of movement 

considerations effectively form the 

urban structure of a place. They 

determine how effectively it connects 

with the existing urban and rural fabric 

and	influence	key	issues	such	as	the	

‘walkability’ of places, reducing car 

use and enhancing the life and vitality 

of streets and spaces. It is vital that 

the pattern of accessibility and ease 

of movement is designed hand in 

hand with measures to reduce crime 

and create safe and secure streets, 

spaces and buildings.

Access framework seeks integration with Hayle and surrounding •	
context

All public realm areas and streets designed to be inclusive for all•	
Creation of new vehicular access onto North Quay•	
Creation of new route to the beach including new bridges•	
New linkage between South Quay and Foundry•	
Linkages to Copperhouse and the route around Copperhouse •	
Pool

A block pattern within the development that allows for easy •	
movement and permeability

Creation of new linkages between Hilltop and North Quay•	
Easy access to the waterfront for all.•	

4. Legibility

Create development layouts that 

are easy to understand and find 

way around. 

The structure of key streets and 

spaces	define	the	main	image	of	place	

and makes it possible for people to 

orientate	 themselves	 and	 find	 their	

way around. It helps to create the 

identity of place and the perception 

of it by others.

Urban structure ties into the rest of Hayle and helps create a new •	
legibility for the whole town

Docksides and new bridges create highly legible public realm •	
focus to the development linking all quays

The ‘route to the beach’ creates a dominant spine to the •	
development allowing people to orientate themselves – south to 

the town centre, north to the beach

South Quay and Foundry linked via public realm treatment around •	
the viaduct to create a new focus to the area

Each street and space within the development has been assigned •	
a relative hierarchy dependent on access and place-making 

function. The application of standard cross sections to each of 

these streets and spaces over time will create a highly legible 

development	 in	 which	 the	 relative	 significance	 of	 each	 can	 be	

easily read and understood, acting as an aid to navigation and 

identity.
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Generic Design Objective Degree to which Masterplan Meets Objective

5. Character and context 

Development should respond to the 

character and local distinctiveness 

of site context. 

The character and context of any 

development is created by the locally 

distinctive patterns and form of 

development, landscape, culture and 

biodiversity. These elements have 

often built up over a considerable 

time and tell a story of the site’s 

history and evolution. They create its 

‘sense of place’.

The character and context of a site 

should	 influence	design	positively	so	

that development does not simply 

replace	 what	 was	 there	 but	 reflects	

and responds to it. If the context to a 

development has been compromised 

by an earlier stage of development 

it should not be seen as a reason 

to perpetuate what has been 

done before. Opportunities should 

be sought to deliver high quality 

sustainable	development	that	reflects	

the technologies and aesthetics of 

the 21st century and creates a strong 

sense of place.

Each part of the site responds to underlying landscape or •	
townscape character

The Development Framework and Design Codes seek to •	
encourage an approach to design and development which results 

in an ‘honest’ response to site conditions creating an appropriate 

new vernacular for the site

The design codes seek to promote development of an appropriate •	
scale and form that also responds to the colours, textures and 

forms of the landscape/townscape.

Generic Design Objective Degree to which Masterplan Meets Objective

6. Continuity and enclosure

Streets and spaces should be 

overlooked with continuous  street 

frontage.

Enclosure and continuity of street 

frontage creates spaces that are 

overlooked and are therefore safer and 

more pleasant to use. They maximise 

opportunities for social interaction 

and create a stronger sense of place 

and a more recognisable identity. 

Continuity and enclosure can also be 

created by tree and hedge planting, 

walls and fences. Over the centuries 

most of our best settlements have 

been based around the concept of 

clearly	defined	streets	and	spaces.

All streets and spaces are overlooked and have continuous street •	
frontage.

7. Public realm

Ensure high quality, attractive and 

safe streets and spaces for all 

members of society.

Public realm is the space that is 

accessible physically, visually and 

culturally to the public. In residential 

developments it includes the 

streets, green spaces, squares and 

playgrounds. The public realm is 

where chance meetings between 

neighbours happen, or community 

events occur. It is vital not just to the 

quality of a development but how 

pleasant and sociable it is to live in.

The design codes include a standard cross-section for each •	
street or space. These are intended to create simple uncluttered 

public realm within which the pedestrian and cyclist has priority 

over vehicles.

A simple palette of materials appropriate to the historic dockside •	
location has been chosen

All	streets	and	spaces	are	well	defined	and	enclosed	with	clear	•	
distinctions between public and private

All streets and spaces are animated by active frontages – either •	
commercial uses or residential / workspace entrances
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Generic Design Objective Degree to which Masterplan Meets Objective

8. Diversity

Wherever possible there should 

be a mix of uses, and variety and 

choice in types of properties and 

places. 

There is increasingly a need to mix 

uses in order to build sustainable 

communities. Whilst this is particularly 

the case for larger developments, 

even small developments may be able 

to offer opportunities to contribute 

to local sustainability through the 

provision of facilities such as shops, 

offices	or	workspaces.

The masterplan includes a diverse mix of uses including retail, •	
residential,	office,	creative	workspace,	leisure	and	industrial

The development framework provides the opportunity to increase •	
the diversity of uses in response to changing social and economic 

conditions

The blocks and plots are capable of being sub divided in a variety •	
of ways to increase diversity

.

9. Adaptability

Buildings and spaces should be 

designed so that they are flexible 

and adaptable and can be used for 

a variety of uses over time. 

Successful buildings change use 

several times over their lifetime 

and	 flexibility	 is	 vital	 to	 longterm	

sustainability and longevity.

The development framework sets out a series of blocks and •	
plots that are capable of adaptation to a series of development 

scenarios

The design codes set out a series of ‘rules’ which have the •	
flexibility	to	be	adapted	to	a	variety	of	development	types

The design of streets and spaces creates simple uncluttered •	
spaces that can be designed to cater for a variety of uses

It	is	intended	that	built	form	is	built	to	be	flexible	and	adaptable	–	•	
for example if retail demand diminishes conversion to work space 

or residential development will be achievable

Generic Design Objective Degree to which Masterplan Meets Objective

10. Resource efficiency

Buildings and landscape should 

minimize resource use in their 

construction, operation and 

maintenance. 

The energy consumed in the 

construction and operation of a 

building	results	in	at	least	50%	of	UK	

CO2 emissions. The initial design of 

a building can have a huge impact 

on energy usage over its lifetime. 

However, energy use can also be 

minimised by making the best use 

of buildings and materials already on 

site, working with the topography to 

create suitable  microclimates, and 

using tree planting and shelterbelts to 

improve microclimate.

The development framework is designed to accommodate two •	
CHP plants to serve the development

The scheme is intended to achieve Level 4 on the Code for •	
Sustainable Homes.

The implementation of the scheme will make best use of recycled •	
and dredged aggregates found on site and will minimise the need 

for import of materials

A	significant	proportion	of	buildings	are	orientated	within	30•	 o of 

south to ensure high levels of solar gain

It	 is	 intended	 that	 opportunities	 for	 the	 use	 of	 efficient	 on-site	•	
renewable energy technologies will be pursued through the 

implementation process.
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